Are you STILL Typing?
If'you type in your programs from So/tSide every month, you're spending a lot of time at the keyboard before you ever get
to see the software we produce. By the time you've typed in one program, our DV and CV subscribers have played several
games, integrated the So/tSide utilities into their software library, and probably had the time to read the articles and reviews in
their issue of So/tSide Magazine.
Wouldn't you rather spend your valuable time using your software instead of typing it? Then there's no time like the present
to subscribe or convert to So/tSide D V or CVJ
.

5off5iCV
So/tSide's Cassette Ver.sion (CV) offers you an inexpensive way to enjoy your programs without hours of typing
or hunting for errors. PLUS you'll receive a BONus program every month, usually an adventure. All programs are
tested and ready to RUN!
CV gives you the programs offered for your system each
month in So/tSide plus the BONUS program on a tape,
plus a copy of So/tSide Magazine - 12 tapes and 12
magazines for only $99.

So/tSide's Disk Version (DV) offers you not only the
programs listed in each month's So/tSide, but two BONUS
programs as well. Only the d9cumentation ' for the bonus
programs will appear in So/tSide magazine, not the code.
The bonus programs will be of every conceivable type multiple and Machine Language programs, modified
languages, ongoing modular programs, adventures, and
software so extensive, it would take an entire issue ofSo!tSide just to print the code. You'll receive 12 disks and 12
magazines - all for only $149.

Feel Like You're Missing Something? You Are!
Don't wait. Order your subscription to So/tSide DV or CV today. Use the convenient order card located elsewhere iii. this issue. For the
convenience of MasterCard or VISA holders, we offer an installment payment plan for D V subscriptions: Pay just $38.50 per month for four
months (a total of $154, which includes a $5 billing charge). If you already subscribe to So/tSide magazine, you can convert the remainde~ of
your subscription for only $9.92 per disk or $5.75 per tape. Just check the convert box on the order card and we'll bill you for your com;ersion cost. For orders outside the USA, see the "SoftSide Ordering Information" located elsewhere in this issu,e.

Computerists are offered the rare opportunity of marching into a
new frontier. Advance to the front of the parade by subscribing to
SoftSide DV or Cv, the magazines of 'the future
oday.

You JU$t Found It!
E-Z Tax. The simplest tax preparation
software ever developed was designed
for your Apple" personal computer.
Now you can prepare your own tax
return without any knowledge of taxes
or computer programming. From the
moment you insert the E-Z Tax floppy
disk, you '" be in full control. Everyquestion is self-prompting and nothing is
overlooked.
If you make a mistake, the program
lets you know about it immediately. If
you need tax help, just press a button
and you 'll get the answer. Its simply
the most amazing tax preparation soft____
• ____ COUPON ________ _
ware•ever.

Prints on Federal Forms
When you ' re finished, E-Z Tax will
print out your tax return on official federal forms. If you don't have a printer,
just fill in the forms from the data on the
screen.
If you need help, you can call E-Z
Tax's toll free customer service phone
number.

_ _ _ IBM PC

_ _ _ ATARI 400 & 800

_ _ _ CP/M

1040A
1040 EZ
1040 page 1 & 2
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule C
Schedule D
Schedule E
Schedule F
Schedule G
Schedule R/RP
Schedule W
1040 ES
1040 SE

ACT NOW!

OnlY S6995

_ _ _ TOTAL REQUESTED

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

x $69.95 each
_ __ Total

E.~TAX ·

_ _ _ Plus Postage & Handling (S4/kitl
_ _ _ Plus C.O.D. Charges IS3/kitl
_ _ _ TOTAL ORDER
(Enclose payment for this amount.)

ACT NOW!
Send: 0 Check
0 Money Order
0 C.O.D.
Charg e my credit card: 0 Visa 0 Mastercard

Card #-_ _ _ _ __ Exp. Date _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

2106
2119
2210
2440
2441
3468
3903
4137
4684
4972
5695
6251
6252

You just found the tax preparation program
you've been looking for. Now here's how you
can get your hands on it ...
•
Fill in the coupon, or
•
Call toll-free to order over the phone.
Just give the operator your credit card
number or request a C.O.D. shipment.

Ple a se send me the lollowlng .. of kIts requested:

_ _ _ APPLE II

E-Z Tax prepares the following IRS forms
and schedules:

State _ _ Zip _ _ _ I
I

Mall this coupon to: TAX HELP, INC.

Your E-Z Tax Kit Includes. ..

•••
••
•
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~HELP
INCORPORATED

BOX 7676
SAN JOSE, CA 95150
(4081998-1040
WATS LINE : (8001 331·1040· USA
(8001344-1040, CA
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EDITORIAL

It All Boils Down To
Ones and Zeroes
we of the options cable television brought
One of Mexico's delightful Christmas
to our living rooms until the service was
traditions is the "pinata." Young children
available and the promotional literature
gather around a dangling giant papier
came
in the mail?
mache ornament. One at a time, the
The private sector is very interested in the
children are blindfolded, handed a long
potential of the information utility. AT&T
stick and given a chance to swing at the
restructured and gave up a large portion of
pillata. When broken, the giant ornament
their business in order to gain access to the
rains down its contents of candy and small
market. However, for companies with less
gifts . All of the children run to the center of
financial security, the hesitancy of the
the circle to lay claim to their share of the
government to establish standards makes
bounty.
the risk of financial disaster too frightenThe participants in the international ining. Consider what might have happened if
formation marketplace are like the children
the FCC had permitted ABC, CBS and
gathered around the pinata. One by one,
NBC to support different standards for
they are blindly swinging their sticks at our
their video signals, rather than confining
information dollar, hoping to break the
them to a single system . You might need
bauble and gather the rewards.
three different television sets, or decide to
The many books and magazines covering
watch only one of the networks. One of
this new information utility almost always
them might have survived, or we might not
address the topic of the media of the
have network television at all because it
future. Will viewdata via the telephone lines
couldn ' t be made profitable. The providers
negate the need for interactive cable? Will
in our new utility could face that problem.
the mass storage capabilities of laser discs
They will have to make the services exand cards become so inexpensive and
tremely expensive in order to be supported
available that on-line databases will become
by a small number of customers, or "bet it
obsolete? Will the public need access to
all" on their ability to predict which inforenough "perishable" information (information delivery standard will gain mass
mation which is valuable for only a short
period of time) to support an immediat.ely _ acceptance. _
The -terminology of this marketplace is
accessible database? The answers to these
confusing, at best. Teletext, viewdata,
questions will determine which of the ·comvideotex, viewtron, cabletext, video discs,
petitors will get the most bounty from our
laser
cards, satellites, dial-up databases information pinata.
the list" of available media and communicaAs Europe and Japan · march boldly
tion standards goes on and on. I won't try
ahead in nationalized information utilities,
to define them here. (See Cardboard To
the government of the United States has
Cable elsewhere in this issue for further indecided to mark time and let the market
formation on teletext, videotex, and
determine the need, viability and standards
viewdata.) However, one thing rings true
for such a utility. This policy has advanthrough all of them - the information they
tages and disadvantages. Because national
send or store always boils down to ones and
pride is not vested in the support of one
zeroes - digital data to bring a myriad of
particular system, open debate is possible
information and services to our senses.
on a wide variety of options - possibly
While the government, communications
preventing our adopting a system which
industry, and hardware manufacturers batwould soon be outdated. However, in the
tle over the proper delivery standard for our
past, the US has debated the public interest
new utility, it should be clear that the inforand social benefits of a technology only
mation they will deliver will have to be in a
after it has been chosen and implemented.
digital form. All of the associated comThere's no particular reason to believe
munications technologies now converge
the circumstances will be different with the
around the microprocessor and its ability to
installation of our information utility. The
process digital data. It seems the only sense
typical consumer simply will not be aware
we've not yet managed to digitize input for
of the potential of any of these services unis that of smell . But then, we weren't very
til they are commonly available to his home
successful at storing or sending input for
and he begins to use them. How aware were
that in analog form either.

With the digital standard set for encoding
the data our new utility will deliver, the information providers can stop hesitating and
prepare for whatever distribution media the
market chooses. The digital format suffers
certain vagaries, but we shouldn't wait to
start capturing our national information
database in a digital format. It will be
relatively simple for the proper software to
translate data from one digital form to
another, once we know the distribution
media.
I often wonder if the people who predict
ready access to any information in the
Library of Congress have considered the
gargantuan effort will take to key in all of
those words, and digitize all of those
graphics. There is very little writing printed
anymore that doesn't pass through a digital
form somewhere along the way, whether in
a word processor or a typesetter. Now is the
time to start storing those words, and converting the words of the past into a similar
format, if we're to have any hope of being
ready for the coming information revolution.
In the end, I'm sure that more than one
of the prospective delivery media will survive. Various combinations and permutations may occur along the way, but we use
information in too many ways for one
medium to serve in all circumstances. We
must consider how we will deal with
perishable information, such as airline
schedules and weather reports, as opposed
to more durable information such as history
books and movies. We will always want our
information to be portable so we can read
on the train or follow a map in the car.
These and many other factors will influence
which of the media will survive and remain
profitable. However, now is the time to
debate the options. The choices we make
for our information utility will shape the
minds and lives of the future. Whatever our
choices, we don't have very long to make
them. The information age tidal wave is
looming over us, and there is no way to stop
it. This is our opportunity to sieze control
and direct it for our best interests.

Randal L. Kottwitz
Publisher/ Editor-in-Chief

INPUT

From our readers
Apple® Solitaire
Dear SoftSide,
I just wanted you to know that the
solitaire game from the May 1982 issue of
SoftSide can be won. I enclose the picture
from my monitor as proof. This was done
using John Voskuil's modification from
issue #32. It's a great game. Keep up the
good work.

many would try their own ideas, and learn
simple things without difficulty . Keep up
the great work!
Darrell Maronde
Ft. Worth, TX
Editor's Reply: Exploring The Atari Frontier will cover not only the basics, but advanced applications of Player/Missile
Graphics as well in an upcoming installment.

Esperanto

Richard Sturtz
New Baltimore, MI

Player IMissile Graphics
Dear Soltside,
I have nothing but praise for your
magazine, and out of the many that I now
subscibe to, yours is the only one that I plan
to renew. I owned a TRS-80 when I
originally subscribed, and had become
quite proficient at programming on it.
However, the poor graphics and other complaints led me to look at Atari, and I
bought their 800 model. So now I know all
the Basic commands, but am a bit
bewildered by the power that this machine
posesses.
Therefore, I am making a plea for help.
Please show us beginning Atari users the
basics on Player/ Missile Graphics! Your articles on the modification of the Display
List were excellent, so I am positive that
you could present it in a manner that could
be easily understood. I realize that it is a
long, complicated subject, but given a start,
6

Dear SoftSide,
Among Allen L. Wold's very to-thepoint comments on computer languages in
general and BASIC in particular in his article "Alternatives to BASIC" in issue #36 of
SoftSide, he had made some unsubstantiated - because unsubstantiable? - comments about "artificial verbal languages. " I
hope that you will permit me to set the
record straight. ..
I have been using Esperanto for the last
twenty years, both here and in Europe, and
I find that much of what Wold says, when
applied to Esperanto, is simply opinion ...
Esperanto, as developed by Dr. L. L.
Zamenhof, never claimed to utilize
elements from every language ever spoken.
The vocabulary is, for the most part, IndoEuropean in origin, although more recently, elements from several East Asian
languages have been creeping in.
Finally, Wold states that artificial
languages are frozen and, if allowed to
change, would break into dialects. This is
wrong . Esperanto (which started out with a
vocabulary of about nine hundred words,
and now boasts about twenty thousand different word-roots expandable into some
hundreds of thousands of words) has been
evolving for the better part of a century ...
With respect to the computer revolution,
Esperanto also seems to have a role. Currently, two European organizations are
studying the possibility of using Esperanto
as a bridge language for computer translation of such things as videotext messages;
the study is being funded by the Common

SoftSide

Market.. .And, for those of your readers
who subscribe to The Source, an Esperanto
lesson for the uninitiated is available on
that network (type R ESPERO) .
Donald J. Harlow
Central Office, ELNA
Allen Wold's Reply: I do not find my lack
of knowledge of Esperanto, or of other artificial verbal languages, remarkable. The
library at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill is a multi-million volume
research library, and most of the two dozen
or so books on the subject of artificial, or
"universal" languages date from the twenties and thirties. I did not try to track down
current journals, or spend a great deal of
time researching these languages, since the
question of their use was rather marginal to
the topic of my article ...
Mr. Harlow states that Esperanto never
claimed to utilize elements from every
language ever spoken. That is true, and I
never said it did. Esperanto has "the advantages of extreme grammatical simplicity
coupled with a fair degree of logic, utter
ease of sounds, absolute correspondence
between the spoken and the written form,
and a vocabulary based mainly 'on the Germanic, Greek, and Latin-Romance
elements of Indo-European."
I did not state that languages are too
complex to be designed. I said that the difficulty of learning a natural language implied that they were too complex to be
designed by anyone person or group 01 persons...
Of course I was in error when I said that
artificial languages are frozen. They are not
like classical Latin, Greek, Hebrew, or Sanskrit, in that Esperanto and a few others of
the 700 or so artificial languages are in fact
being spoken today, added to, and perhaps
even changed. But my argument still holds.
In order to be truly universal, such a
language, whatever is chosen, would have
to be at least partially fIXed, as Mr. Harlow
says Esperanto is ...
Perhaps we can think of Esperanto as the
verbal language equivalent of Pascal
(which, like Esperanto, is showing signs of
evolution and division into very similar but

incompatible dialects). In any case, in no
way did I intend to denigrate or cast aspersions on Esperanto as a language, whether a
possible universal alternative or not ...
I do admit to a rather vast ignorance,
which my meager scholarship cannot completely negate. If there are readers who do
know the answers to some of the questions,
both stated and implied, by my article, Mr.
Harlow's letter, or my response, please let
me know, in care of this magazine.

as many of the programs appear to be
photographic copies of printouts, it is often
very difficult to distinguish between similar
characters such as I and 1, Nand M, M and
H, etc. The quality of the original printout
is often very poor.
Your magazine is excellent, but these
problems should be corrected. I would appreciate your comments. Thank you.

SoftSide Game Plan

Editor's Reply: As you can see from the
two preceding letters, you still can't please
all of the people all of the time. We are doing our best to provide a varied mix of
entertainment and practical application
programs for your enjoyment and edification. Our new format should make the program listings easier to read and type into
your computer. The uncoated paper has
made the reproduction of the printouts
more accurate. We are as frustrated as you
by the use of zeros and o's, and l's and I's
in program listings. Our own Phantom Programmer commented on the confusion they
cause in issue 32. Regrettably, in most
cases, their use in the programs we publish
is determined by the author of the program
and there is little we can do about it in the
editing process. When possible, we do our
best to resolve these ambiguities.

Dear SoftSide,
I am unhappy with the direction your
magazine is taking. Other magazines that I
subscibe to and read provide excellent articles on computing, utility programs, and
news of the computer industry. In October
of 1980, I subscribed to your magazine as
the best source of entertainment program
listings for my TRS-80. The 10/ 80 issue had
an historical simulation, two maze programs, and a space landing program. Three
or four entertainment programs used to be
the norm. Last month, there was one, this
month, none. I am sure you get letters from
those that like your special issues on
graphics, education, music, or other topics.
However, I think your subscription base
comes from those that want more programs
like TRS-MAN, Space Rescue, Quest 1,
Titan, and ABM Command. Others like me
may be considering letting their subscription expire.

Dennis Constant
Chicago,IL

Torn Covers
Dear SoftSide,

B. T. Campbell
Issaquah, W A

Program Listings
Dear SoftSide,
I have had my Apple II + since December
and have found your magazine interesting
and helpful. However, I do have two complaints, which, incidentally, apply to other
computer magazines as well.
I have, with some success, entered
various published programs into memory
and saved them on disk. In some cases,
however, after spending quite a few hours
entering part of a program, I have had to
abandon the project because the printed
program does not differentiate between a
"zero" and an "0." I think it is unfair to
the reader to induce him to begin entering a
program that later has to be abandoned due
to this ambiguity. I do not know much
BASIC and cannot tell from the context if
the character is a "zero" or an "0 . "
My second complaint is that many of the
programs are printed in type that is too
small. Using reading glasses and a magnifying glass, I still have trouble reading some
programs. If space is such an issue, perhaps
you should publish fewer programs but in a
type size that is 50070 to 100070 larger. Also,

I have a problem with my subsciption, or
more specifically, a problem with the condition in which the magazine arrives each
month . The cover and the first several
pages (through 18 for issue #38) are torn,
cut, mangled, etc. I have even received
them with a large chunk torn out of the
front cover and the first page under the
cover.
I need an immediate solution to this problem. In a previous letter, I mentioned the
problem, and I received an acknowledgement of the situation, but no solution ...
Thank you, in advance, for your
assistance and cooperation.
James Leonard Hobby
Lewisburg, TN

GO
FOR
IT!
t-t.ave you ever written,a
program that you
w~flted to sell ...
but didn't because you were
afraid It wasn't good enough?
Well, I ask you, just what Is
"good enough"? If you're submitting an arcade game to a
commercial software house,
"good enough" means machine
language, high speed, flashy
graphics, and fancy copyprotection. In that league, "good
enough" is downright exotic. On
the other hand, if you're submitting to SoftSlde , " good
enough" is a little closer to
home. Not that we'll publish just
anything, mind you. We do have
firm standards and the programs we accept must be wellwritten , interesting, and informative. It's just that we don't
have to come up with Super
Raster Invader Man every
month, and if we don't, you
don't. So your program may just
be "good enough." If it is, we'll
pay for it, so why not let us take
a look at it? You'll find submission guidelines listed in this
issue. Go for it. It's easier than
you think. Write to:

~fE5iae...
Publications Inc.
Dept AG1
6 South Street
Milford, NH 03055

Editor's Reply: We've taken the first step to
solve the torn cover problem. We added a
second cover to issue 39 both to protect the
magazine when we mail it to you and make
it sell better on the newsstand. We are looking into other protection methods, but will
be waiting to hear your reaction to the effectiveness of our mailing cover before we
proceed further. Please keep us informed of
the condition of your SoftSides when they
§
arrive at your mailbox.
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HINTS & ENHANCEMENTS

TRS-BO Solitaire
Here is an enhancement for the TRS-80
version of Solitaire (So/tSide May 1982)
which makes the game easier to play by
placing all the command keys on the
numeric keypad.
Delete line 1335
Add or change the following lines.

1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390

IFA$="6"fHENGOSUB200:GOTOI330
IFA$='4"THENGOSUB240:60TOI330
IFA$='!'THEN60SUBIOO:60T01330
IFA$='5"THEN60SUB280:GOTOI330
lFA$="B"THENGOSUB410:60TOI330
IFA$ () '2"THENI400ELSEGOSUB930:IFFII

)~130RF(2) ( 130RF(3) ( 130RF(4) < 13THENI330E

LSEPRINT~9bO,CHR$(30);'YOU

WINI CARE TO

Side Issue 35). I think it should be called an
adaptation rather than a translation
because of the effective way you have put
the sound and graphics of the Atari to use.
Now that I have the program running, I
have a suggestion.
The following program changes polish
the exit routine, although you will still have
to hit RESET after the program has stopped.

1700 ? :?"

ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT TO

QUIT?' •

1702
1705
1710
1715

OPEN iN2,N4,NO,'K:'
6ET IN2, A
IF A=89 OR A=121 THEN 32000
CLOSE IN2:60SUB 2200:60TO 100

PLAY AGAIN' (Y IN)';
1400 IFA$='O"THENI420
1460 PRINT,960,CHR$(30Ij"4=L b=R 8=DRO
P I=NEXT 5=PICK UP O=END 2=FOUNDATIO
W;

Aside from eliminating the "STOPPED
AT LINE #" message, this modification
gets rid of the INPUT statement (and
therefore the need for a TRAP) and the use
of the RETURN key. Play resumes if the
user hits any other key than "Y."

Diana L. Tullos
Denver. CO 80227

Selden S. Deemer
Dharan, Saudi Arabia

------Atari Quick Tricks

Although the GTlA chip and the revision B operating system chips have been
around for many months, there are still
many Ataris without them. There is an
easy way to tell which version a given
system is without taking it apart.
To determine whether you have GTIA or
CTIA, type in and run the following twoliner:
10 GRAPHICS 10
20 GOTO 10
If the screen remains blue, you have
CTIA. If it clears to black, you have GTIA.

To find out which version of the op sys
you have, PRINT PEEK(58383). A result
of 56 means revision A, 0 means revision B.

_ _ _ _~G,;.,ran~d

Robert A. Carr
Forks AFB, NO 58205

Atari Hopper
I enjoyed working with, and finally playing, the Atari translation of Hopper (So/t-
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Applesoft@ Extensions 2
Within 48 hours of receiving Issue 37, I
had ordered the Disk Version so as to obtain the Applesoft Extensions 2.
I cannot begin to tell you how useful I
find these extensions and as a consequence,
I have a request: Is it possible to place the
extensions on a Language Card? Ideally, I
would like to place both DOS and the extensions on my Language Card and so free
my lower 48K. I have a program for DOS,
but to date my attempts to place the extensions up there have met with failure .
Can it be done and how?
Jean-Pierre Sefczek
Belle Mead, NJ

Kerry Shetline replies: The problem you are
having loading Applesoft Extensions 2 into
the Language Card is because of the address range that the Language Card occupies. Applesoft Extensions 2 (AE2)
makes many calls to routines in BASIC,
which is in the same area of memory as the
Language Card.
So/tS/de

If you do the appropriate bank selecting to
call a copy of AE2 that is in the Language
Card, AE2 will try to call BASIC routines
that will not be available, because they will
be in a deselected area of memory .
There is a technique that would allow
AE2 to run in the Language Card, but it
would require heavy modification of the
code. Any JSR to a routine in BASIC must
be replaced with a JSR to a routine in the
lower 48K that selects BASIC, JSR's to the
appropriate routine, re-selects RAM, and
then returns. For example, the instruction
JSR $DD67 (evaluate a numeric expression)
could be replaced JSR $300, and the routine
at $300 would be as follows :

300:
303:
306:
309:

8081 CO
2067 DD
8D 88 CO
60

STA $C081
JSR $DD67
STA $C088
RTS

It is assumed that BASIC is in ROM and
AE2 is in the first 4K RAM bank. JMP's to
BASIC are handled more easily. You need
only JMP to a routine that does the bank
select, and then JMP's to the originally intended routine.

Bugs, ~
Worms,

:~:er $

Undesirables
Pokey Player III
The disk files for the Editor changes and
the "Blues" song were inadvertently omitted from the Issue 38 disk and tape. We will
include these files on the issue 40 media.
Also, the Pokey Player III article (So/tSide issue 38) contained a rather serious error. The banner on the program and the
step by step instructions (page 94) for merging the changes into the Editor incorrectly
refer to Pokey Player II. The correct instructions are shown on the next page.

BUGS, continued

Atari Dungeon of the Gods

To update the Editor to include these
new reVISions, first type in the
enhancements, check them with SWAT and
list them to disk or tape. Example:
LIST " D:POKEY.TMP" (or LIST "C:"
for tape)
Now LOAD the Editor program and
ENTER the temporary file you just created.
Example :
LOAD " D:EDITOR"
ENTER "D:POKEY. TMP" (or whatever
you called your file)
Now SAVE the modified Editor under
some new name .
SAVE "D :EDITOR2"

Poster Maker
An obscure bug has been discovered in
both the IBM and Apple version of Poster
Maker (Apple version May 1982, IBM version Issue 37) which causes characters to be
scrambled if the print width is set less than 6
and the first character is a punctuation
mark . The problem is easily corrected by
making the following changes in the middle
of line 650.
Apple: 650 ... :PRINT CHR$(WW);" ";:

Apple Solitaire Enhancement
Correction

In Issue 33 we published corrections
which were supposed to show where the
original listing should have been underlined
to indicate inverse text. Somehow a line of
the correction did not get underlined as it
should have. The word "Command " in
line 630, including the trailing space, should
be typed in inverse. Now the correction is
correct. Sigh .. .

In Issue 32 we published an enhancement
to Solitaire (May 1982) which allowed the
use of a joystick instead of the keyboard.
The original game works fine, but a line was
dropped from the listing of the enhancement. This was a line to read the keyboard
to see if "E" had been pressed to end the
game. The missing line should look like
this .
1400 KB = PEEK ( - 16384) : IF KB
= ASC (" E") + 128 THDl 14 15

Deluxe Personal Finance
There was an error in the instructions for Deluxe Personal Finance (Issue 37). The sample data shown in Table 7 is not correct for the examples used earlier in the article. The corrected figures are shown below.
In addition, the discussion of Option 8 refers to 14 checks totalling $414.60. This should
read 8 checks totalling $314.43.
Table 7.
••• E RR O R •••

$0 .00

(N o t Di spl ayed I f No Er ro r)

Ba nk Sta tement

$209.3 6

Ca nce ll ed C heck s

$290.64

O utsta ndin g

$314.43

Ca ncell ed Depos it s

$500.00

T o ta ls

$523.79

$209 .36

C urr ent Ba la nce $523.79
ENT E R NEW BA LA NCE T O BE USE D BY

IBM PC: 650 .. . :PRINT #1 ,CHR$(WW);"
" ..
'0.0.

PR OG RAM $

On February 2,1983, the SoftSlde Hotline will debut; Every Wednesday, from 7PM to
9PM Eastern Time, the SoftSlde programmers will answer your questions about Soft·
Side programs. Call (603) 873·0585.

The Hotlln." can:

The Hotline cannot:

• Tell you the fix for any known program
bugs, or mall you the long ones.
• Explain program instructions.
• Check out bugs you may have found .

• Answer subscription or
questions.
• Give programming advice.
• Accept collect calls.

editorial

When you call, follow these simple rules:
1. Write It down and, if possible, sit next to your computer when you call. This is a cer·
taln shortcut to your point when you are calling long distance.
2. Be specific. It betters our chance to zero in on your problem quickly. The first thing
we'll want to know Is what program you're inquiring about and what computer you're
using.
3. Be brief. There are 50,000 of you and five programmers ...
4. Before calling, SWAT the program , If we published a SWAT table with it. Most "bugs"
are hidden typos. SWAT will find them and may save you a call.
Remember: The Hotline will give a fast response to the short questions. We
will deal with long questions in writing .
(Programmers will be available to answer questions only during
hours. Please don't call at any other time with your software question

So/tSide
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_ENTERTAINMENT TOMORROW

EPCOT, Robots,
Quiz Shows, and
Learning Games

Pboto 1. Tbe Heatb Hero I Robot.

11
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Photo 2. The Heath Hero I Robot (Model ETlS).

by Fred D'Ignazio
ere I sit in my ivory-tower study in western
Virginia, in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains. At the moment, the mountains are hidden by billions of tiny snowflakes corkscrewing outside my windows.
You'd think I'd feel isolated, but I don't. Although I sit alone in
my little study, I'm wired electronically into the world around me.
The elastic, rubber-band beat of a Top-40 song is blaring out of my
wristwatch radio, and I've got a Telelink cartridge plugged into my
Atari® 800. I'm casually roaming through data banks, information
networks, electronic mail and bulletin boards. My electronic reach
extends thousands of miles, across the continent and even farther.
In an instant, I am in touch with dozens of friends, business
associates, and correspondents.
As the snowstorm worsens, obscuring the view of the elm tree in
my backyard, it seems a good time to reflect on a few trends in our
society that will affect the type of electronic entertainment we can
expect in the near future.

H

EPCOT and Small Computers

computers. Suzanne's response was, "We don't use personal computers." "But," I said, " personal computers are hot. They're the
wave of the future. EPCOT is a park whose theme is the future.
Why don't you use personal computers?"
There are two reasons . First, 35,000 to 40,000 people move
through the park every day. There isn't time for people to sit down
at a personal computer and operate it. Personal computers would
clog up the high-speed flow of people through the park' s pavilions.
Second, according to Suzanne, "personal computers might put
people off." In her opinion, most adults are still uncomfortable
operating personal computers - especially computers with
keyboards .
"We wanted to make our computers as user-friendly as
possible, " Suzanne told me. "We found we could do this with advanced terminals connected to large computers. The Bell System
performed most of the work for us in this area."
I worried that EPCOT's dependence on large computers, their
emphasis on efficiency and on "keeping the people moving" might
prevent park visitors from interacting with computers. According
to Suzanne, however, this is not a problem. EPCOT may not have
any personal computers, but it offers plenty of opportunitites for
personal interaction with computers.
For example, in the main information center, the Bell System has
a group of terminals with touch-sensitive display screens. Visitors
to the center can interact with the computer by pressing spots on a
grid displayed on the computer's screen.
Elsewhere, in the CommuniCore pavilion, adults and kids can
play the " Computer Coaster" game. Without a keyboard, they can
instruct the computer to build and run a roller coaster. They are
advised if their cars are too heavy, if their track is too steep, or if
their cars are moving too fast.
Computer terminals are scattered allover the park. With them,
visitors play games or access electronic databases. You can play
demographer on the U.S. census game, or airplane czar on the
airlines game. At American Express's Travel Port pavilion, a computer tells you about interesting places to visit allover the world. A
computer at the Energy Exchange pavilion helps you save energy in
your home. A computerized" Amazing Microchip Game" lets you
probe some of the secrets of integrated circuit miniaturization.
EPCOT designers are committed to making their computers
user-friendly , and have gone out of their way to avoid keyboards.
For example, the Information Age display at the Future Com
pavilion has a voice-activated computer. Kids interact with it via a
computerized robot named Smart-I. To operate Smart-I, kids don
a telephone headset. They talk to the robot and it talks back.
Smart-l even plays games.
EPCOT has one keyboard-operated computer, named Phaser.
Phaser tries hard to avoid intimidating you. When you type
something on its keyboard, Phaser repeats each word in a very
friendly voice.

n my last two So/tSide columns, I discussed
Walt Disney's new EPCOT park, near Disney
World, in Florida. I enjoyed writing the EPCOT articles, but one nagging question remained. Nowhere had I seen any mention of
personal computers at EPCOT. Had Disney's showcase of the
future skipped over one of the biggest revolutions in American
life?
To answer that question, I resorted to that old-fashioned instrument, the telephorie. I called Suzanne McGovern, a public relations
(ed. For a related article on interactive terminals and videodiscs at
specialist at EPCOT, and asked her if EPCOT had any personal
EPCOT, see Popular Computing, April, 1983.)
continued
So/tS/de
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Robot Warriors
obot "entertainers" may soon be as popular as
the user-friendly computers at EPCOT.
Robots were a big hit last summer at the
World's Fair in Knoxville, Tennessee, but they
were not the mild-mannered types you find at
EPCOT. They were robot warriors.
You played the robot-warrior game at the World's Fair by
operating a control box which relayed messages to your robot. You
pressed buttons to send your robot into battle with another robot,
similarly controlled by another human pressing buttons.
The robots wrestled each other in a ring. Your robot won if it
was able to pin or trip the other robot. People's inexperience
operating the controls made for many crazy, chaotic matches.
Holds never seen in professional wrestling matches were routine.
Sometimes, the matches dissolved into games of tag, with robots
racing comically round and round the ring.
"Horne and leisure" robots are also growing in popularity.
Several companies now produce computer-controlled robots
costing anywhere from $1,200 to $8,000 - only one to ten percent
of the cost of a typical industrial robot.
The most famous of the new robots is the Hero I from Zenith
Radio's Heath Company. There is also the 21-inch-tall RB5X
robot from RB Robots, Inc. of Golden, Colorado; Topo from
Atari-founder Nolan Bushnell's Andorbot Inc.; and Genus 1,
made by the Jackson, Michigan-based Robotics International
Corporation.
These robots, although they carry a relatively small price tag, are
quite sophisticated. They boast electronics packages that include
ultrasonics, microwave, and infrared sensors, speech synthesizers,
on board microchip CPUs, internal real-time clocks, robotic arms,
video display screens, and up to 48,000 bytes of onboard RAM
storage.
Right now, the companies that make these robots market them
as pets, mobile computers, teaching aids, and junior maids and
butlers. It won't be too long, however, before the companies and
their bored customers turn the robots into mobile, electronic game
machines .
Household robots are already playing chess and checkers with
their owners. Some hobbyist robots even arm wrestle. This is just
the beginning. A whole new generation of robot gladiators may
soon corne rolling out of the factory and through your front door.
I can imagine that toy companies like Coleco, Mattei and Parker
Brothers will pick up on this trend and issue dozens of models of
miniature toy robots - robot soldiers, robot superheroes, robot
tanks and robot dragons and monsters . In five or ten years, the
average household may resemble an enchanted forest, with little
electronic gremlins, Smurfs, and demons scurrying around the
house fighting fierce battles, and hiding out in closets, under
tables, chairs and beds.

R

Computer Quiz Shows
n late December last year, I journeyed to
PhiIad~lphia and met with a producer for one of
the major TV networks. The producer's job is to
take a budget of several million dollars and corne
up with a new network TV show that will be a hit
for five years down the road.
The subject of our discussion? A computer quiz show along the
lines of the game show now being aired on cable by WTBS (Ted
Turner broadcasting).

I
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Computerized shows are the subject of much discussion right
now among TV executives (network and cable). These shows need
the right slant, however, or they will be dismal failures. The main
danger is the computerized show will focus too much on computers
themselves and not enough on people. Spotlighting people in
rough, tough, or bizarre situations is what makes shows popular.
The fancy electronics should highlight dilemmas people face when
they compete, head-to-head, on TV, or slide into an electronic hot
seat.
For example, people could appear on the game show and embark
on computerized' 'dangerous missions," adventures and treasure
hunts. The treasure would be the typical manufacturer-donated
game show loot. People appearing on the show could form competing teams (as in the popular show, Family Feud).
The computer would be the electronic game master. It would
decide where the treasure was hidden and what obstacles to place in
the path of the treasure hunters.
Second, it would monitor and control all the game's spectacular
special effects. They might include giant display screens, computergenerated sound effects, and lighting effects patterned after those
developed by rock bands. The computers could flash all sorts of
things on the display screens including mazes, simulated monsters,
video clips from an interactive videodisc, and animated signs and
graphics.
Last, the computer would interact with the game audience . Each
member of the audience would have a miniature display screen and
a simple computer keyboard on the right arm of the seat. While the
game contestants were sweating it out on stage, the audience would
be plotting with the computer, deciding all sorts of fiendish new
predicaments and boobytraps. The audience could vote, via the
computer, for or against the opponents at crucial points, and collectively choose major branch points in the game. In short, the audience would have the thrill of directly rewarding and punishing
the game contestants.
The game audience might easily be expanded, over two-way
cable and telephone networks, to the huge horne audience.
Thousands or millions of horne viewers could become active participants in their favorite game show.

Educational Games

U

p to now, the purpose of most computer games
has been only to entertain. However, a new
generation of kids' games is now appearing which are very entertaining, but also
educational.
For example, the folks at Children's Computer Workshop (a
spin-off of Children ' s Television Workshop) produce educational
games for popular computers and for their "Sesame Place" theme
parks scattered around the country. Theodore Geiss and Coleco
are teaming up to produce educational "Dr. Seuss" electronic
games. (Can you imagine an electronic Grinch or a computerized
Cat in the Hat?) Mass-market publishers like Random House and
Scholastic, and mass-market game manufacturers like Milton
Bradley, are producing their own educational games.
Spinnaker Software of Cambridge, Massachusetts is foremost
among a new breed of kid-oriented software publishers who
recognize the enormous market for these educational games. They
have gone after this market with high-gloss, slickly packaged
materials. Spinnaker, for example, has corne up with a series of
Snooper Troops electronic mystery games. Each game is a mystery
case. Snooper Troops I is the Case of the Granite Point Ghost.
Snooper Troops II is the case of the Disappearing Dolphin. The
games turn kids into electronic detective heroes.

So/tSide
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Philadelphia Civic Center

MAIL TO: Judco Computer Expos. Inc.
2629 North Sconsdale Road. Suite 201 . Scottsdale. Arizona 85257
10001 528-2355. 16021 99O-17151AZI
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ __

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ _.Zip _ _ _ __
ATTENDEE INFORMATION
INFORMATION TO EXHIBIT
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Entertainment Tomorrow continu~d
Snooper Troops and other junior adventure games are a lot of
fun, and sell like hotcakes. They are also educational. They teach
young people how to assemble and organize facts, form and test
hypotheses, and make deductions - the essentials of the scientific
method.
The adventure games are joined by a large number of educational video games. Instead of shooting alien invaders out of the
sky, kids are blasting away at letters of the alphabet, numbers, and
answers to multiple-choice questions. In order to destroy enemy
tanks converging on a fortress, the kids must solve arithmetic
problems. When they punch in the correct solution, they activate a
cannon and blow up the tanks.
Educational games feature fast action, animated color graphics,
electronic music, and terrific sound effects. They are a dramatic
improvement over the educational computer games of the past, including text problems, drills, and complicated simulations.
So why should they be just for kids? I, for one, would enjoy
adult computerized educational games. I'd love to learn more
about robotics, genetic engineering, astronomy, Italian, acting,
Latin American literature, and mountain climbing. And there are
millions of adults just like me. They are out of school, and they are
not financially able or inclined to enroll in some sort of continuing
education program. They would love to learn a new subject on
their personal computer - if the presentation were interesting, at
the right level, substantive, exciting, and the price were right.
Adults represent a huge market for the new kinds of educational
games - a market too big to ignore. I'll bet someone has spotted
us already.
§

When
does your

SoltSide
subscription
expire?
49007 STANTG97*BOOP 12D1
1102691 017
GEOFFREY STANTON
97 BAYSIDE COURT
KALAMAZOO, MICH. 490

The last five characters (three letters for month, two
numbers for year) on the top line of your mailing label will
tell you when your subscription ends.
For more information, write:

100 Pine Street, Holmes, P A 19043
See page 64 for ordering information.
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s I see it, there are basically
two types of computer communications bases for the
personal computer user: the
"big guys" and the "little
guys." The big guys are the giant timesharing databases such as CompuServe and
The Source, which we will investigate next
time. In this installment, we will talk about
the little guys .
The little guys are the hundreds of computer bulletin board services (BBSs) scattered across our country and abroad. The
primary difference between the little guys
and the big guys is that a computer bulletin
board service is owned and operated by an
individual, rather than some large company. In addition, a BBS is practically free
to the user.
So!tSide

BBSs began appearing about five years
ago . Initially, all a BBS could do was act as
a computerized "bulletin board" - you
could type messages into its memory, and
retrieve them later. This is how a regular
bulletin board works - someone posts a
message for someone else to retrieve later.
Today, however, BBSs can have more
power than some large time-share systems.
They have improved and grown in number
and popularity. Right now, about 900 BBSs
boast 30 to 40 callers every day. The imaginary "on-line session" I will show you
typifies what you might see on your computer screen if you called up a BBS and
communicated with it.

Calling the DDS
To contact a computer bulletin board service, all you need is the phone number .
While at your terminal, you call that
number and listen for a high-pitched whine.
At this point, your computer and the
"host" (or BBS) computer start communicating with one another, and you
might see something like this on your
screen:
Welcome to Forum-80 computer bulletin
board in operation since June 9, 1982
owned and operated by Timothy Knight
Please feel free to leave any messages or
comments.

This type of "welcome" message tells
you what BBS you have called, and conveys

a friendly feeling . After this, you will be
asked to "log-in." You type in your name,
and your city and state, something like this :
What is your first name? Franken
What is your last name? Stein
Where are you calling from? Evilville,
Transylvania
You are Franken Stein from Evilville, correct? YES
At this point you might want to leave a
message for someone, retrieve a message, or
chat with the person who owns the BBS.
These options generally require a one-letter
command. The commands vary slightly
from one BBS to another, but they usually
follow a pattern .

The Commands

cused of pirating copyrighted software.
Most of the other commands are
"general purpose." For example, the "G"
command is for "goodbye" and tells the
computer you want to log-off the system.
The "C" command, which I use frequently, alerts the SYSOP, through the host computer, that I want to talk to him. If the
SYSOP is around and wants to talk, he
enters the chat mode. The "B" command
switches from 300 baud to 110 baud and
vice-versa. The "H" command tells the
computer you need help using the BBS, and
the "N" command tells the computer to
pause when it reaches the end of a line . This
way, if you are printing everything the BBS
types out , the letters on the display won't
get ahead of the letters on the printer
because of the speed difference. Finally, the
"X" command tells the computer you are
an expert so that the commands the host
computer gives you are shortened and more
efficient.

"Messages are simple to

When the BBS asks you what you would
like to do next, it usually prints out
something on your video screen resembling
this:

compose and enter, since the

Please type in the function you want; B, C,
D,E,G,H,K,N,R,S,T, U,X

the process step by step. "

Each letter represents a specific command . The majority of BBS commands are
for saving and retrieving messages . These
include "E" for entering a message, "K"
to kill (remove) a message from the
database, "Q" for a quick scan of the subjects of all of the bulletin board's messages,
and "R" to retrieve a particular message.
"s" permits you to scan the subjects of all
current messages and the date and time
each one was entered, along with the name
of the person who left the message .
Messages, incidentally, are simple to compose and enter, since the computer guides
you through the process step by step.
You will also find commands for
uploading (sending) and downloading
(retrieving) computer programs. These are
"D" for downloading and "U" for
uploading. The programs available on
bulletin board services should be in the
public domain, or the SYSOP (the SYStem
OPerator) and the BBS users could be ac-

computer guides you through

These commands represent the BBS standard, and are very simple to learn . Don't
assume, however, that these commands are
exactly the same on every BBS. Some
bulletin boards have more, some have less,
and on some, these same commands do different things. Type "H" for help when you
are on a new system so that you know what
the host computer will accept as proper input. Sending and retrieving messages is easy
and fun to do on a BBS, and is certainly
more efficient than sending a letter.

Advantages of the DDS
Bulletin board services have certain advantages over the large time-sharing
systems. Even though a BBS can usually
support only one user at a time, and are
operated on a simple personal computer
rather than a huge and sophisticated
machine, advantages balance out these
disadvantages fairly well.

So!tSide

Many SYSOPs have become my friends.
We exchange ideas, programs, and advice.
Meeting a SYSOP can be rewarding, and if
you are going to use a system regularly, it is
important to have at least one friendly conversation with your system operator.
CompuServe charges a minimum of $5 an
hour, and The Source usually charges
more. Bulletin board services, on the other
hand, are almost always free, even though
the phone call may cost money. However,
there is probably a BBS in your local area.
In that case, it wouldn't cost anything
extra.
Another advantage is that a BBS is more
personal than a large time-sharing system.
If there is a problem with the computer you
are calling, you have,the attention of the
SYSOP who will fix it as soon as he can.
However, on a giant system like CompuServe, I have experienced long delays
because of technical problems, which can
become very aggravating. In addition, you
can develop friendships with the SYSOP,
and with other system users.
A BBS also has many features you cannot find on large time-sharing networks. A
small BBS can fit the needs of the 25 or 30
people who call it regularly. In fact, suggestions from users make a BBS almost
"custom designed." On something like The
Source, with such a variety of users , it is impossible to meet the needs of everyone. You
will not find the "frills," like uploading
and downloading games, local happenings,
and chatting with the SYSOP, that you find
on most bulletin boards.
Getting to know the system is simple. By
using the "H" command, you can find out
what advice the bulletin board has to offer.
Use each of the commands to find out what
they will do, and read any bulletins or
special notices from the SYSOP about the
system. The best teacher is experience, and
you will soon find that using a BBS is not as
hard as it may seem.
Use the chat command (whatever it may
be - "C" for CHAT, "S" for SYSOP, or
"Y" for YELL) to call the SYSOP. Tell
him about yourself, your interests, and
comment on how much you appreciate the
system. Once you strike up a dialogue, you
may find that the system operator can offer
advice on almost any computer-related
subject.
continued
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World Connection continued
Lastly, get to know the other people who use the system. Leave
messages to one or two of them to introduce yourself. People are
almost always willing to help you out, and the BBS is a great way
to make new friends who share your interests and possibly your
ambitions. To get you started, I have included the following list
of BBS's. Try some of the numbers and have fun.
NUMBER
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NAME

LOCATION

MSG 80
ABBS
Mike's Rat's Nest
MSG 80
Bullet-80
Bullet-80
MSG 80
ABBS
ASTRO BBS
PMS
ABBS
ABBS
ABBS
Odyssey-80
ABBS
ABBS
CBBS
ABBS
Forum-80
MSG 80
ABBS
GAS-NET
ABBS
ABBS
INFOEX-80
ABBS
ABBS
The Greene Machine # I
The Corsair
ABBS
ABBS
CBBS
Greene Machine
ABBS
ABBS
CBBS
PBBS
ABBS
TRASH (80) BIN
CBBS
North'
ABBS
The Most Significant Byte
IBM PC BBS
Bullet 80
ABBS
CBBS
ABBS
TCBB
ABBS
CBBS
PMS
ABBS
Greene Machine
PMS
VERGA-80
ABBS
PMS
Bullet-80
ABBS
ABBS
PMS
ABBS
North'
ABBS
ABBS
ABBS
ABBS
Bullet-80

Haledon, NJ
Pompton Plains, NJ
Livingston, NJ
Danbury, CT
Alabama
Everett, WA
Seattle, WA
Los Angeles, CA
San Fernando, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Santa Monica, CA
Hawthorne, CA
Marina Del Rey, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Dallas, TX
Hawkins , TX
Akron,OH
Akron,OH
Denver, CO
Ft. Lauderdale , FL
Florida
W . Palm Beach, FL
Miami, Ft.
FL
FL 300/ 1200
Chicago , IL
Naperville, I L
Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL
Downers Grove, IL
Detroit , MI
Ypsilanti, MI
St. Louis, MO
Atlanta, GA
Atlanta, GA
Atlanta, GA
Billings, MO
Springfield, MO
Springfield, MO
Portland , OR
Phoenix, AZ
Endicott, NY
Minneapolis, MN
Washington, DC
Freeport, TX
Houston , TX
Santee, CA
San Diego, CA
San Diego , CA
Newport, CA
Buena Park, CA
Irvine, CA
Anaheim , CA
Westminster, CA
Columbia, SC
Honolulu, HI
Honolulu, HI
Memphis, TN
Ft. Walton Bch., FL
Sacramento, CA

Where has all
An Introduction to Video

\'

by Tom Flynn

I

n more computer graphics articles
than I care to remember, the authors
boldly proclaim that high resolution color
pictures on the Apple® are limited because
of the "funny" way the television industry
makes color (the NTSC system). This statement reveals the fact that a large communications gap exists between television
broadcasters and those who create computer graphics.
I first noticed this gap when my wife
delved into the field of computer graphics.
She showed me several articles about a new
rage in graphic presentation called "raster"
graphics. The way the subject was treated
led me to believe that this could not be my
old broadcast friend of 525 scan lines on a
television screen, simply called "the
raster." Conversely, I encountered two
strange terms, CAD/CAM and vector
graphics. To avoid losing many of you, let
me define a few terms:
• Raster - A canvas of white lines traced
by an electron beam on the face of a "picture tube." A graphic picture may be
displayed on this canvas.
• Vector Graphics - A graphics application in which the beam traces the design

Tom Flynn is no newcomer to video
technology. He has been involved in television broadcasting for 35 years, almost from
its inception. He is currently in management of television operations for one of the
major commercial networks. For the last
five years, he has been working with the
Apple II + and is a proficient programmer.
Most recently, he has become intimately
familiar with microcomputer graphics
through his wife, Ame Flynn's commercial
graphics firm, TechniGraphics.
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.. . so little vertical
movement occurs in the
average picture that having
800 lines is overkill.
directly on the face of the picture tube, instead of painting it on a raster already
existing on the tube.
• CAD/CAM - Computer Aided Design
and Computer Aided Manufacture. CAD
has used vector graphics for design since it
lays out what is needed accurately and
simply. CAM equals robots and production.
• Refresh - Means "go over the lines
again" and "do it quickly before it fades
out!" Counter to the popular theory, the
major factors influencing screen flicker are
the frequency of refresh, the screen
phosphor decay time (how long the light
lasts), and interlace.

Trace, Retrace and Interlace
The term interlace requires more than a
brief definition. Television pictures tend to
flicker if the lines are traced sequentially
from top to bottom, one after another. If
the phosphor retains the image long enough
to prevent screen flicker, picture smearing
(trails created by movement) would be objectionable. What to do? The solution is to
trace 112 of the picture (every other line
from top to bottom), then trace the other
112 of the picture (interlace the missing
alternate lines) from top to bottom. This
makes the refresh twice as fast, and maintains the full picture's vertical resolution at
an acceptably high level.
Each scan from top to bottom of the
screen is a field, and two fields comprise a
complete picture, called a frame. The interlacing is not magic. The beam traces
262Yz lines from top to bottom because of
the mathematical relationship between the
field rate (approx. 60 hertz, or 60 times per
second) and the line rate (approx. 15,750
Hz). In other words, if you divide the
SoflSide

number of lines generated in one second
(15,750) by the number of fields generated
in one second (60), you arrive at 262V2
lines per field, or 112 of a full frame.
Retracing over the same line gives no
added vertical resolution. The vertical
resolution is the number of lines from top
to bottom in a complete frame. A French
system had, at one time, 800 lines from top
to bottom for a full picture. This gave exceptional vertical resolution. However, so
little vertical movement occurs in the
average picture that having 800 lines is
overkill. The British system of 625 lines
seems to be a good middle ground. The
British field rate is 50 hertz, so, although
the vertical definition is better, I find the 50
Hz flicker objectionable.

Resolution
Horizontal resolution is the number of
vertical lines visible in one frame. More
lines provide better resolution. To rephrase
this for the computerist/television person,
horizontal resolution is the number of
cycles (one "off" bit and one "on" bit) per
line. One complete cycle represents one line
of resolution .
Horizontal resolution varies from a color
resolution of 140 lines for an Apple to approximately 700 lines for a TV camera. Extremely high resolution is possible with a
large computer and special recording
techniques. This resolution could be as high
as 5000 lines. I was once asked if 5000 line
pictures could be used for high quality
broadcast. Since the best TV camera gives
only 700 lines, and an excellent TV
transmitter puts out approximately 350
lines of horizontal definition, I was not particularly thrilled with the prospect. Sadly
enough, most TV receivers are so detuned
and mismatched that 150 to 200 lines is
what the viewer typically sees. With these
limitations, high quality pictures have no
practical value for broadcast television.
Looking at the Apple in these terms, it
has horizontal resolution almost as good as
the average television viewer sees. The vertical resolution is another matter. The Apple provides only 96 lines of vertical resolution whereas the color television picture has
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.,he Resolution Gone?
approximately 250 lines. This gross lack of
vertical resolution is what gives the computer artist a bad case of the "jaggies."
Jaggies (a.k.a. staircasing and aliasing) give
a sawtooth appearance to what really
should be a smooth diagonal line. As I
stated before, since ordinary scenes have little vertical movement compared to horizontal movement, the computer artist is not far
from having the same picture quality he sees
on home TV.

Television Set vs. Monitor
This brings me to my pet peeve. Every
computer magazine I have read has complained how bad a computer's color resolution is when viewed on a television set. Articles further claim you can obtain fantastic
advantages when you buy expensive
monitors, and here's the rub, even more expensive RGB monitors.
Let's see what we get for our expenditure . Color monitors are merely color TV
sets without the front end (RF tuner).
Tapping into a TV set past the tuner stage
(called "jeeping") has long been a common
method to convert it to a monitor for ordinary purposes. TV control rooms, where
the producer wants to see the highest quality 700 line pictures, have "wide band"
monitors, with phosphor matched tubes
costing many thousands of dollars, to
achieve this quality.
But wait a minute! Our Apple's HiRes
color screen has a maximum of 140 x 96
lines resolution . Our color TV set (with the
RF) has 250 x 250 lines resolution, so we
haven't gained any ground for our extra expenditure on a monitor. Now, if someone
wants to sell you a high quality high resolution monitor cheaply, and if all you want to
look at is your friendly computer - snap it
up . I'm sure home computers shortly will
have graphic generators with much higher
resolution.
To sidetrack just a little, those who buy
black and white monitors to view 80 column text, do so with very good reason. 80
column text requires 320 lines of horizontal
definition for clear representation. The
poor old color TV hobbles along with only
250 lines because of the RF section's limited
bandwidth.

Why RGB?
Dare I say the magic letters, RGB? For
still more money, the manufacturer will
leave out video amplifier and decoder sections . To drive your picture tube's (R)ed,
(G)reen and (B)lue guns, your Apple must
send red, green and blue signals (plus a
synch signal). Since the Apple II family supplies the colors orange, blue, green and
violet, you must invest in an interface card
to derive the R, G, and B signals. After all
this, you are left with the original Apple
color picture that could be seen just as
clearly and colorfully on a TV set or a
"jeeped" TV set (monitor). You may,
however, be consoled by the fact that now
you can see your black and white 80 column
alphanumerics.
To sum up, consider the old computerists' adage of GIGO (Garbage In,
Garbage Out). An expensive, high quality
picture reproducer cannot transform a
mediocre source into an excellent picture.

ed. - Frequently, using a monitor in
place of a TV set does give you a better picture. The reason is that the RF modulator
the computer store either threw in for free
or charged $14.95 for is a miniature
transmitter. It sends the computer's output
on a specific channel to the TV, which then
tunes it in. Putting the signal through the
transmitter and tuner will degrade the signal
to some extent. If the modulator (transmitter) is of poor quality, the signal suffers
more distortion. Dispensing with both of
these complex and unnecessary circuits is
what causes a monitor to produce a better
picture. You could do the same by connecting your computer to your TV just after the
RF section. The point is that monitors have
no special qualities per se, and are less expensive to make. Although high quality RF
modulators are manufactured, in most
cases, an RF modulator is a less than
satisfactory way to connect a computer to a
display screen.

SoftTakes

"No, Mr. Baker! A subroutine Is NOT when the U-Boat captain does a song and dancel"
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nce upon a time, the most
essential piece of equipment
' for any non-profit, underbudgeted organization was
the old, unreliable mimeograph machine. You drew or typed on waxbased stencils and ran off pamphlets or
leaflets by the thousands, hoping all the
while that the stencil would ' not se1fdestruct. I gathered much experience in the
60's and 70's, trying to get an eye-catching
piece of work done on a stencil, only to
have it tear, the machine eat it, or break
down during a run . If a project had to be
more expensively publicized, you went to
the local printer. Posters - at their
affordable best (one color on colored
stock), were reserved for special events.
They were never wonderful, but they
looked slightly more professional.
When you joined any non-profit
organization, you found there was always a
need for volunteers to stand on street corners, distributing leaflets. It was quite
discouraging to see trash cans stuffed with
pieces of literature that took time, tears and
sweat to create. For any under-budgeted,
under-staffed group, however, this was the
main way of getting information across to
the general public.
In the technologically-advanced 1980's,
most public-service organizations still have
the same monetary problems. Keeping
organizations alive during budget cut-backs
is hard, when most community organizations are competing for the same dollar. Investing in electronic media, computers,
videotex, etc. is a virtual impossibility.

Figure 1. Opening Screen by Brenda Price

graphics and information. There is no interactivity. Viewers can see a "page" only
in sequence. If the information you're interested in was on page 55, and the current
page is 56 out of 500 - you'll have to wait
444 pages until it comes around again.

• Videotex (no final "t") is truly interactive broadcasting. You can select a page of
information or graphics and receive it immediately. Many users can interact with the
same system and receive information on
any subject contained in the database . In a
truly two-way system, you would be able to
get airline schedules or lists of hotels from
Apple Bytes
the database, and then reserve plane tickets
Enter Apple Bytes. Stage right, Channel or rooms.
10, Manhattan Cable, brought to you by
There are ongoing Teletext and Videotex
the Alternate Media Center, Tisch School systems around the world. In Great Britain
of the Arts, New York University. (Figure it 's called Prestel; Canada - Telidon;
1) The service broadcasts stories, news France - Antiope; and in Japan, the
briefs, and up-to-date information on system is called Captain. There is no univerpublic oriented local happenings ... all sal standard for these systems, and it' s
created with computer graphics.
anyone's guess which one the United States
Now, it could be named Apple because will adopt. Right now, there are many exit's located in New York City (the Big Ap- periments and trials starting around the
ple); Bytes is fairly evident to those who U.S. For more information, you can read
dabble in computers. All of the above is "Teletext and Videotex in the United
true . It's created and run from an Ap- States " , published by McGraw-Hill.
ple® II + and is taking the place of our old
Apple Bytes is a microcomputer-based,
friend, the leaflet.
Let me try to explain a bit of the new one-way, "electronic text & graphics
technology that's difficult to get straight. system" public information service. It
Please be aware that these definitions delivers its information to viewers via cable
change day to day, from article to article: television. The service originates at the
• Teletext is a one-way broadcast on Alternate Media Center and is funded by
television, constantly cycling pages of the Charles Revson Foundation.

The Alternate Media Center
The Alternate Media Center (AMC)
(Figure 5 ) is a unique organization devoted
to the exploration of new communications
technologies and to the promotion of their
most socially beneficial uses. In its ten-year
history, the Center has worked with a variety of technologies, including public access
cable, interactive cable, computer conferencing, telephone conferencing and broadcast
teletext. AMC also researched and planned
New York University'S Interactive
Telecommunications Program (ITP), the
first Masters Degree program of its kind in
the country. Because ITP and AMC share
space and resources, many ITP students
have participated in Apple By tes. The AMC
created, designed and managed a broadcast
teletext project on WET A- TV in
Washington, DC. They felt there was
nothing to lose in founding Apple Bytes;
they could learn a lot and grow a lot - so
they took the plunge and went on the air.
Several factors had to be considered in
the creation of Apple Bytes, not the least of
which was cost. Large videotex/ teletext
systems can cost hundreds of thousands of
, dollars. Using graphics produced on an Apple II +, the" Apple Byters" were able to
construct a working system for approximately $15,000. The system can be considered in two major parts; page creation
and storage/ transmission .
The page creation hardware is an Apple
II + (48K), a disk drive, color monitor and
a graphics tablet. Paddles, and/ or a light
continued
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custom operating system designed by Ian
Kinkade. Run on a Corvus hard disk, the
system coordinates with a Mountain Hardware clock and starts transmitting the
fifteen-minute show automatically - fourteen times a week.

On The Air
In February, 1982, four local groups
started selling their wares through Apple
Bytes. Two typical voluntary organizations
are:
• Citizens Committee for New York City,
which promotes and supports neighborhood-based, self-help programs. If a block
association wants to try for a "Mollie Parnis Award" (named after the fashion
designer who funds it, they can find out
how to enter their block through Apple
Bytes.
• The Neighborhood Open Space Coalition, is involved in the development and
protection of open space facilities in New
York City. (Figure 4) They might be anFigures 2 and 3. "How Do You Make Apple nouncing a "Ranger Walk," a tour through
Bytes?" by Francois Roux
a local park with a Park Ranger as guide.
Apple Bytes seeks to enrich New
Yorkers' experience of their city by increasi
ing their awareness of what's happening in
!.
r
I
its streets and how they can participate.
There are now a total of eight voluntary
I
groups represented in the Apple Bytes
!
database.
The first few months on the air were a
shakedown period. No matter how much
pre-planning goes into a project, something
I: II 'i ' :;
i I :1 I
unexpected always shows up in execution.
Figure 4. New York Skyline Screen by Francois Many preconceived ideas were blown apart.
Roux
A 35-page editorial essay, albeit very inforI
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From Cardboard to Cable continued
pen could be used for page creation. (The
graphics tablet, as of this writing, seems to
have wandered off the market.)
Drawing and text entry are executed with
the Apple graphics tablet software supplemented by The Complete Graphics
System (Mark Pelczarski, Penguin Software). Special Effects (Mark Pelczarski and
Dave Lubar, Penguin Software) is used for
more ... well...special effects, i.e. move,
scroll, shrink, or flip.
In between the drawing and transmission
modes, a printout of the story being created
is made on an Epson MX-80 FIT printer.
These pages form a finished "storyboard"
of the program base for the week. They are
loaded into the Corvus hard disk, replayed
for testing purposes, fixed if need be, and
stored for transmission. The pages are also
temporarily stored on 5 114" floppy disks
to keep reusable images on file for future
retrieval.
Apple Bytes' organization and display of
pages for broadcast is managed with a

mative, lost its audience. No one could concentrate on so much text! Skills in editing
both the text and graphics had to be immediately honed.
If some facet of the "state-of-the-art"
did not exist, they helped create it. J was
asked to act as a graphics consultant to Apple Bytes in September, 1981. After the first
trial pages were created by the staff, I got a
call complaining about the size of the hi-res
text; "Either we can't see the text with the
small font or, with the large font, you can
only fit the information of a telegram on a
page." Working with Mark Pelczarski, I
designed a medium-sized font that seemed
to solve the problem. James Eisenman, a
professional graphic designer and
typographer, has also designed special Apple Bytes fonts that give a very sophisticated
look to their material.
The program started with silent broadcasts, no sound. Silence may have been fine
for Charlie Chaplin, but it clearly upset
viewers who expected something aural with
their television. It's difficult to find the
right tune to accompany how to buy a tree
for your block, so a compromise tape is
running at the moment - street sounds are
filling in the audio void .

On-Line Contributors
Since the participating organizations the information providers are not
located near AMC, a means of getting copy
back and forth expeditiously was needed.
The Apple Bulletin Board system is now
used to send and receive text between computers via modems in the outside groups'
continued on page 26

Figure 5. From The Alternate Media Center Byte by M. Manahattan
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Exciting Games Like:
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Photo 1. Brenda Price working at a creation station.

From Cardboard To Cable continued
offices and AMC. Text is typed in as a
message, received, and later printed out.
This direct method for exchanging information eliminates the cost of messengers or
stamps. Best of all, it doesn't care if
someone is out of the office or attending a
meeting. The lead time is relatively short for
an information service of any kind.
Magazine lead time is usually several
months, and a television show of any
magnitude can require two weeks to several
years depending on its complexity. It takes
from five to eight working days to put an
Apple Bytes presentation together.
Numerous people and organizations have
been involved with Apple Bytes. There has
been an incredibly cooperative spirit among
AMC, ITP and their community organizations. Almost everything they've accomplished has never peen produced before
with such limited resources. Thousands of
dollars were not available for experimentation; whatever they came up with had to
work. Here are a few of the organizers:
Brenda Price, (Photo 1 ) an ITP graduate
with a background in conceptual art and
video, directed the design and editing process. Gary Shober, a professor at ITP, was
responsible for the design, assembly and
troubleshooting of the technical system.
David Harkins, an ITP part-time student,
built the technical system and helped train
many non-computer people on the system.
Mary Abadie, Assistant to the Director of
AMC, worked on text editing and building
of the weekly program. Anne McKay is the
Project Manager and has overall coordination responsibility. She also serves as the
unofficial "den mother" to all who enter
the Apple Bytes domain.
The Apple Bytes project became a
creative cauldron, drawing people from all
over the area to add their own flavor to the
"soup."
Artists were found both within and outside the NYU community. In one experiment, the Alternate Media Center invited
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New York artists to come and learn the
Telidon videotex entry system and create
art works instead of information pages.
Several of these artists, Maria Manahattan
for example, stayed on to learn the Apple
Bytes system and became proficient in its
use.
The different "look" of Apple Bytes interests the people who tune in on Manhattan Cable. Communications networks need
an inexpensive information dissemination
medium for small service areas (i.e.
bounded by the broadcast range of a small
cable station). This Apple Bytes certainly
accomplishes!
One virtue of the project for all involved
was the opportunity to use the system for
their own growth; to compare and develop
various styles of drawing, writing, and
thinking. Everyone waited for the
program's own wit and charm to develop.

What's In A Program?
At first, second and even third glance,
the pages seem quite vivid. (Figures 2 and
3.) The Apple's colors are fairly overblown
because they have been used to their fullest,
high-chroma extent. This showiness has a
reason. The program must exist in a "television environment" where colors are bright
and movement is constant. They are competing not only for space on a viewing timeline, but must also stand out to be retained
in viewers' memories.
Equally important as the graphics are the
stories of the events they portray. It is easy
to write a long, wordy press release of a
community conference or happening, but
to limit that description to a few words and
still convey a sense of excitement is
difficult.
The Apple Bytes editors have found their
own style of very direct and concise writing
and illustration. There is no room for
rhetoric. They must package information
quickly and concisely. Red Burns, Director
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.of the Alternate Media Center, insisted that
its responsibility to the audience was to
make the stories interesting and clear.
In this "one-way electronic medium,"
the stories are short segments. Apple Bytes
is used mostly as a source of information
for community resource organizations. This
information can be in the form of referrals,
announcements, or short point-of-view
editorials covering issues, events and
services.
Three types of workers pull the information together and create each wee!c's
program:
• Word People, who take the messages
left on the bulletin board system by the
organizations, and rewrite them into a
cohesive story. The story is then edited for
the screen and storyboarded into pages.
• Artisic People, who draw the art and
graphics, and add text - i.e. create the
pages according to the instructions left by
the word people.
• Conceptual People, who may do an entire segment of the program. This might be
a theme section having to do with anything
from food to Senior Citizens.
The most important aspect of this experiment in small computer technology/cable
television is probably the research involved
in putting it all together, and the knowledge
gained thereby. Apple Bytes is working on
an information packet, a "How-To
Cookbook" for other organizations to be
published at a nominal cost. If you want to
start a neighborhood information service,
you can write Apple Bytes, Alternate Media
Center, New York University, Tisch School
of the Arts, 725 Broadway, New York, NY
10003.

Because it does not demand a lot of startup money, there is a good chance that other
organizations throughout the country can
take up the gauntl~t and start their own version of Apple Bytes. After all, it could be
Boston Baked Bits on an Atari; whatever
the name, it's a very important concept in
electronic communication for a worthwhile
purpose.

* FREESHIPPING *

_REVIEW

Within Continental 48 States

The BASIC
CONVERSIONS
HANDBOOK

ARE FOR THE TRS80
MAXI CRAS Mdll/lll .. . . .... .. . ... $84.95
MAXI MANAGER B.a. Mdll/ili . ... $119.95
NEWSCRIPT 7.0 Mdll or III. . . ... , $109.95
LDOS - 5.1 Mdll or III . . . . ... .... $114.95
GEAP w/Dotwriter 1.5 . ..... .. ... . $84.95
SUPERUTILITY + Ver.3.0 ... . ... . $64.95
MULTIDOS 1.6 SDfDDIl If . ..... .... $89.95
DATA·WRITER 2.0
II1III . . . . . . .

JOYSTICKS
TG for Appl e II & IBM ... . ..... .. .. $59.95
TG Trak Ball Appl e II , IBM & Atari . . $59.95
..... $59.95
Kraft for Appl e & IBM
Tri sslic k 10 TRS80 ...... ......... $35.95
At ari Sticks per pair . .. .. ......... $19.95

For APPLE®,

TRS-80®, and
PET®Users
SPACE -AGEP RINTER STANDS

Reviewed by Stephen G. Stone III
from Hayden Book Company, Inc., 50
Essex St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. Retail
Price: $7.95.
BASIC is the "standard" language for
microcomputers today. Anyone who tries
to run an Apple II program on a TRS-80,
however, soon discovers that BASIC has
dialects not universally understood by all
micros. Each micro vendor tacks unique
enhancements onto the "standard" BASIC
released with his machine, limiting the
portability of all but the most b'asic of
BASIC programs. The BASIC Conversions
Handbook provides the answer to all who
have drooled over a program in one of the
micro magazines, only to discover it was
written in a " foreign" BASIC.
In a brief 80 pages, this book offers all
you need to know to convert most programs for the Apple II, the TRS-80 or the
PET to run on each of the others. The book
contains three main chapters, one for each
machine. The chapters break down into two
sections, each containing a table of instructions comparing the statements of the subject computer with the comparable
statements of one of the other two
computers.
The beauty of the book is that when a
function on one machine has no corresponding function on another machine, the
authors explain how to duplicate the function. In some cases, they furnish a
subroutine to accomplish the desired
results. When a function need not be
duplicated, the authors tell what the func-

tion does and why it is unnecessary in a conversion to the machine in question .
The most detailed explanations appear in
the section on translation from Apple II to
TRS-80. Someone converting to or from
the PET may have to refer to this section
for a more complete description of what an
instruction is supposed to accomplish.
The BASIC Con versions Handbook falls
short in its coverage of sound and graphics.
Sound is not mentioned anywhere in the
book. Although both high and low resolution graphics are discussed, only the low
resolution, or text screen , is explained for
the Apple II. Graphics are covered adequately for the TRS-80 and PET but it will
be very difficult to convert a high resolution
Apple II program without reference to
other sources.
The absence of a memory map for each
machine may also make some conversions
more difficult. More and more software
these days uses PEEKS and POKES to
memory. It would help to know whether
these functions control system processes,
strobe the keyboard, place characters on
the screen, and so on.
In spite of its shortcomings, this is an extremely useful book. To convert many
business applications, it may be the only
reference you will need. High resolution
graphics games on the Apple II may require
an Apple II BASIC manual. A quick trip to
the local library should fill in the gaps. All
in all, this book is a must for anyone who
wants to access both the TRS-80 and Apple
§
II software worlds.
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Clear

Bronze

MX80 . . . .. . .... . . . . .... . . 27.50
Microl ine 82A w/slot .. . ... . . N/A
N EC 8023A ... . . ... . . . . ... 27.50
Prowrit er 8510 .. . . . .. .. . . . 27.50
MX100 ... .. .... .. . ...... . 35.95
Microline 83A w/s lot ... .. .. 35.95

29.95
29.95
29.95
29.95
39.95
39.95

RIBBONS
ZIP BOX RELOADS

'12 Oz.

Epson MX 70/80-20 Yds ..... . 24.00
Epson MX '00-30 Yds . . . . ... 30.00
NEC/Prowriter .... . . ... . . ... 21.00
Centronics 73017371739/779 or
LP-I/II/IV·16Yds . . . .. . . . ... 18.00

Oz.
42.00
52.00
36.00
32.00

All ZI P BOXES are individually sealed bl ack nylon and
require no rewinding. Epson Relo ads also available in
red , blue, brown, green & purple. An y mix allowed.

CARTRIDGES

Each

Dozen

Epson MX70/80 . . .. .... .... 7.50
Epson MX100 . ... . .... .... 12.50
Prowriter 8510 & NEC 8023A . 7.50
RS LP III tv .. . .. .. . . . . . . . ... 6.50
RS LP VIIVIII . ... . .. ... . .. .. 6.50
RS DSY WH II or DWP 410 ... 6.50
RS DSY WHII - Nylon . . . . ... 6.50
MICRLNE 80/82A183A192 .... N/A
MICRLNE 84 'h x 40 yds ..... 5.50
Diablo Hytype II . Mulli Strike . . . 6.50
Qume . Multi Strike... .. .... . .. 6.50
NEC Spin - Hi Yld . Mult i Strike .. 7.00
Cent roni c 703/04/53 . .... . . . 11.00

80.00
134.00
80.00
70.00
65.00
70.00
70.00
24.00
60.00
70.00
70.00
75.00
120.00

Minimum o rder 3 cartridges . any mix. For sm aller
quantities add $ 1.50 per order. All our re loads and
cart ridges are man ulac tured by one 0 1 th e aides I and
most repu tabl e ribbon Mlg·s. in the co unt ry .
QUALITY GUARANTEED

* * * * *

* * ** *

ORDERING INFORMATION
No c redit ca rds at these low prices. Add $2.00 on al l
COO ord ers. Certil ied Ck /MO /COD sh ipp ed im medi·
at ely. Pl ease a llow 2 wee k s for personal c hecks. Fo r
ex tr a fas t service ph o ne i n yo ur COO o rder. Free shipping wit h in Continent al 48 states via UPS ground . Fo r
Ca nada, Hawaii. Alaska, appli ca bl e shi ppi ng and insuran ce charges app ly. Pri ces subj ec t to c hange without noti ce. New York Stat e res ident s pl ease add
app ropriat e sales tax .
Th e it em s li s t ed above a re a c ross-sec l ion o f o ur
pro d uc t li ne. W e ca rry the fu ll lin e o f m os t co mpanies
li sted in th e ad, pl us m uc h more . SEND FOR YOUR
FREE CATALOG .

146·03 25th Road, Dept. S
Flushing, New York 11354
Sat.
(212) 445-7124 10AM·5PM
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Speaking
• The Software Automatic Mouth
(S.A.M.), by Don't Ask Software,
2265 Westwood Blvd. Suite B-150, Los
Angeles, CA, 90060. System requirements: Apple® 11/11 + with 48K,
disk drive and speaker, an
Atari® 400/800/1200 with 32K and
disk drive. Retail price: $124.95 (Apple
version);$59.95 (Atari version).
• The Echo Speech Synthesizer,
from Street Electronics Company,
1140 Mark Ave., Carpinteria, CA.
System requirements: The ECHO-GP,
a stand-alone unit, is available for the
Apple, Atari, IBM® PC and TRS80® Models I and III for a retail price
of $300.00. Also available is a RAM
board for the Apple for $149.00, and
the IBM PC ($225.00).
• The Alien Voice Box II, from the
Alien Group, 27 West 23rd St., New
York, New York 10010. System requirements: Atari 400/800/1200 with
32K and disk drive. Retail price:
$169.00.

Shortly after receiving my assignment to
write this comparative review , I invited a
group of my friends to watch me
demonstrate (gloat over) the art of electronic eloquence.
For almost three quarters of an hour,
S.A .M . and the Echo played verbal guessing games and delivered famous addresses
and soliloquies , while the Voice Box II
talked, played music and sang songs everything short of "the 01" soft shoe. My
friends nodded and chuckled their approval
throughout the demonstration . When it was
over, however, they said to me, practically
in unison , " Gee, Pete, that's really cute.
What else can they do?"

"For crying out loud, what else do they
have to do?" I shouted at them. " Didn't
you hear them?" I first interpreted their
behavior as mere jealousy, but soon the
voice of reason reared its ugly head, and
persuaded me to ponder the more serious
uses of speech synthesizers. Why would you
want a talking computer in the house? Is
spending between $60 and $300 actually
worth adding an " ouch" noise to your
favorite space attack game, or are there
more practical applications? These questions are as important as the relative
strengths and weaknesses of the speech
synthesizers themselves.

The Software Automatic Mouth
(S.A.M.)
S.A.M. 's demonstration program begins,
"Hello, my name is S.A.M.. I am a software speech synthesizer for the Atari computer ... ," in a somewhat nasal but very
animated voice. S.A.M. has personality. In
fact , S.A .M. 's ability to mimic the complex
variations in pitch and intonation of human
speech is downright uncanny.
S.A.M. is a software-based speech synthesizer written in Machine Language.
I tested S.A.M.and the other
speech synthesizers on an
Atari 800 with 48K. the

the program which allows S.A.M. to
translate text directly to speech, as opposed
to translating phoneme combinations (see
"Phonetic Favorites"), occupies an additional 6K RAM. S.A .M. flaunts its speaking abilities with the help of Atari's internal
POKEY sound chip.
Yes, S.A.M can be copied, but beware,
it is not easily nor completely copyable.
Page two of the documentation clearly
specifies the limitations placed on copying
and selling programs incorporating
S.A.M. 's verbal abilities . For those who intend to make legitimate archive copies of
S.A.M., it will not copy completely with
either an Atari DOS 2.0 duplicate disk or
duplicate file option. The disk uses a
mem.sav. procedure similar to that of Atari
Microsoft BASIC. You load S.A.M. , create
mem.sav. on a separate disk and make
duplicates of the copyable files. All but two
sectors will copy using Atari DOS copy
routines, but these two sectors contain the
subroutines which actually allow S.A .M. to
speak. The disk will not operate properly or
completely without going through this
backup procedure, so read the manual
carefully.
The accompanying documentation for
S.A .M. is superb. It is aesthetically pleasing, printed by a real printer, has a real
cover, and is instructional and informative
as well, containing a brief section on
the rudiments of computerized speech
synthesis.
The S.A.M. disk contains demonstra..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - - - - - -_ _~~___________ tion, translation and speaking programs.
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Easy
SAYIT, GUESSNUM, and SPEECHES
are all demonstration programs which confidently, if not boldly, show off S.A.M. 's
speech capabilities. The.se demonstrations
are very well done. The few errors S.A.M.
does make are immediately noticeable, but
are no worse than the other synthesizers
reviewed here, even the more expensive
Echo. Eventually, you adjust to these irregularities and begin to perceive them
merely -as an "accent."
The SPEECHES program recites well
known soliloquies, the DEMO program
gives a short spiel about S.A.M. 's
capabilities, and SA YIT allows you to type
in strings of phonemes or text and play
them back immediately. SAYIT is one of
the most useful programs in the package;
with it you can practice what you would ordinarily include in a much longer program.
GUESSNUM, an auditory guess-thenumbers game, was a favorite among the
second and third graders who play-tested it.
The program's success undoubtedly rests in
the fact that its enthusiastic "YOU ARE
RIGHT!" nicely reinforces the correct
answer.
The programs which allow S.A.M. to
talk are easy to implement in your own applications. A string statement and a USR
call are all it takes. The phoneme code (a
phoneme is a basic sound unit of speech,
like "ah" for the sound of "a" heard in
"cat") is difficult to master, but the
manual gives good direction and provides
an English to Phonemese dictionary for
assistance. If you would rather skip the
phoneme code, S.A .M . 's RECITER program translates text directly to speech. The
disk also includes an RS-232 handler program which allows your favorite bulletin
board or information service to "speak" to
you .
The program has one major disappointment. S.A.M. blanks the screen while it
(he?) talks . This is not because S.A.M. has
bad manners . The screen-blanking occurs
because S.A.M. dominates the Direct
Memory Access (DMA) when it speaks.
The manual explains that you can reactivate
DMA, but this usually distorts the speech,
making it unintelligible. For most applications, except perhaps haunting and animal
noises, you have to suffer with a momentarily blank screen.
A blank screen could add an interesting
variation to text adventure games. An
auditory adventure might tap memory skills
and imagination even more than the visual
text adventures.

by Peter Favaro

Figure 1. Voice Box II's human face animation.

The Alien Voice Box II
While S.A.M. has personality, the Voice
Box II has panache. Its demo programs are
mostly showbiz, somewhat obstreperous
and never modest - a definite canned ham .
Before I try to describe the Voice Box II, I
must briefly reference its less sophisticated
brother, the Voice Box I. I tested both of
them and there is absolutely no comparison. Gently put, when the two are
stacked up against one another, the Voice
Box I is, well, boring. Physically, the two
are nearly identical except for the pitch and
control knob present on the Voice Box I.
Some of the differences lie in the software,
but I can also detect differences in the
sound resulting from hardware modifications.
Voice Box II disks do not run on the
Voice Box I, further supporting my guess
that the ROM hardware (both Voice Box I
and II are ROM and RAM resident) has
been modified. The unit (a small black box)
plugs into the serial port of the Atari 850 interface or disk drive. Also included in the
package are two disks containing the
BASIC demo programs and utilities which
help the unit perform its vocal and musical
magic.
The Voice Box II uses either an external
speaker or your television speaker and requires a minimum of 32K RAM. At the
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heart (throat?) of the Voice Box is a Votrax
chip, the same chip that drives the popular
Type N' Talk speech synthesizer.
The Voice Box II's documentation seems
inadequate at the outset, but when you read
it closely, almost everything is well explained. It is written in plain English and
does not assume much knowledge on the
user's part. I have two complaints about the
documentation, however. First, the instructions on how to combine the three musical
voices with the singing voice are unclear.
Also, the documentation fails to explain
how , or if, you can use the Voice Box to
speak during animations in programs.
Yes, the Voice Box II can sing and play
music, as well as speak. The technique to
mix the voices with the singing compares to
laying down a multitrack record in a recording studio. The voice and music
"tracks" are laid over one another, one at a
time. The trick is to control which "track"
is layed down with the MUSIC SUPERVISOR program options. More about the
music and singing programs later .
In general, whatever the documentation
lacked could be learned, with a little
perseverence, by examining the programs
on the demo and utilities disks. The Voice
Box II taught me a lot about music. The
continued
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Speaking Easy continued
animation question, though, remains a
mystery. If I discover a technique, I will
pass it along.

The Demo
Two disks come with the Voice Box II.
One disk is devoted entirely to showing off
the Box's talents . This disk boots with an
AUTORUN.SYS file which introduces
itself, and dramatically announces "I shall
now reveal my face." Then the "alien"
draws itself in a modified GRAPHICS 8
(Atari's highest res mode) and modestly exclaims, "I must admit, I am a handsome
brute." The rest of the time the alien
speaks, he does a lip sync animation, complete with facial gestures. This, however, is
just the beginning. The next set of programs . is a repertoire of country and
western, gospel, soul, and rock-and-roll
music. Alternating throughout the
demonstration is the face-lip sync combination of the "alien," and the truly
remarkable "human" face animation by
Jerry White, (Figure 1) which you must see
to believe. The Alien Group cordially invites anyone to improve or modify the face,
and provides a Machine Language program
for assistance .
The second disk contains a few more
songs and a Speak and Spell game,
demonstrating the capabilities of the Voice
Box II. The spelling program can be
modified to ask words entered by the user,
and can become a nice educational program.
You access the programs allowing the
Voice Box to speak from a main menu program. The main menu and the special function keys (on the Atari) get you to and from
the music editor and the face and speaking
programs quickly and easily.

Text to Speech
"~ The Voice Box II employs a slightly different method than S.A.M. to encode and
decode speech. The Voice Box II also uses
phoneme codes, (Voice Box II's phoneme
system is easier to learn than S.A .M. 's
code) without direct text to speech conversion. However, a Voice Box II technique
allows you to create phoneme "dictionaries" to store and associate sounds
and their written English equivalents.
For instance, the phoneme combination
for the word "cup" is C-UH-P. With the
Voice Box II, the computer remembers the
phonetic equivalents by typing
CUHP=CUP. Then, the Voice Box will
translate the written English to the proper
phonetic equivalent every time. The method
for saving and destroying dictionaries is
self-prompting and marvelously idiotproof. The price you pay for such convenience is the gobbling up of RAM in
copious quantities. Each translation costs
30

you ten bytes. One way to avoid this rather
expensive proposition is to create a dictionary of commonly used prefIXes and suffixes that can be recombined again and
again . This is a compromise between
English and phonetic spelling you can make
for a nice cost-benefit ratio. If you want to
skip creating your own dictionary, three
dictionaries, thoughtfully provided on the
disk, are adequate, and you can master
them in one or two sittings.
~rogramming emphasis, pitch, speed and
volume control are all accomplished with
symbols and numeric codes. Making this or
any synthesizer mimic the subtle shifts and
changes in human utterances is a
monumental task you cannot learn overnight. You might work with any of the
three synthesizers here for 100 hours before
becoming proficient enough to accurately
mimic very realistic speech nuances.
After playing with the demonstration
programs, you will probably want to try
programming your own applications with
either the PHSPK.BLS program or the
SPK.BLS program. The PHSPK.BLS program cannot use the lip sync animation
routines or the dictionaries. When you use
PHSPK.BLS in a BASIC program, you are
limited in intonation and must rely on
phonetic equivalents of the words. On the
positive side, this is the only file you need
on the disk. Actual programming requires
only two GOSUBs and a string statement.
With the SPK.BLS program, the dictionary

and the face programs must be on the disk,
but the program capabilities expand to
allow your own dictionaries and the animation routines supplied by the Alien Group.
All files are copyable with Atari DOS.
One of the Voice Box II's most pleasant
surprises is the ease with which you can program and store songs. By the second sitting,
I was programming songs with musical accompaniment. The self-prompting MUSIC
SUPERVISOR and EDITOR options were
child's play to master.
Three nice features of the music programs are the clicker, the vibrato and the
glissando features. The clicker helps you
keep time, sounding the console speaker
like a metronome. The glissando feature
helps you achieve the gliding sound between
notes in a song, and the vibrato feature
wavers the voice to give the illusion of
resonating or vibrating vocal chords. The
documentation gives brief instructions on
how to incorporate the songs and music into your BASIC programs.
The Voice Box II lacks RS-232 handler
capability, a feature that is present on both
S.A .M. and the Echo Speech Synthesizer.
A final word about the Voice Box II concerns the pleasantness and willingness of the
customer support and service divisions of
the Alien Group. On the several occasions I
contacted them regarding the Voice Box
and other technical information, they were
extremely helpful and courteous.

The Echo Speech Synthesizer
The Echo Speech Synthesizer is a ROM
resident, hardware-based speech synthesizer. Unlike S.A.M. and the Voice Box
II, The Echo does not include a "canned
personality," although it does come with an
impressive documentation package complete with tutorials on how to get your
system speaking. This piece of equipment is
meant for serious, professional applications
- no singing, dancing, or telling jokes.
That didn't stop me from programming it
to do just that (except the dancing), but in
general, it was difficult to get the same inflection and intonation as the other models
in a short period of time. In the long run,
however, Echo 's capabilities are well worth
the extra time you'll spend to learn how to
program it.
The Echo is available in an RS-232 serial
version and Centronics parallel version.
Setting up the RS-232 serial version is a
chore. You need a DB-9 male to DB-25
female pin connector. The nine pin side
plugs into the first serial port of the Atari
850 interface, and the 25 pin side plugs into
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the back of the unit. In addition, a power
pack goes from the back of the unit (make
sure you don't plug it into the external
speaker jack), to your wall outlet. Finally,
you must set the data transfer rate with the
DIP switches on the underside of the unit.
Set-up would be less tedious if the
documentation were a little clearer. After a
continued on page 31
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ATTENTION
AUTHORS
Soft Side Publications is actively seeking program , article and review submissions for the TRS-SOOO, IBMOO -PC, Apple™
and ATARIOO home computers.
• Programs - SoftSlde has always
been the leader in the field of BASIC
software. BASIC remains our specialty.
However, with the advent of Disk Version (DV), we can now also offer an
outlet for Machine Language and multiple language programs which do not
lend themselves to printed versions.
Games, utilities and educational software, as well as any other applications
for the home computer user are preferred, although we will consider virtually any type of program . Hybrid mixes
of articles and programs are also
welcomed .
Please be sure to include full
documentation of subroutines and a list
of variables, also a brief article describing the program.
• Reviews - Well written, informed
reviews of all software for the systems
we cover are a regular feature of SoftSide. Reviewers should take into consideration all aspects of a particular
software package, from speed of execution to programming creativity to the
estimated length of time that the
product will hold the customer's
interest.
• Articles - We welcome article submissions of all types, but prefer those
specifically geared to the home computer market We give our readers information as a first priority, but vary our
content to include some humor and
commentary.
All text, including documentation and
descriptive articles for programs, should
be typewritten and double-spaced. Extra
monetary consideration will be given to
articles and reviews submitted on disks
(Scripsit, Super-Text II, etc .). Programs
should be submitted on a good disk.
TRS-SOOO BASIC programs should function undeF both Level II and Disk BASIC.
Please be sure to pack your disks
carefully and to include your return address and phone number.
Send to:
SoftSlde Publications
SUBMISSIONS DEPARTMENT
6 South Street
Milford, NH 03055
We regret that due to the volume we receive, we are
unable to return submissions which do not Include return

postage.
ee .ure to .end lor our FREE AUTHOR·S GUIDE. It lur1her
outlines the specifics at our submission procedure .

•••••••••••
•••••••••••
•••••••••••
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Speaking Easy continued
few minor disappointments, however, the
Echo and I were off and talking.
Because the system is ROM resident, no
serious memory limitations hamper the
Echo. It speaks through its own speaker or
an external speaker you provide. It will take
a while to get used to the bell-like tones produced by Echo and its Texas Instruments
TMS 5200 chip, especially if you have
worked with some of the other speech synthesizers. While it sounded a little more
"robotic" at first, the documentation
tutorials helped me produce crisp, clear
speech with The Textalker and Speakeasy
programs.
The Textalker converts English text
directly to speech with a very low error rate.
I found the Echo accurate indeed, but it
had difficulty stressing the right syllable.
Also, to achieve maximum success with the
unit, I had to spell some words phonetically
- not with a phonetic code, mind you, but
by ear. For instance, vowels often sounded
better when I substituted "aw" or "ah" for
a simple "a." This minor demand for flexibility and creativity was quite tolerable.
Pitch and intonation are controlled with
the CONTROL-E character on the Atari.
The Echo has a wide range of inflection and
pitch options, although they are somewhat
difficult to control at first because of the

many possibilities. For example, the Textalker program allows the unit to spell
words letter by letter. Using the Textalker
through Atari BASIC is a breeze. The
documentation is very clear and provides
a specific example to type into your
computer.
The Echo can be controlled via Machine
Language, although the documentation
really doesn't go into it. Because it is
handled by an RS-232 interface, it can be
defined and accessed like any other Atari
peripheral with OPEN, PRINT#, PUT and
GET statements.
You use the CONTROL-V character to
access the Speakeasy program. It also requires a phonetic code, supplied with the
documentation. I had tremendous difficulty with this program, and would have appreciated a few more examples in the
documentation .
If you are thinking about buying the
Echo, you should apply some simple costbenefit logic. The Echo is capable of producing the best speech of any of the synthesizers reviewed here . Whether the
average user will become proficient enough
to produce a significant difference in quality is questionable. For those with the patience to delay gratification, this is the
speech synthesizer for you, and worth every
cent you spend on it.

Professionals Rate the Units
Pat Schaum, a licensed and certified
teacher with the William Floyd School
District, screens, diagnoses, and treats hundreds of children with language and articulation disorders. She preferred the
Voice Box II, which was also the favorite of
many children. Its voice reminded her of
her childhood favorite, Popeye.
Ms. Schaum described the S.A.M. 's
voice accent as similar to that infamous
bloodsucker, Count Dracula, but was impressed by S.A.M. 's ability to vary pitch
and intonation. All of the therapists noted
S.A .M. 's slight frontal lisp (that is, a slight
tendency to substitute "th" for "t"), and
its tendency to drop some word endings.
Others noted a slight nasality in S.A.M. 's
voice, but good performance on some of
the more difficult blends. Almost all of the
speech professionals agreed that S.A.M. required the least "break-in" time for
understanding the "accent" of the speech.
S.A.M. was the personal favorite of
another school speech teacher, Mrs. Robin
Walsh. Both Ms. Schaum and Mrs. Walsh
thought The Voice Box was the most entertaining system, however. The therapists
were duly impressed with The Voice Box's
musical ability, and recognized its potential
as an aid in learning situations.

SoltSlde

The Voice Box's main articulation difficulty is with stressed vowels, which are
sometimes "held" too long . Dr. Donna
Thai, Professor of Speech at Hofstra
University, had already attended
demonstrations of singing computers, and
could not be swayed by the on-stage
shenanigans of the Voice Box II. Dr. Thal
consistently talked about the Echo in terms
of its "potential," and not its actual
speech, which again reflects the amount of
work the programmer needs to invest to
produce high quality speech from the Echo.
The Echo was most severely criticized for its
difficulties with syllable stress, and praised
for its ability to clearly pronounce individual sounds and blends of extreme
difficulty.
I rated each unit from different perspectives. As a consumer, I felt S.A.M. was better than the other synthesizers because it offered so many features at such a low price.
As a programmer, interested in developing
educational applications, I would rate the
Voice Box II as the best system for me. As a
school psychologist with training in the
development and production of human
speech, I wholeheartedly agree with the
comments of other professionals regarding
the potential of the Echo.
§
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After I Buy ~~)~
What Can I Do? ~#~
Once you have your speech synthesizer,
can this expensive toy make your life easier?
Here is a brief list of applications which only begins to tap its capabilities:

• The World's Most Expensive Talking
Alarm Clock
This was the first application I found for
the speech synthesizers I tested. Using
Atari's Microsoft BASIC to access the
system real-time clock, and the Alien Voice
Box II, I left my system on all night and had
it sing a wake up song in the morning. I
rigged the joystick so that hitting it allowed
me five extra minutes of snooze time. You
wouldn't buy an entire home computer and
speech synthesizer to play music in the
morning, but this application spawned two
more practical applications.
• Home Security System
You could fashion a relatively simple
security system from a home computer, a
speech synthesizer, some telecommunications equipment and a few parts from the
local electronics store. You could connect a
number pad to an area close to the doors of
your house that could be ready for input
and interpretation by the computer once
you pressed an access code. If this code
were not pressed within a minute of entering the house, an autoboot program would
execute and load , causing the computer to
dial the police and, with an external twoway phone speaker system, announce that a
robbery was occurring at your address. I'm
sure that people more involved in home
security could maximize the efficiency and
the power of this relatively simple system .
• Aid for the Elderly
Devices have been marketed which assist
the elderly, who are sometimes limited in
their mobility and slow to react in emergency situations. Speech synthesizers that
can be "taught to use the phone" could call
police, ambulance and fire department aid
in emergency situations.
• Help for the Handicapped
Advertisements for speech synthesizers
suggest that they can assist handicapped individuals . This claim can be misleading.
None of the synthesizers model appropriate
human articulation, so they cannot train
people with articulation disorders. SimilarIy, it is difficult to imagine that speech synthesizers could help individuals with communication disorders "speak" in any environment beyond the general location of
their microcomputers. The impracticality of
carrying around an Atari 800, disk drive,
speech synthesizer and a very long extension cord is obvious.
However, the speech synthesizer can be
helpful to handicapped individuals with
communication disorders, who are also

limited to the environment of their homes.
It could allow them to place orders and request services over the phone. Once the
hardware developers solve the problem of
mass storage, the notion of talking books
and newspapers for people with visual
handicaps is very exciting.

• Programmer's Aid
One of the most helpful applications for
the speech synthesizing equipment I reviewed was "checking" program statements during the debugging stage. DATA
statements frequently cause undesirable
bugs, particularly in Machine Language instructions, which can be the most difficult
to detect. The speech synthesizers could
"read" me the DATA statements while I
checked to see if they were correct. The
Echo is particularly good at this.
• Mechanic's Assistant
Did you ever have to build or fix
something, and find it difficult to keep your
eyes on the instructions and on the project
at the same time? A speech synthesizer
could "read directions." A joystick could
control the flow of directions, going
backwards, forwards, stopping at a particular place, or repeating a .direction.
• Educational and Game Applications
No matter what kind of microcomputer
you own, you are working primarily in the
visual channel. Speech synthesis allows
presentation of information both visually
and auditorily . This is a fantastic step forward, because some people are better
auditory learners than visual learners. In
training children who have learning difficulties, a multisensory approach is most
helpful. A program to teach reading, for instance, could combine visual stimulation,
auditory stimulation and kinesthetic, or
"touch" stimulation (that is, by having to
use the keyboard). Speech synthesizers may
help overcome some of the severe limitations in our current educational software.
I don't see synthesizers revolutionizing
computer games as we know them. Most
people enjoy computer games because they
"project" themselves into what's going on.
Sometimes, the more unstructured a game
is, the more desirable it is (hence the
popularity of adventure games). An fllien
voice or two might make games
"different," but not necessarily better.
However, a market exists for pure auditory
adventures.
The Alien Group is currently sponsoring
a contest which will pay a hefty $5,000 first
prize to the entrepreneur who develops the
best application for the Alien Voice Box
speech synthesizers. A panel of thirteen- to
eighteen- year-olds will serve as the judges,
so sharpen up your alien attack subroutines. You can obtain contest rules and
regulations by contacting the Alien Group,
27 W . 23rd St., New York, New York
10010.
~
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DISKETTES
We stock a complete line of IBM'
brand 5'/." and 8" diskettes for
immediate shipment. 5'14" disks
have hub rings. Customer satisfaction guaranteed . Minimum 3 diskettes per order.

====®
! : :i"f~
5',4" Diskette 10
Single Side
Double Density

$29 90

5',4" Diskette 20
Double Side
Double Density

$39 90

Soft ' Box of 10
Soft' Box of 10
, Add s1.75 for Plastic Library Case

E8l1Z1 COD ACCEPTED
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
CALL TOLL FREE
800-848-1101
In N.Y.S. (716) 631-3925
BETSY BYTES Division
BB International , Inc.
P.O. Box 564
Buffalo, NY. 14221
TERMS : Prepaid orders receive free shipping within continental U.S.A . Add 3% ($2 .00
minimum) shipping and handling charge on
all COD and credit card orders. N .Y. res . add
7% tax.

Definitely THE BEST of the space
games for the TRS-80 t MOD 1/111

* 1,2 or 3 SIMULTANEOUS players!
Incredibly realistic graphics!
*** Options
Fast arcade responce!
individually selected!

• Each piloting a seperate space ship

•
•
•
•

Meteors
• Blackhole Gravity
Flying Saucers
• Objects & Mines
Bounce or Wrap-Around Screen
Weapons: Missiles or Lasers

•
•
•
•

# of Saucers
•
Space Ship Power'
Meteor Speed
•
Weapon Supply
•

* Difficulty options selectable!

Saucer Speed
Gravity Force
Fuel Supply
Laser Len gth

* Sophisticated ship controls!
* Cooperative or Competitive!

• Variable thrust level • Rotation' Flip
• Fire left or right barrel • Hyperspace

• Numerous scoring options
• 1 player can fly 2 ships -1 with each hand'
Alpha & Trisstick compatable
Sound
32K Disk $29 .95 or 16K Tape $26.95
Specify MOD I or III. 22 page manual included.
California residents add 6% sales tax.
Outside USA (except Canada) add S1 0.00
Copyright 1983 by John McAfee

*

*

• TM. TANDVCORP

SOFT SYSTEMS
& CONSULTING
PO BOX 60031A Santa Barbara. CA 93160
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"NIBBLE®IS TERRIFIC"
(For Your Apple)
NIBBLE IS: The Reference for Apple compu ting!
NIBBLE IS: One of the Fastest Growing new Magazines in
the Personal Computing Field .

NIBBLE IS: Providing Comprehensive, Useful and
Instructive Programs for the Home, Small Business , and
Entertainment.

NIBBLE IS: A Reference to Graphics, Games, Systems
Programming Tips, Product News and Reviews, Hardware
Construction Projects, and a host of other features.

NIBBLE ~S: A magazine suitable for both the Beginner and
the Advanced Programmer.
Each issue of NIBBLE features significant new Programs of Commercial Quality. Here's
what some of our Readers say:

- "Certainly the best magazine on the Apple 1/ "
- "Programs remarkably easy to enter"
- "Stimulating and Informative; So much so that this is the first computer magazine I've
subscribed to!"
- "Impressed with the quality and content."
- "NIBBLE IS TERRIFIC!"
In coming issues. look for:
o Stocks and Commodities Charting 0 Assembly Language Programming Column

o Pascal Programming Column 0 Data Base Programs for Home and Business
o Personal Investment Analysis 0 Electronic Secretary for Time Management
o The GIZMO Business Simulation Game
NIBBLE is focused completely
on the Apple Computer systems.

Ir---------------------.
nibble
fE ~ II
I

Buy NIBBLE through your local
Apple Dealer or subscribe now with
the coupon below.

I
I
I
I

Try a NlaBLE!

I 0 check 0 money order

And many many more!

We accept Master Charge & Visa

I
I

I
~------------------II
NOTE:
-

Domestic U .S. First Class subscriptio n rate is $36.50
Canada Air Mail subscription rate is $42.50
Outside the U .S. and Canada Air mail subscrip tion rale is $47 .50

All payments must be in U .S. funds drawn on a U .S. bank .
tCJ 1980 by MICRO-SPARG ., INC . Lincoln, Mass. 01773. All rights rese rved .
• Apple is a registered tradema rk of Apple Computer Company.
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Box 325, lincoln, MA. 01773 (617) 259-9710

I'll try nlbblei
Enclosed is my $19.95 (for 8 issues)
(Outside U.S .• see special note on this page.)

I

I
I

Your subscription will begin with the ne xt issue publish ed after receipt of you r
check / money order.

Card #

1

Expires

Signature
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oftware documentation has been under the
proverbial gun, lately. It is often incomplete
and appears to be written by and for the
original programmer. This is because so
many manuals are software-oriented: They are broken
down into the same modules that the program uses, such
as printing, searching, sorting, and so on. The program
user, however, wants a function-oriented manual that
describes how to perform each task. He wants to know
how to load a data file and work on it.
To illustrate effective documentation, I wrote a user's
manual for the database management system (DBMS)
for the TRS-8Q® written by Mark Pelczarski (So/tS/de,
April 1982). I chose this program for its popular interest, and because it requires clear documentation to be
useful.

Creating A User's Manual
The first thing a user needs to know is what a program
can do. To document this for DBMS, I condensed the
information in Mark's series of articles into two pages.
Next, I described how to set up a database. I did not
discuss databases in depth, but gave enough information
to organize data prior to entering it into the computer.

Figure 4
System Specifications

Language: BASIC
or TRSDOS compatible
one
Operating Syst~m: :~~~~ Modell or Ul with 48K RAM,
Hardware required.
disk drive . .
disk drives, printer
Hardware optIOns: Two
Fl type· Sequential
.
~:mber ·of records: ISO
d. Limited only by memory Size
Number of headings per recor .
Maximum length per item: 255 qual to, or less than on up to 7
Sear'ch criteria: Greater than, e
items simultaneously.

Base," SoftSide, Sept.
.
k "Developing Data
Pelczarskl, Mar ,
" softSide, Oct.
1980. .
"SoftSide Data Base Part 2,
Pelczarskl, Mark,
N
1980
80
"SoftSide, ov .
.
19 ·k. Mark "SoftSide's D~ta B~S~' Base" softSide, Dec.
Pelczars ~,
k' "The Developmg a a
,
Pelczarskl, Mar,
J
1981
980
B "softSide, an.
.
11
. ki Mark "Developing Data Base,,, softSide, Feb. 1981.
Pe czars k.' Mark' "Developing Data as~ se" softSide, Mar.
k' "Developing Data a,
pe\czars ~,
Pelczarskl, Mar ,
1981.
" tabase " SoftSide, Apr . 1982. Sequential
Pelczarski, Mark, " DE
a WDOS-80 Enhancements to
b Robert, N
2
Jaco s,
" S .ftSide May 198 .
,
Database, OJ'

Documentation Doctor continued
search routine for three options - print, change and
delete - so I duplicated these prompts under all of these
menu choices. I did this easily on my word processor,
although it required some retyping.
Figure 2 shows a typical page. To distinguish the
prompts from the rest of the text on the page, I used
bold faced letters. You could also put them in blocks, or
use different colors or underlines. Some prompts may
include information dependent on what was previously
entered. To distinguish these, I underlined as well as
bold-faced these words . Figure 3 shows how I defined
them for the user.
It is important that you know what is required to run
the program. Figure 4 is the system specifications page
from the manual. It should include detailed hardware
and software requirements . If a specific character
generator is required, mention it here. At the very least,
the system specifications page should include the
number of disk drives, memory, and disk operating
system required.
Another useful section for a manual is a list of
references, as shown in Figure 5. The articles I listed are
a series developing the DBMS program. These are very
helpful if you wish to modify the program for any
reason. You might include books or articles on database
management programs in general, as well.
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THERE'S NO DOUBT ABOUT IT. Arcade games are in .
In to the tune of millions of dollars each year-most of
which are spent in quarters.

in which the player controls a fly whose goal it is to eat the spider's
eggs. Concentration is a must or you can get caught in one of
the spider·s ever-appearing webs!
or relaxing games like:
Actually pretend your Apple II Plus computer is a concert
piano. Compose and save your own tunes and play
them back to your friends. The tune and keyboard
actually appear on the screen to make composing
fun and easy!

Apple" Plus computer and with
Paul Coletta's new book, "APPLE
GRAPHICS GAMES."
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or educational games like:

g

Add to the four games
described here six other

Your customers and their children can test
their memory and match wits against the
computer. All they have to do is match
the hidden shapes. Will they be able
to remember where each shape is?

educational, math or design
drawing games and your customers can have amusement
arcades in their living rooms. All
games use either the Apple keyboard or paddles for playing. A menu
program is offered to make the selection of games easier. All the games are
written in Applesoft Basic and are fully
documented . A shape-table utility is also
provided for those who want to create their

Good memorization practice.
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11480 Sun set Hill s Road,
Res ton, VA 22090

(Order R0325· 2)
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Reston Publishing Company, Inc.,
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own games.
Book only
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or just plain fun games like
deals and supplies the
chips. The players
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Now you can·sell your customers arcade games.
Exciting ones with realistic sounds and brilliant
high-resolution color graphics.
Tell your customers to save their quarters.
For only $30.00, they can have hours of
arcade-style enJ·oyment with their

Apple Graphics Games by Paul Colena Book/ disk package $30.00 (Order R0326·0)
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Error Messages
A listing of all error messages is essential so that you
can understand what you did wrong and how to recover.
Figure 6 shows how I listed the error messages, along
with possible causes and corrective actions to take.
Other sections in this manual include recommendations for modifying the program and a blank page for
notes. As you go along, you will want to keep notes on
databases and modifications to the program. You may
want to create some custom DBMS programs with
slightly different prompts that need documentation.
To add a touch of class, get rub-on lettering sets from
an office or art supply store and create an attractive
cover. This adds a professional look that reflects the
work you put into your manual.
Preparing this manual was not easy, but produced a
serviceable document. When documenting your own
software, you need to look at it as a user. He wants to
know how'to do something, not how something is done.
Try to document all paths the user might take. This can
be tedious, but if you want to market or exchange software, it is well worth the time and effort.
§

Figure 6
Error Messages
DISK ERROR
The program uses error tra i
h
.
program when encounte .
pp ng so t at you will stay in the
.
nng
an
error
during
d
'
k
.
P osslble causes are full disk
f'
IS
operatIOns .
different formatted disk
wron~ lIe nam~, and bad disk. Try a
allows .
examme the directory if your DOS

0;

I
lANGUAGE
V

vi1t

Vervan
utilIty programs
req uire no software
modifications and a re
a must for all serious ATARI BAS IC
programmers.
CASDUP 1.0 & 2.0 To copy most
BOOT tapes and cassette da ta files.
1.0 is a file copier. 2.0 is a sector
copier. Cassette only $24.95
CASDIS To transfer most BOOT
tapes and cassette data files to disk.
Disk only $24.95
FULMAP BASIC Utility Package.
VMAP-variable cross-reference,
CMAP-constan t cross-reference
(i ncludes indirect address
references), LMAP-line number
cross- reference, FMAP-all of th e
above. Will list "unlistable"
programs. Also works with
Ed itor/Assembler cartridge to allow
ed iting of string packed machin e
language subroutines. All outp uts
ma y be dumped to printer. Cassette
or Disk $39.95
OISASM To disassemble machine
lang uage programs. Works with or
w itho ut Editor/Asse mbler

cartridge. May be used to up or
down load single boot files. All
output can be dumped to printer.
Cassette or Disk $24.95
DISDUP For disk sector
informa ti on copying. May specify
single sector, range or sectors, or all.
Copies may be made without read
variIy. Disk $24.95
IIG products are ava ilable at
computer stores, B. Dalton
Booksellers and indepe nden t
dea lers aro und the world. If IjG
prod ucts are not avai lable rrom your
local dea ler, order d irec t. Include
$4.00 for shipp ing and handling per
item. Fore ign residents add $11.00
plus purchase price per item. U.S.
runds only please.
IjG, In c. 1953 W. 11th Street
Upland , California 9'1786
Phone: 714 /946-5805

Hit'sfnNn~

IT'S JUSTGREAT!
AlARI TM Warner CommUnications . Inc.

PRINTER NOT READY!
The program checks the printer
.
connected and turned on Check p~rt to. venfy that the printer is
proper configuration. Do 'not I t : pn?ter ~nd connector for
while the computer is turned p ug t e pnnter mto the computer
on .
OUT OF RANGE
A n~mber out of range was entered
prepanng a custom format.
for tab or line feed While
THAT'S ALL
All records have been searched.
CURRENT FILE IS NOT SA VED
CANCEL COMMAND?
.
(Y)ES (N)O
You tried to quit or load a
r
.
file in the memory Allo
new Ile without saving the modified
.
ws you a second chance to Save it.

available
r local dealer, order direot.
$4 .00 for shipping and
per item . Foreign residents
.00 plus purchase price per
U.S. funds only please . .

NO DATA IN MEMORY
The program checks if there are any records in
memory and pnnts this message if there are none.
the file
Other errors:
If any error should take you out of th
enter by entering "GOT0200'"
B
e program, you may remode, immediately hit Q to q .;n h ASIC. If you are in the edit
UI , t en enter "GOT0200".

ideas on how 10
computer games.
primarily
BASIC exa mples bul, for very
advanced programmers, a machine
language example Is intluded at the
end qtthe book. H5 pagea. ISBN
3· 911682-84·3 S7 .95 ,
HowtoPngram Your ATARlln8602
Mlchlne Language. To teach Ihe

IJG , Inc. 1953 W. 11th Street
Upland, California 91786
Phone: 114/946-5805

Hit'sfnNn~

IT'S JUSTGREATI
ATARI lM Warner Communications. Inc.
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byte In
by Peter J. Favaro
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Photo 1. New Atari VCS controllers: Remote Control Joystick
System, Proline Joystick and
Trak-ball.

he American Toy Fair introduced a midFebruary blizzard of innovative games and
entertainment systems to New York City.
Sliding my way to and from the exhibition
centers, I encountered computerized musicsynthesis systems, interesting educational software aimed at the
three- to six-year-old market, and games capable of speech
recognition. I divided my tour through the world ' s largest toy
store into four major computer-oriented categories:
• Inexpensive home computers, or accessories to convert current YCS units into fully functional home computers;
• EPROM-based home entertainment systems and their accompanying game and educational software;
• New hardware and software for existing home computers;
• New applications and introductions.

New Entries and" Add-Ons"
When the Timex/ Sinclair 1000 compact, "no frills" personal
computer was the new kid on the block, many larger companies
were reluctant to take it seriously. A quick look around the Toy
Fair confirmed that anyone who dismissed the concept of an inexpensive home computer for the beginner definitely got caught
with his banker's suit pants down.

Atari®

Photo 2.
The Atari 2600
Computer Keyboard

The most notable introductions into this market came from
Atari, Texas Instruments® and Mattel® Electronics. Atari introduced a system called My First Computer™ - essentially a
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Photo 3.
The keyboard attached to
the Atari 2600 VCSTM.
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computer keyboard that rides piggyback on the Atari 2tioo VCS
system. (Photos 2 and 3) The unit will sell for under $90 and
feature a sixteen-color display capability, 56-key typewriter-style
keyboard, 32K RAM capacity, 16K ROM capability, a two-voice
sound generator, and a 160 x 192 pixel graphic resolution .
The unit comes with built-in BASIC and will interface with a
variety of low cost peripherals, including a standard cassette
player for program storage and retrieval. Sounds like quite a
package, doesn't it?
Adapting to the keyboard was a little difficult. Although the
keys are raised, they still sit very close to the base, and don't have
the "play" of a standard typewriter keyboard. The color and
sound capabilities are generally very good on the demo programs,
and the unit seems a remarkable buy. If Atari can market these
materials on schedule, (a difficulty for them in the past), and if
product support in the form of software arrives not far behind,
this will definitely be an opportunity for many of the ten million
VCS owners to try their hands at computer programming.

Texas Instruments
Competing in the same market is the Texas Instruments
Tl-9912, a fancier version of the Timex/Sinclair 1000 with slightly
more capability. Aimed at beginning computer users, the unit will
sell for about $99, come with 36.2K RAM and 24K ROM, but
have no sound or color capability.
Some of the software teaches Pascal and Fortran syntax,
although the TI-9912 will not run Pascal or Fortran programs. A
variety of mini-peripherals will be available for this unit, and its
big brother, the Tl Compact Computer 40 (a more expensive,
more sophisticated portable computer). The TI Wafertape™
Drive reads and writes data to cassettes which are the same
general size as the micro cassettes used with miniature tape
recorders and dictaphone machines. The cassettes will store programs as large as 4SK, and the drive runs on four AA batteries.

Mattei
Mattei Electronic's entry into the low price "extension unit"
computer market is the Intellivision® Computer Keyboard . This
49-key unit will connect to the Intellivision game unit and features
a built in BASIC language, 2K RAM, 12K ROM and six-channel
sound generator capability. Expansion peripherals and modules
include additional RAM and ROM, an audio cassette recorder for
program storage and retrieval, and a unique software package
that teaches children (or even adults) programming skills through
an easy to understand color-coded method.

Of all the companies I visited at the Toy Fair, I found Mattei
Electronics making the most creative and innovative leaps in the
entertainment-systems business. All of the new products from
Mattei offer the unique experience of learning an important skill
while having fun . In addition, Mattei is entering exciting fields,
including music education and music entertainment. This is a vast
improvement over the repackaging of shoot-em-up games performed by many companies, big and small, year after year. In addition to the Intellivision Computer Keyboard, Mattei introduced
a home computer system called the Aquarius™. The system uses
a ZSOA microprocessor and has memory and graphics capabilities
to rival most popular home computers.

Entertainment Software
The games you will pop into your VCS or EPROM-based
systems this year will not differ drastically from those you bought
in 'S2, unfortunately. The major differences will be more hype in
the ad campaigns, and titles that reflect popular movie and television shows. The graphics in these games have improved
significantly, most notably in products aimed at the Atari 2600,
but the major theme will remain unchanged: MBAFAS (move
back and forth and shoot). In reaction to negative press,
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Figure 1. Screen display from Dark Crystal Adventure Game.

would choose Grover's Music Maker, designed to teach music
skills, for my child because of its versatility and interesting sound
and graphics qualities.
The key to creating software for young children is to present a
wide variety of educational experiences in smaIl chunks. The
CCW series certainly does that, but the chunks are, by and large,
limited to one per cartridge. Justifying the $34.95 cost against the
possible gain achieved from playing with a product that is supposed to be educational may be a problem. In the future, individual cartridges may teach a hierarchy of skills. Right now, I
am concerned that most three- to five-year-olds may "outgrow"
these cartridges very quickly.
Mattei's Intellivision has undergone an interesting facelift in
1983. Intellivision II, a slick, high tech version, will be much
smaller than the original master unit (10" x 6 5/8") and will support all of the software written for the original model.
Add-on peripherals and expansion modules will include a
system with Atari VCS compatability, the Intellivision Intellivoice™ Voice Synthesis Module and the Intellevision Entertainment Computer System, which includes, among other
features, a piano keyboard music synthesizer as an add-on option. More about this system later.
Last year's sleeper, Coleco VisionTM, introduced a line of shootem-up games with excellent sound and graphics capabilities and
many titles adapted froin ·their popular coin-op counterparts.
Again, realistic sports games, including boxing and super-action
football and baseball, will be available with the Coleco Vision
system. Expansion modules for car racing games and Atari compatability have been advertised and discussed for some time now,
but a new expansion module (Expansion Module #3) will add a
variety of extra features to the already realistic arcade games.
These features will include "intermissions" during game play, a
feature to allow the players to put their initials on the screen, and
increased game variations for the existing software.

Entertainment Enhancements?

Photo 5. The Dark Crystal, OITC Entertainment Ltd. 1981
Bytes in Toyland continued
manufacturers are deemphasizing overtly violent games. Instead
of space men and flying saucers, you will soon see hamburgers
chasing french fries and similar sublimations of the shoot and
chase theme.
A lot more attention is being paid to sports games for the VCS
systems. EPROM-based entertainment will soon introduce more
realistic sports games, and Atari has developed an entire series of
realistic sports cartridges for the VCS.

Educational Games
The educational game market for three-to six-year-olds shows
promise. Again, Atari is emerging as the leader.
The Atari Kids' Library is a series of cartridges developed with
the Sesame Street (Children'S Computer Workshop - CCW)
computer crew. The games marketed for the 2600 include: Cookie
Monster Munch, Oscar's Trash Race, and Big Bird's Egg Catch.
They will retail for a hefty $34.95. I played most of the games and
found them an interesting alternative to letting the very young
child struggle through Space Invaders. However, some of the
games may not be able to retain the relatively short attention
spans of the three- to six-year-old population, and I'm not sure
what the games will actually teach the children.
The A /pha Beam game is one of the better educational games in
the Kids' Library, since it involves a letter recognition task ; and I
42

I was disappointed at the paucity of home computer entertainment enhancements, but what I saw is worth reporting. The most
interesting innovations in this area came from Texas Instruments
for the 99/ 4A home computer. I was fascinated by an add-on
entertainment unit for this system developed by the Milton
Bradley company. Called the Milton Bradley ExpanderTM
System, the unit will retail for about $100. It features high resolution graphics, speech synthesis capabilities, and - get this speech recognition. The player wears a lightweight headset like
those worn by news broadcasters and astronauts, and can actually
direct the action of the game by voice. The demonstration of the
system was impressive.
Software compatable with the Expander System includes a line
of children's educational activities; some of the nicest education
programs I have seen for home computers. The Arcade
PIUS™ series includes sports, space and adventure games with
high resolution graphics, as well as speech synthesis and recognition abilities. Most of the software for the Expander System also
plays on the TI 99/ 4A without the system.
Tucked away in a corner of one of the exhibition halls, I found
Sierra On-Line's colorful display. I watched two previews of an
educational software series for three- to five-year-olds (Apple® and Atari home computers), and The Dark Crystal Adventure Game (Figure 1 and Photo 5) developed with assistance
from Muppeteer, Jim Henson. The educational package featured
a main menu and offered a variety of attention-getting activities
for younger children. These included letter and number recognition tasks and paint and draw activities. I was very impressed by
the preliminary version of this program, and look forward to taking a closer look upon its completion.
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SYMPOSIUM ON
SMALL COMPUTERS
IN THE ARTS
I I

I

•

II
If one could afford, in terms of time

and money, to attend all conferences in
just one area of the computer "world,"
one would not have any time (or money)
at all. If you take the area of graphics
and extend it - i.e. computer graphics
in education, video, the arts, communications and so on, there would
probably be more conferences in more
parts of the country than days of the
year to hold them.
The above rationale could make you
give up any attendence whatsoever, and
stay at home attached to your modem
and machine, or serve as a wonderful introduction to a smaller conference. The
Philadelphia Symposium on Small Computers in the Arts, held annually in the
fall, is such a conference.
The Second Annual Symposium on
Small Computers in the Arts was held
from October 15 to 17 at the University

II
I

Center Holiday Inn in Philadelphia. The
symposium grew out of a computermusic concert held in 1978, bringing
together a small number of like-minded
persons with interests in micros and their
application in the arts. Sponsored by the
Personal Computer Arts Group
(PCAG), the Symposium consists of
micro-based exhibits, workshops and
presentations on music, art and graphic
design. Every aspect from theory to application in animation - film and video
- synthesizers, education and software
development, is presented. Experts and
interested bystanders come from around
the country to learn and discuss the
many developments in their fields. So
many, in fact, that at times four separate
presentations occur simultaneously.
There is also a small exhibit area and a
"Prints and Plots Gallery" for artists to
exhibit their wares.

The high-res adventure game based on The Dark Crystal
movie, developed by On-Line and Muppet-maker, Jim Henson,
promises to be a big hit with adventure-lovers. The two-disk game
features over 100 high-resolution pictures, and a level of difficulty
bound to keep even the craftiest adventure detective at the
keyboard for hours. A quick look through the On-Line product
line proved that this company is dedicated to producing high
quality software. One of the classiest versions of software packaging I have seen is their silkscreened fabric map that comes with
Lord British's high-res adventure, Ultima II.
Finally, Mattei is making yet another attempt to penetrate the
home computer software market with the introduction of six M
Network game titles for the Apple and IBM® home computer
systems. Titles will include Baseball, the arcade game Burgertime,
and Nightstalker.

New Applications
The last new category in electronic entertainment is one that I
call "new applications and introductions." In this category, one
clear innovator - Mattei, is going all out to produce interesting
and refreshing ideas for computerized entertainment. The
heaviest thrust away from video games is the Intellivision Music
Synthesizer. This 49-key music keyboard, accompanied with the
Intellivision Computer Adaptor and Master Component, turns
your Intellivision into a polyphonic music synthesizer. Along with
the introduction of this innovative hardware, Mattel will also introduce several music education programs which teach music
skills in a non-threatening and entertaining way. One of the programs is a re-application of the popular Astrosmash video game,
tentatively called Astromusic, in which notes fall, seemingly at
random, from the sky. The player must anticipate where the notes
will fall and press the accompanying music keyboard keys. The

by Ame Choate Flynn
Occurring two months after the gigantic SIGGRAPH show in Boston,
(Detroit in 1983) with its attendence of
22,000+, the Philadelphia show is
delightfully intimate. Attendees and participants have a chance to confer, and
because it is contained in one hotel,
travel between events is simple.
PCAG publishes Small Computers in
the Arts News (SCAN) covering new
products, techniques, and happenings
related to computers in the arts.
The Third Annual Symposium will
take place October 14-16, 1983. If you
have an interest in small computer
graphics and music, mark this date on
your calendar. If you live near, or want a
reason to travel to Philadelphia, this
micro-sized conference is a good excuse.
For further information, you can call
Dick Moberg - (215) 923-3299 or Eric
Podietz - (215) 546-1070.
§

successful player will find that the pattern of falling notes actually
creates a song!
Other new introductions, not quite as exciting as the Intellivision music package, include an array of new controllers by Coleco
and Atari. The Atari trackball (Photo 1.) for the 2600 is far
superior to the Wico trackball designed for the Atari home computer. I tested the new trackball on Atari's new Centipede
EPROM and found the action quite good. A trackball for the
5200 system was also introduced.
Coleco's new game control is a joystick-keypad, gun-trigger
combo that looks as if you need a Master's degree to operate it
and a Swiss bank account to replace it, should it break down.
Finally, Atari is marketing a sleek and compact carrying case for
the 2600 and accessories. To increase its product support, Atari is
offering, as a freebie to qualifying dealers, a diagnostic testing kit
to check joysticks and accessories. In addition, Atari is offering a
joystick repair kit, for about $4.50, which will be a great help to
all of us who have ten or twelve broken joysticks littering the living room.
The latest news from electronic toyland? -lots of the same old
stuff with a few bright new ideas. As computer technology
becomes more sophisticated, more easily produced and more
available to the masses, I hope the creative people will respond by
developing applications to enhance our leisure time and ultimately, our lives. Unfortunately, not nearly enough energy is being
devoted to such pursuits. Five years from now, we should not be
seeing "new" space war games. After video game companies
finish playing off movie titles, will T.V. commercials come next?
We can hope that companies will begin to realize that computers
can entertain and teach at the same time. The development of
those new products will require much more skill than creating
another breed of alien monster. I think the industry should be
§
ready for the challenge by now, don't you?
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Here's your computer's handy, pull-out booklet with this issue's Front Runner.
This issue, we present Mlnlgolf, a graphic simulation game for the Atari®, Apple®, IBM® PC, and
TRS-80®. Knock a "ball" around the nine-hole course with up to nine friends. Now you can play
miniature golf even when the weather's bad.

#40

The Front Runner and SoftSlde Selections booklets include all the instructions, listings,
documentation, and SWAT Tables for each version of Mlnlgolf. Also available are the SoftSlde Disk
and Cassette versions (see the bind-in cards and ads elsewhere in this issue for more information.)
Appl~ , Atar l~,

IBM"', and TRS~ are registered trademarks of The Apple Computer Company, Warner Communications, International Business Machines Corporation
and the Tandy Corporation, respectively.
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Review
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MICROSOFT
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Reviewed by Jay Marrone
If you' re an aerial ace, or just dream of becoming one,
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you'll enjoy this realistic flight simulation from Microsoft.

Reviews

LPS lIThe Gibson Light Pen
Reviewed by David L. Robitaille
According to the author, the LPS II is as effective as a
graphics tablet, and only about one third as expensive.

52

BOLO
Reviewed by Kenneth S. Close
Enemy robot tanks threaten your life. You must find the
enemy's tank factories and blow them up before it's too
late.

53

APPLE BACKPACK: Humanized
Programming in BASIC
Reviewed by Steve Birchall
This little book contains a wealth of ideas for making
your programs more user-friendly, and it's fun to read,
too.

Reviews
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ASTROCHASE
Reviewed by David Plotkin
Outstanding graphics characterize this entertaining game
from First Star Software.
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PROTECTOR II
Reviewed by David Plotkin
Your mission: save the terrified citizenry from the perils
of an erupting volcano.
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SUBMARINE COMMANDER
Reviewed by Rick Koenig
If you ever wanted a chance to command a submarine in

combat, you'll love this realistic and challenging game.

Articles
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by Bill Williams
This article details the process of turning your Atari into
an inexpensive oscilloscope.

Reviews
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KEY COMMANDER
Reviewed by Tim Knight
This handy utility saves valuable programming time,
simplifying editing and entering graphics.

79
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GRAPHICS 8 WRITING
by Sol Guber
This informative article explores the versatility of the
Atari's GRAPHICS 8 mode.

TIME RUNNER
Reviewed by Mark E. Renne
You must stake out space territory,
in spite of menacing aliens,
in this innovative arcade game.

MAKING WAVES WITH THE ATARI

68

EXPLORING THE ATARI FRONTIER
by Alan J. Zett
More on mysteries of the GTIA chip.

ARMORED PATROL
Reviewed by Andre Chen
Great graphics are rampant as you
battle alien tanks on a desolate planet.
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The Pentrak Graphic System's front
cover, generated with the Gibson Light Pen
and the software Included with the system
(PGS).
Tbe illustrations on this and following pages are from tbe software reviewed, and from the new programs Pen track &: Multi
Draw (see sidebar on page 51).
This process control example uses the
light pen to change the values set on the
sliding bar chart. Herbie Hancock (the
famous jazz musician) uses the Gibson
Light Pen wltb his electronic music synthesizer In exactly this fashion.
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The Gibson LPS II Light Pen Operation
Reviewed by David L. Robitaille

from Gibson Laboratories, Irvine, CA. System requirements:
Apple IIi!J with 48K RAM, Applesoft, one disk drive, DOS 3.3
and any TV or monitor. Suggested retail price: $349.00.
Having a conversation with Steve Gibson of Gibson
Laboratories is certainly an exhilarating experience, and for
good reason. After completing two years of hardware development, he has successfully demonstrated his product, The Gibson LPS II Light Pen High Resolution Light Pen System for the
Apple II, in a number of national shows and conferences
around the country and sold over 2300 of them to Apple
owners. The light pen is a tremendous hardware/ software product deserving a prime slot in anyone's Apple. It is directly comparable to any number of graphics tablets and costs about a
third as much.
The Gibson LPS II Light Pen system is composed of four
parts: the light pen, an electronics module, the PENTRAK software driver, and the Operating Manual.
The Gibson LPS II Light Pen is a fast response (75 nanosecond) photodiode contained in a pen-like enclosure.
The Electronics module, with encapsulated electronics, fits
into slot 7 of the Apple board.
The key software program in The Gibson LPS II Light Pen
system is the PENTRAK Driver, a Machine Language driver. In
effect, it integrates The Gibson LPS II Light Pen hardware, the
Apple II electronics, and the Applesoft language. Contained in
the PENTRAK driver is a sophisticated command structure that
allows a number of impressive interactive activities.
The manual, at present, is a brief operating description of the
system. Due to the unexpected demand for the product, the
manufacturer has elected to issue the hardware with these brief
instructions, but has promised to issue the complete manual
soon. It should be ready by the time this review is printed.
However, the current manual contains an adequate list and
description of the command structure. With the repertoire of
sample application software included, this should be adequate
for most serious hobbyists.

The Gibson LPS II Light Pen electronics module is located in
slot 7 of the Apple, where the composite video signal is made
available. Other slots may be used, but wiring modifications
must be made. Thus, the composite video signal is
simultaneously available to the monitor and The Gibson LPS II
Light Pen electronics. The light pen, when in the presence of the
screen, will send a signal back to the electronics the instant the
electron beam scan passes the view of The Gibson LPS II Light
Pen. Independently, the electronics module tracks the location
of the electron scan beam by counting the number of horizontal
sync pulses since the last vertical sync pulse for the vertical coordinate, y, and counting the clock pulses from the last issuance
of a horizontal sync pulse for the horizontal coordinate, x.
At the time the beam crosses the pen location, the "Pen Hit"
signal goes high, (or low, as the case may be) disabling the
counters. Stored in the counters are the coordinate values of the
pen location. They only need scaling in terms of the hi-res
screen (279x192) field for Applesoft' s use. Conversely, if no Pen
Hit was detected, (The pen was away from the screen.) the
counters at the end of the frame have the lower right hand coordinates stored. These are reset to zero at the start of the next
vertical sync pulse.
Certain conditional occurrences result in transferring control
back to the Applesoft program. In the current version, these
Escape conditions are hitting a key on the keyboard or no motion in the light pen for a specified period of time. Due to the inherent noise susceptibility of the photodiode, provisions are
made for storing a number of x, y values for averaging and
continued
other filtering techiques.
This image was taken from an educational software project. Using
the pen , children can "grab" words on the lower portion of the screen
and move them to the correct location. The children grasp the concept
with startling speed.
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The Gibson Light Pen continued

This screen display, from the PenPainter program, shows the 91
different colors and patterns available for painting and filling in any
random-shape figure. Penpainter also allows re-filling of images.

This is a detail of one of the patterns on
the Penpainter slide. Pattern Editor allows
users to create libraries of patterns.

PENTRAK 1.1 Software Driver
The key element in transforming this hardware into an effective interactive system is the supporting software driver, appropriately named PENTRAK. The PENTRAK driver is a
Machine Language program. For speed and capability, it is
BLOADed and relocated in RAM memory below DOS, above
the DOS buffers, and protected by HIMEM. It is therefore ignored while running other Applesoft programs. PENTRAK
uses the Ampersand (&) hook utility to add a number of unique
high resolution graphic commands and options to enhance Applesoft. The current PENTRAK vocabulary contains sixteen
unique commands, supported by an equal number of complementary options. These allow simple, concise programming
of sophisticated interactive graphics and text editing
capabilities.

PENTRAK Command Structure
As with most light pen systems, The Gibson LPS II Light Pen
was conceived to aid and facilitate the creation of significant
high resolution graphics in support of a variety of applications.
In order to do this, the basic function is to provide an interactive (pen to screen) means of relating the screen image to
whatever operation is being performed.
Locating the pen is performed with either of two main PENTRAK commands, &TRACK or &PEN. Both return the current location of the pen. TRACK is used on a black or dark
screen and provides a cursor, since screen light is required to
issue a Pen Hit. PEN is used when writing on a white or light
background. Any of a number of options may be elected when
the TRACK function is selected. The choice is quite large, so
only a summary will be discussed here. When the TRACK function is called, it remains in effect until an Escape mode condition is selected. Other options are: showing crosshairs at the pen

48.

location; ignoring extraneous electrical noise which might
otherwise cause jumping; selecting which hi-res page will be
displayed and worked with; invoking the Screen Lifter function;
producing audible tones at significant events; selecting horizontal and vertical motion only; and many, many more.
&PEN is similar to TRACK but differs in that it operates on
any of the Apple screens (hi-res, lo-res, or Text) and does not
generate a tracking cursor. It is a means of returning the pen
location to an Applesoft program. Essentially, PEN waits for a
Pen Hit and returns with the current location of the light pen.
As with TRACK, any or all options may be selected.
&WRITE is a high resolution screen text writing function,
provided to complement meaningful graphics applications.
WRITE places text into the hi-res page (l or 2) by XORing
string text at the location specified by the X and Y starting locations of the first string character. Another option, FACEn,
allows the selection of multiple character sets such as the fonts
provided with the DOS Tool Kit and ANIMATRIX generated
character sets. The XOR function can be used with ease to
return the original background, since anything XORed with
itself is removed from the screen.
&FRAME, likewise, has no connection with light pen operation. It, like WRITE, complements the generation of meaningful graphic applications. FRAME allows rectangular windows on the hi-res screens to be reserved where text, characters,
or graphics can be inserted. The original window contents can
be stored elsewhere in memory, and when you've finished the
text operation, can be retrieved and restored, in effect, closing
the window.
Time and space do not allow further description of PENTRAK'S commands for generating interactive graphics programs . With some imagineering, you can extrapolate the
system's power.

SoftSide
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The Gibson LPS II Light Pen Applications
The Gibson LPS II Light Pen systems are directly comparable
to graphic tablet systems in thier unique form of graphic interaction between people and the computer. These are unparalleled graphic input devices for creating pictures and images
that everyone can appreciate. The Gibson LPS II Light Pens
have been used effectively for some time with larger computers
for alternate menu selection and control systems, computeraided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM), design
documentation, and process monitoring and control.
The Gibson LPS II Light Pen installed in the Apple II approaches a larger computer's capabilities in graphics applications, but is limited by the Apple's graphics resolution, processing speed, and system memory. However, on a smaller scale,
each of the functions is viable in less critical, lower cost applications. Indeed, a number of other areas may be more applicable
to the personal computer applications, notably musical score
composition, gaming graphics, interactive educational tools for
children, business graphics, low cost graphic arts, and as
seminar and lecture tools.

Application Software

Two examples of Apple pictures drawn with
Gibson Light Pen standard software.

Now that we've covered some of the basics and possible Gibson LPS II Light Pen applications, let's review the current state
of software applications. The disk containing the PENTRAK
driver and CALIBRA TE program also contains about a dozen
demonstration programs. Most of these are basic utilities or
modules of more comprehensive packages yet to come. Others
continued

Here's SoftSlde Selections, the handy, pull·out booklet
with program listings for your computer. If you bought your
copy of SoftSlde at a newsstand, your booklet contains
this Issue's Front Runner, Mlnlgolf, a graphic simulation
for the IBM® PC, Apple®, Atarl®, and TRS·8()<!>.
This Issue, SoltSlde Selections for the Apple II family features:
• Mlnlgolf - you always get the current Issue's Front Runner!

Mini /

• Applemaze - guide your "worm" to his apple through the
mazellke apple grove In this challenging, arcade-style game.
Enhanced Disk Version
If you don't like typing, you need the SoltSlde Disk Version.
SoltSlde Disk Version (DV) has all the programs In SoltSlde Selec·
tlons, plus the latest Installment of the SoltSlde Adventure Series
and a bonus program. You get all this, and the benefits that only a
disk can offer: speed, reliability, and versatility .
• Apple DV Bonus Program: Mlcro·Monopoly
The popular board game comes to the Apple In a two-player version that pits you against the real-estate wiles of your computer .
• The SoltSlde Adventure Series
This Issue's Adventure - Volcano Island, by John Olsen (Apple
version by Alan J. Zett). Shipwrecked on a hostile tropical island,
you must get a message to someone before the island's volcano
erupts, and without offending the natives!

.zOV
$19.95
Apple® is a registered trademark of The Apple Computer Company .

To order your copy of this issue's DV, or to subscribe to SoltSlde
DV, see the bind-in cards elsewhere In this issue.
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are programs which can be used effectively, now, with an adequate number of option sets for graphics production. Also,
most of the drawing programs contain options to savtl and load
to/ from disk, essentially making a more complete drawing
package, although somewhat cumbersome. Here's a brief
discussion of some of these modules:
CIRCLES - a basic utility module in which the light pen is
used to locate the center and the outside edge of a circle. A color
is selected and the program completes the circle. Any number of
circles with alternating colors may be drawn.
ETCH and UNETCH - basic utilities which use a sketch
routine. The program also remembers each of the points drawn
and, when you're finished drawing, retraces each point, eras~ng
and restoring the original image. This could be a useful routme
in applications requiring construction lines.
SKETCH - This is also a basic utility for quasi-freehand
sketching but is flexible enough for many stand-alone
applications .
GEOMED II - This is a good example of a first generation
drawing package which contains a number of drawing options
embodied in one program. According to Steve Gibson, they are
about to issue an expanded version of this program , to be called
MULTIDRA W (see side bar). Options contained in this
package are:
• Using the light pen to locate reference points. The program
has easy steps for drawing points, lines, rectangles (with a fill
option), circles, and arcs .
• Drawing in black and white only.
• Mirroring about the vertical and horizontal drawing axes.
• Horizontal or vertical motion only. This is useful for drawing construction, avoiding aliasing (or rastering) .
• A zoom mode where the light pen selects the center of the
area to be exploded to a 40 x 24 pixel area for further editing.
• Automatic generation of history file of points used for
previous constructions. Simply key backward (or forward) to
points and use for reference in new construction.
• Saves picture to disk or retrieves previous picture for further
development.
This is a relatively easy program to master, even without a
manual. Basic instructions are contained in a software help
page, listing the options selectable. Within a short time, anyone
can begin picture creations.
GRID DRA W - With this basic utility, you are able to draw
as with a T-square. Lines are allowed to terminate only on a dot
pattern spaced eight pixels apart. The program also
demonstrates the screen lifter function, where the help page can
be seen by pointing to the margin and "lifting" the image in
order to view the help page "below."

or use the pen in creating the patterns. The techniques used in
this program are unique and demonstrate some of the power the
system has for this and future applications.
However, PATTERN EDITOR is used to create or modify a
palette of 91 separate patterns at one time. Each pattern is
generated in an 8XI6 pixel grid which is repeated edge to edge in
order to fill an area, or even a screen. You simply recall the
palette of patterns from disk, select which pattern to edit, and
proceed to the Edit screen. The Edit Screen has three areas
segregated: I) The menu selection and screen prompt area, 2)
The working area, an enlarged 8XI6 grid, magnified lOX,
where the basic pattern is created or edited, and 3) the pattern
viewing area, showing how the merged pattern of 30 grids
appear .
You select either point, line, or full grid editing, select a color
to edit with and poke in the pattern by pointing the light pen to
the working area. As the pattern begins to develop, it is
simultaneously shown in the viewing area for immediate appreciation of its overall effect.
When the pattern is complete, it is placed on the palette and
other patterns may be edited or created. When editing is finished, the palette may be stored to disk.
The second module, appropriately named PENPAINTER,
also makes exclusive use of the light pen in selections and program control. When PENPAINTER is loaded, the picture to be
painted is called by a unique method. A flow diagram appears
on the screen, showing data flow from disk, screen and other
functions. Selecting the arrow indicating flow from the disk
causes the program to prompt for the picture name. The
algorithm used in PENPAINTER paints in a direction until a
black border is encountered. The direction is changed and the
procedure repeated until the black bordered area is completely
filled . To use PENPAINTER, go to the palette, select a pattern,
return to the drawing page, point to an area, and watch as the
drawing comes to life.
Other programs on the disk include:
MENU, a utility program which allows the user to display a
menu of LOCKed files and select which program to run or picture to display with the light pen.
MUSIC, a simple program to draw a rudimentary musical
composition on the monitor, hear the melody as it is being com.
posed, and freely edit it with the light pen.
OPART, a psychedelic graphics program demonstratmg full
screen animation.
BOXES, an interesting utility which creates 3D boxes with
text labelling capability. (We actually used this utility to make
personalized gift wrap in a hurry the other day - very
effective.)

Patterned Fill Programs

Conclusion

These are the first programs Gibson Labs has considered
significant enough to copyright. They allow a unique method of
painting (and repainting) previously drawn pictures and drawings. For example, drawings made with GEOMED II or
SKETCH can be colored or painted with a user-generated
palette of an infinite number of colored patterns.
The program is composed of two modules: I) PATTERN
EDITOR, where patterns are created or edited, and 2) PENPAINTER, where stored images are recalled and painted.
The first module, PATTERN EDITOR, is operated solely
with the light pen. All operations are either selected by the pen

The Gibson LPS II Light Pen system is, indeed, a unique
device for the Apple II. What timing - just when I was about
to splurge on a graphics tablet. I will be quite anxious to follow
the software development as it matures.
For anyone needing a low cost graphics system, the Gibson
LPS II Light Pen certainly seems to fit the bill. It would compare favorably with any tablet system in command power and,
since all operations take place on the screen, it is quite a compact device compared to a tablet. While the software is just n?w
being developed, I believe it has the potential for surpassmg
tablets in overall applications .

soli
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Late Breaking Developments

Just before press time
for this issue, SoftSide
discovered that many of the
projected software improvements described in the
preceding review had been
implemented by Gibson
Labs. We asked Steve Gibson to supply a description
of the new software and its
capabilities. He provided the
following material and most
of the graphics you've seen
on the previous pages.

New Gibson Light Pen
Software
Gibson Light Pens require more
software support than other computer
peripherals. A light pen is a tool, instrument, and end-result, all at once.
All of these functions demand a great
deal from the software. Gibson Light
Pen software meets this demand.
• "The Graphics Enjoyer" wants to
draw, use color, paint, print pictures
onto paper, save images to disk, edit
existing images from other sources,
and play with the Apple's graphics
power. The new software included
with the Gibson Light Pen will please
the "Graphics Enjoyer." The disk
contains a collection of programs
meant specifically for this user. Ready
to run programs like Sketch, Grid,
Draw, Circles, Geomid II, Music,
Boxes, Animator, Easyedit, Pattern,
Editor, and Penpainter may be used
right out of the box with no programming.
• "The Graphics Experimenter" is
really interested in graphics. Programming in Applesoft is no problem for
him, but Machine Language is more
than he wants to get into. For the
"Graphics Experimenter," the PENTRAK driver, an extension to the Applesoft Language, opens the door to

experimentation, learning and fun.
PENTRAK adds fifty-five commands
including: TRACK, PEN, CLICK,
ZOOM,
XPLOT,
MIRROR,
XLINES, LINES, WRITE, FRAME,
OFFSET, and many more. Every application program is written in standard Applesoft utilizing the PENTRAK extensions ... so you also get a
complete library of functioning,
ready-made examples of light pen interaction programs using PENTRAK.
• "The Serious Graphics User"
wants to use the light pen and the Apple (perhaps with a graphics printer) to
create serious pictures and graphic images. In short, he wants his Apple and
light pen to provide sophisticated computer aided design and drafting power.
For the "Serious Graphics User"
Gibson Laboratories includes
MULTIDRA W. Written entirely in
Machine Language, MUL TIDRA W
resembles the software of Apple's
newest computer, LISA ®, in ease of
image and symbol manipulation and
use of simultaneous, multiple,
overlapping windows. Just as
VisiCalc® revolutionized business processes, MULTIDRA W revolutionizes
the way graphic images are created,
modified and manipulated with a
computer.
• "The Machine Language Programmer" wants to utilize the Gibson Light
Pen in existing industrial systems, or
needs the operating speed only
available in Machine Language. For
these people, there is a short, simple,
direct Machine Language driver for
the Gibson Light Pen . Written using
standard 6502 mnemonics, this
Machine Language driver is provided
in source, object .and listing forms
following the return of a special,
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signed, non-disclosure agreement.
Many major software companies have
received this driver and are readying
products which will be fully Gibson
Light Pen compatible.

The Gibson Light Pen
Hardware
Today's Gibson Light Pen hardware
is the result of more than a full year of
design, followed by many manufacturing and design refinements during the
year of sales which followed. Every
purchase includes a full six-month
warranty.

The Pentrak Graphics
Journal
The number of Gibson Light Pen
users is growing rapidly and many
other software companies are readying
compatible software. This growth required some form of communication
to tie the light pen user community
together with Gibson Labs and with
the companies offering compatible
software products. Published
periodically, the Pentrak Graphics
Journal contains many columns of interest to Gibson Light Pen owners: tips
and techniques, new graphics product
announcements by Gibson Labs and
other companies, Gibson Light Pen
software improvements, listings of additional Pentrak application programs, and an ongoing tutorial on the
use of the more advanced PENTRAK
and MULTIDRA W features. The
Journal is available free to all
registered owners of the Gibson Light
Pen.
§

BOLO
• A clock-like shape whose minute
hand points in the same direction as the
gun on your tank;
• Four small squares, several of which
are green;

from Synergistic Software, 830 N.
Riverside Dr., Renton, WA 98055.
System requirements: 48K Apple® II or
II + with disk drive. Joystick optional.
Retail price: $34.95.

The aliens knew your ship was coming
and set an ambush. You alone survived
their attack. However, you're now
trapped inside a gigantic building containing factories that reproduce enemy
robot tanks. You find an ancient, but
operational, BOLO tank. Your
challenge: find the enemy robot factories and destroy them without getting
blown up yourself.
So begins BOLO, one of the most exciting, emotion-wracking, challenging
software games ever to hit the market.
Playing this game involves more than
just finger dexterity; you find yourself
drawn into the story the game represents. It's easy to imagine you're a part
of the scenario, and the tension mounts
as you attempt to accomplish your goal.
You choose from nine levels of play
and five densities on each level. Beginner
that you are, you select the easiest level,
"1,1". The program generates a unique
maze every time, so you wait a few
moments while it does this. The screen
changes and you're looking at the main
display.
You see, from top to bottom on the
right third of the screen:
• A place for your score;
• Four remaining tanks (you start with
five);

• A large square with a small dot on it.
The left two-thirds of the screen
displays a small portion of the maze, and
your tank is right in the center. The
maze that makes up the building is an
area 132 times the size of the Apple
screen. That's right, you can drive
across sixteen screen widths, and it will
take you several minutes to complete the
journey at the slower speeds. A square
with a small dot on the lower right gives
you some frame of reference as to where
you are in this giant maze.
Finally, you are ready to start. Right
handers use the key cluster centered
around "L". (The cluster centered
around "S" is for left-handers - a nice
touch.) Pressing "0" will advance forward speed one level. There are five
speed levels, and you'll need much practice before you can safely navigate over
speed three. "J" turns 45 degrees
clockwise, while "K" turns 45 degrees
the other way . "L" stops you, and the
" ." increases your speed, when in
reverse, one level. You'll soon get finger
cramps, but that's part of the realism.
Press "0" and the maze scrolls
smoothly past you, giving the illusion of
movement. You are driving this tank
through the maze. You selected density
one, so the maze is fairly open, with
generous spaces between the maze walls.
Later, you can select density four or five
and really have some steering challenges.
You move through the maze and get
the hang of steering. The controls respond instantly and you can change
direction immediately. You crash into a
corner as you misjudge the turn . Your
next tank is placed at a random place in
the maze.
Suddenly, a small, V-shaped enemy
robot appears, moving aimlessly, and
you steer towards it. When it's lined up
in front of your gun, you blast it with
bullets fired with the space bar. The
robot explodes with a circle of shrapnel,
and if you are too close, your tank blows
up too.
Finally, the enemy factory appears.
It's a white square with a dot in the
center, and is partially protected by
several walls. Enemy tanks are coming
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out of the unprotected sides, and they
shoot at you if you're anywhere near
their line of fire. You jerk forward and
try to line up for a shot at the white
square. The first bullet destroys a portion of the wall, but not all of it. You
have to fire again. You fire rapidly, and
much to your dismay, the small explosion from your first bullet blocks your
next shots. You have to pause to let the
explosion settle.
Your next several shots clear away the
wall. The last shot wipes out the dot and
the factory blows up amid much noise
and bursts of exploding debris. You collect 100 points (200 each on the second
level, and so forth). Then, it's off to find
the other five factories scattered
throughout the maze . The green squares
on your information display tell you
whether a factory exists right or left, or
up or down from your present location.
And so it goes. On level one, the
enemy robots are dumb and generally
won't chase you, although they'll shoot
you if you wind up directly in front of
them. Your score goes up with your
skill, and you'll soon seek greater
challenge.
The robots are smarter -on level two.
Some of them come after you! You find
that the openness of density one leaves
little room to hide as they come at you
from all sides. Soon you drive faster
(there are five levels of speed) and try to
zoom into position in front of a factory,
fire away, and get out before the enemy
robots converge on you.
On level three, the enemy robots include a faster model. Slow manuevering,
however skillful, won't hack it on level
three. A combination of fast driving,
and quick stops for shooting, seems to
work best.
On level four, fat, oblong, ugly little
robots look like rats . They are programmed to zip after your tank at top
speed. It's an accomplishment to last
long enough to drive your tank into a
factory, much less stop to try and shoot
it.
This game is worth every penny of the
purchase price. It's terribly frustrating
when a quick enemy shot gets you, or
you inadvertently drive into a wall, and
intensely satisfying when you run up a
large score. Besides requiring skill and
strategy, BOLO involves you emotionally. You'll play BOLO often and enjoy
§
every minute of it.

Apple Backpack:
Humanized Programming In BASIC
<!l

by Scot Kamins and Mitchell Waite,
BYTE Books. 182 pages, softbound,
1982. Retail price: $14.95.
Apple Backpack is a valuable source
of information about human-engineered
programming. Many home computerists
fail to appreciate the value of building
this approach into their programming
code. Here, in one place, are a multitude
of good ideas, and plenty of short
routines you will want to use over and
over in your programs. Kamins and
Waite have organized them beautifully
- and have incorporated many of the
most attractive ideas into the book.
Written with gentle humor and in a
clear style, Apple Backpack has many
quietly funny cartoons to illustrate major points. The book's graphic design
enhances the text. Bold topic headings
help you locate ideas, and the sample
screen illustrations are outlined in green.
A light green background highlights
essential pieces of code so you can find
them quickly.
The book is a delight to read - quite
different from the usual dusty tomes on
programming. Paging through, without
regard to content, I found myself stopping again and again to look at pages
more carefully. You will return to the
book many times because you know
good information is inside, and you'll
have an enjoyable, non-frustrating experience. The book's premise promotes
writing programs which allow people to
respond in easy, natural ways, and permit quick re-entry in the event of human
error.
The first chapter, "Screen Formatting
for Clarity," shows how to format text
on the screen. You can incorporate
various subroutines into your own programs. The chapter has code for centering text, preventing words from splitting
at the end of a screen line, right margin
justification and lining up decimal
points (a Print Using command). The
authors discuss how to use these, along
with inverse and flashing characters, and
physical position, to format your screens
attractively and encourage the user to
continue. Finally, you learn how to plug
it all into your own programs. Face it, if
you had these software tools stored on
disk, it would eliminate much of the
pain of programming, wouldn't it?

The second chapter, "Crashproofing," is the heart of the book,
and contains a wealth of ideas. Getting you to respond the way the computer expects you to is the object.

Fiendishly clever BASIC fragments prevent crashing when you type in nothing,
too few characters, or too many.
Kamins and Waite show how to return
to where you were in the program if you
make an unacceptable entry. Their
understanding of human nature is subtle. For example, they give a three-line
routine to let the computer interpret the
input "gobble" the same as " gobble"
or "gobble " since people frequently
enter inadvertent spaces, totally mystifying the computer.
After giving 36 lines of code (about
half of it REM's) for crashproofing a
one-word input, the authors apologize
for the length. However, they point out
that you need it only once (as a GOSUB
routine) and can use it again and again
in a program.
Gentle humor surfaces when Kamins
and Waite discuss the problems of exiting from a FOR/NEXT loop prematurely, "known to the cognoscenti as
'fornextus interruptus.' "
Menus are another place where the
user can go astray. Making responses
one character only (usually numerical),
and always treating them as string inputs, are good ways to minimize human
error. The more characters you must
SoltSide
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type in to respond, the bigger the chance
for error. Also, the screen must indicate
in a clear, unambiguous way what the
choices and responses are.
The chapter "Verifications and
Validations" advises you in checking
your own work. Any program requiring
data input should give the user a chance
to verify the data's accuracy before going on. This is an essential feature of any
good database system, but can be a
lifesaver in other situations as well. The
solutions range from putting a prompting word or phrase on the screen to giving an example of the appropriate entry
form. Dates and telephone numbers are
good examples of where things can go
awry.
Giving the user an occasional direction or reminder can pave the way for efficient use. Every time he confronts a
screen with no indication of what to do
next, he must flip through the instructions looking for a series of commands
to perform the function he desires.
Often, one or two well-chosen words
from the programmer can prevent this .
Help menus are a good solution, and
many computers now have special function keys which can interrupt a program
harmlessly to provide supplementary instructions. Commands should convey
information about their function
through appropriate mnemonics. That
way, you won't need the Help Menu as
often. Assigning numbers or letters in
order from first to last may seem like a
logical way to write a program, but it's a
poor way to deal with human responses
and ways of thought. Why make the
command for "Go on to the next task in
your quest" the letter "B" when a "C"
for "Continue" would be much more
effective? Choose the right names for
the items in a menu or set of mnemonics
so the user can see the relationship between the command character and its
function.
Dates and telephone numbers are examples of data entries which have many
acceptable forms. Giving an example of
the acceptable format, or providing
clarifying punctuation marks, solves
most of these problems. You could build
in a default area code or zip code to save
entry time, if desired.
Always lurking in the background of
the book is a gentle, humane sense of
humor. In the first chapter, the sample
continued on page 55
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9 Spinning Wheel Rd. Monroe, CT 06468
GAMES

UP TO
0
/0
DISCOUNT

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Nibbles Away II
Microsoft Premium System
Wildcard
PFS: File
Canyon Climber
Mask of the Sun

50

Apple-Atari-IBM
BUSINESS

HOBBY

Progrlm

list Price

Our Price

Program

list Price

Our Prlca

Starcross
Seafox
Mask of the Su n
Curse of Ra
Freefall
Ali Baba & the Forty Thieves
Blade of Blackpool
Tubeway
Spy 's Demise
Neptune
Aztec
The Prisoner II
Pinball Construction Set
Tunnel Terror
Twerps
Inferno
Chop Lifter
Bandits
Audex
The Arcade Machine
Castle Wolfenstein
Star Blazer
Snack Attack
Cannonball Blitz
Escape from Rungistan
Swashbuckler
Serpentine
Ultima
Night Mission Pinball
Zork I, II, or III
Flight Simulator
Wizard and the Princess
Deadline
Time Zone
Goldrush
Congo
Fly Wars
County Fair
Minotaur
Lemmings
Cyclod
Nightmare Gallery
Sherwood Forest
The Queen of Phobos
Rendezvous
Wizardry
Knight of Diamonds
Frogger
Kabul Spy
Sargon II
Way Out (3D)
Borg
Cross Fire
Cyborg
David 's Midnight Magic
Marauder

39 .95
29.95
39.95
19 .95
29.95
32.95
39.95
34 .95
29 .95
29 .95
39 .95
32 .95
39 .95
29 .95
29 .95
29 .95
34.95
34.95
29 .95
44 .95
29.95
31 .95
29 .95
34.95
29 .95
34 .95
34 .95
39.95
29.95
39 .95
33 .50
32 .95
49 .95
99 .95
34 .95
34 .95
29.95
29 .95
34 .95
29 .95
29.95
34 .95
34 .95
34 .95
39 .95
49 .95
34 .95
34 .95
34 .95
34 .95
39.95
29 .95
29.95
32 .95
34.95
34.95

27 .45
20.55
29.95
13.65
20.55
22.20
27.45
24.00
22 .45
20.55
27 .45
22.65
27 .45
20.55
20 .55
22.45
24.00
24.00
20 .55
30.85
20.55
21 .65
20.55
24.00
20.55
24.00
24.00
27 .45
23 .20
27.45
27 .20
22 .65
34.25
65.00
24.00
24 .00
20.55
20.55
24.00
20.55
20.55
25.30
26 .20
26.20
27 .45
36.20
25 .30
24 .00
24 .00
25 .30
27.45
20.55
20.55
22 .65
24 .00
24 .00

DB Master
DB Master Utility Pak 1
DB Master Utility Pak 2
o Base II
PFS : Report
PFS: Graph
Visit rend 1 Visiplot
Visicalc 3.3
The General Manager
Magic Window II
Versaform
Screenwriter II
Word Handler
Super Text 40 / 80
Wordstar
Mailmerge
The Dictionary
Supercalc (Req . Softcard)
Letter Perfect
Sensible Speller
1st Class Mail
Real Estate Analyzer II
Pie Writer
Spell Star
Magic Mailer
Pascal Programmer
Data Fax

229 .00
99 .00
99 .00
700 .00
95 .00
125 .00
300 .00
250 .00
149 .95
149 .95
389 .00
129.95
199 .00
175.00
495 .00
250 .00
99 .95
295. 00
149.95
125 .00
74 .95
195.00
149 .95
250 .00
99 .95
125.00
199.00

159.00
68.00
68.00
460.00
68 .00
90.00
224.00
184.00
105.00
105.00
268.00
93.50
137.50
129.00
335.00
172.50
71 .95
203.50
107.95
90 .00
53.95
134.50
105.00
172.50
50.00
89.00
139.00

NEW RELEASES

HARDWARE

Program

Our
Price
Spider Raid
22 .45
Snooper Troops 1 or 2 32 .50
Siory Machine
25 .30
Beneath th e Apple
Manor (Special Ed .)
21 .65
Starmaze
25 .30
Gailactic Attack
21 .65
Pest Patrol
20 .55
The Oark Crystal
27 .45
Final Conflict
25 .35
Shuttle Intercept
25 .35
Lazer Bounce
25 .35
Zero-Gravity Pinball
20 .55
Federation
20 .55
Oemon·s Forge
20 .55
Interstellar Sharks
22.65
Lunar Leepers
20.55
U-Boat Command
21 .70
Mars Cars
20.55
Money Munchers
20.55
High Orbit
20 .55
The Cosmic Balance
25 .95
Jugg le·s Rainbow
31 .20
Bumbl e Games
41 .25
Gertrude·s Secrets
51.55
Lazer Silk
20 .55
Firebug
17.10
Zenith
24 .00
Phazer Fire
20 .55
Crazy Mazery
20 .55
Missi ng Rings
27 .45
Chess (Odesta)
52 .45
Succession
20 .55
Battl e 01 Normand y
25 .95
Cytron Masters
25 .95
Lalfpak
24 .00
Adve nture to Atlantis
28 .95
International Gran Prix 20 .55
00- Tapas
22.65

Our
Prlca

Printers
Okidata
Microli ne B2A FT
Microline B3A FT
Microline B4A FT( S)
Microline B4A FT (P)
NEC
B023A w/Graph. Par.
Smith Corona TP- l
Brother
HR-l Parallel
ProWriter
851 0P.P Parallel
B5 10ACD Serial
Monitors
Amdek Color I
Amdek Color II
Amdek Color tt l
Amdek RGB Interlace
Amdek 300G Hi -Res G
Sanyo g.. BI. & Wh o
Sanyo g.. Green
Sanyo 12·· Green
Sanyo 13·· Color l l R
NEC 12· · Color
USI 12' · Amber
USI 12·· Green
Disk Drives
Micro SCI
Micro SCI
Rana Elite
Rana Elite

A2
A2 wlco ntr
1 (add on)
1 w/contr

54.95
539.00
110.00
82 .50
22 .00
29 .00

439
689
1099
1069
485
629
825
485
585
Our
Prlca
339
725
435
149
149
149
155
210
375
325
169
149
Our
Price
347
430
318
416

Program

List

Dos Boss
The Graphics Magician
The Complete Graphics Sys .
Special Effects
Utility City
Lisa 2.5
Lisa Educational System
Apple Mechanic
TASC Compiler
Alpha Plot
Graforth II
Zoom Graphix
Bag of Tricks
Merlin Assembler
Merlin Combo Pack
Hi-Res Secrets
Back It Up II Plus

24.00
59 .95
69 .95
39 .95
29 .50
79 .95
119.95
29 .50
175 .00
39 .50
75 .00
39.95
39 .95
64.95
119.95
124.95
59 .95

Our
Price
16.50
44.95
52.45
29 .95
20.25
54.95
82.45
20.25
126.95
27.25
56.25
29 .95
29 .95
47.00
80 .45
82 .50
41 .00

HOME
Program

List

Home Accountant
ASC II Express
Data Capture 4.0
Typing Tutor II
Transend I
SAT English I
Master Type
ACE
Visiterm
Facemaker

74 .95
79 .95
65 .00
24 .95
89.00
30 .00
39 .95
39 .95
100 .00
34 .95

Our
Price
51.50
57.95
44 .65
18.00
67 .50
21.65
27.45
28 .95
78.25
25 .30

ACCESSORIES
Item
System Saver
Hayes Micromodem II
Hayes Chronograph
The Joyport
TG Paddles
TG Joysticks
TG Select-A-Port
Microsoft Softcard
Videx Vidioterm Card
The Grappler
Microsoft RAM Card
Kraft Joystick
Videx Enhancer II
Wizard 80K (Apple)
Wizard 16F (Apple)
S.A.M . Automatic Mouth
Apple Cat II

Our
Price
74.00
265 .00
177.00
53 .55
28 .55
39 .95
42 .85
238 .95
248 .00
138.50
75 .00
48 .50
121 .00
180.00
86.25
85 .95
315 .00

MEDIA
Elephant 511. SSSD I 10
Verbatim 511. SSSD / l 0
Maxell 5'" SSDD / l0

Our
Price
25 _00
32 .00
31 .00

ORDERS ONLY

TOLL FREE· 7 DAYS/WK

For fast delivery send certilied check, cashiers check or
money order. We also accept C.o .o's , Mastercard and Visa .
(Include card II and expiration date .) Conn . residents add
7.5% sales tax. Include $2.50 lor shipping . We ship same
day lor most orders. Prices subject to change without notice.

1·800·243·4536

For Inquiries and Connecticut Orders Call (203) 268-4596
If something you would like is not listed , just call . If we don 't have it , we can get it.
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Apple Backpack continued

text they format is about something
called "World Power: The Nuclear Proliferation Game." At the bottom of the
title screen, you read, "press any key to
commence fission ... " Later, they help
an aunt who needs a mailing list program for her Winter Solstice Cards. On
page 47, they end the chapter on
crash proofing by saying, "All we can do
is protect against the errors we know,
and constantly strive to devise more
careful, user-proof code. It's either that
or go back to CB radios."
The sublimely ridiculous cartoon
above is at the beginning of the chapter
on displaying program input requests on
the screen. (Apple Backpack, page 69.)
None of this will have you rolling on the
floor, but it perks up your spirits, and
reinforces important points In the text.
Finally, the authors offer good advice
about writing program documentation.
They emphasize the importance of
stating clearly, at the beginning, what
the program does, and what equipment
is needed. Having a good table of contents, a reference card, a glossary, and
an index all help keep things organized
and easy to find.
Demonstrating their virtuosity at
humanized programming, Kamins and
Waite finish with a complete program
and manual for a computerized
telephone message storage and retrieval

system. If you punch this one in carefully, as you go along, you should acquire
most of the book's wisdom . As a
byproduct, you'll have a practical office
program, easily adaptable for your own
use by changing a few labels.
None of the book's contents are
mysterious or new information. Eventually, everyone discovers most of it
through experience. What is especially
useful about Apple Backpack is that it
brings all this information together in an
organized manual you can refer to
quickly and easily. In addition, it
presents a point of view about programming that is crucial to any successful
program. The book stands as an inspiration and an example of how to effectively interface a computer with a human
being. This software equivalent of
human engineering is not difficult to accomplish, and should be part of the
baSic (pun intended) education of all
who write programs for others.
Computers will become more common - everyone seems to have one or
want one. Apple's new Lisa™ points in
the direction of the future. When computers and software become so friendly
people can walk up to them and, with
the machine's prompting, use them
without instruction, the goals of this
book will have been accomplished. §
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MS-Flight Simulator
from Microsoft Corp., 10700
Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98004.
System requirements: 64K IBM® PC
with one disk drive and color/graphics
adapter. Suggested retail price: $49.95.
So you want to be a pilot. You think
you're good enough at aerial warfare to
outfly the Germans. This is Europe,
1917. The Germans fly the HanseBrandenburg Dl, the Fokker DR1, the
Albatross DII, and the Fokker DVII.
And you think you're going to become
an ace in the Royal Air Force? I venture
to say you've not a chance. But, you've
a map of the battleground, and the plane
that the Royal Air Force has so kindly
lent you is fueled, armed, and ready for
take-off. So, good hunting and the best
of luck to you. And for heaven's sake,
try not to go about cracking up the plane
all over the countryside, will you?
That was not a scene from "just
another microcomputer game," but one
of thirty modes, ten of which are preset,
in the Microsoft Flight Simulator for the
IBM PC. When creating flight modes
you may set the season, time of day, surface wind velocity, and wind velocities at
three additional elevations. There are
turbulence and reliability factors, and
even parameters for airspeed, throttle,
rudder, ailerons, flaps and altitude you
can set to simulate emergency situations.
In the British Ace mode, you quickly
discover that a pilot must know more
than the rudiments of flight to engage in
an aerial dogfight. You'll never luck
your way through it.

Reviewed by Jay Marrone
The Microsoft Flight Simulator is a
real-time program showing a threedimensional perspective view from the
cockpit of an airplane. When the aircraft banks left, so does the horizon.
When the aircraft rolls, pitches, and
yaws, you'd better have some airsickness bags handy. The effect is quite
realistic.
The visual effects are not the only
realistic element. The plane is sufficiently accoutered to meet the minimum
Visual Flight Rule and the Instrument
Flight Rule specified by the FAA. The
program considers thirty-five aircraft
characteristics and the flight instruments
look and respond as in a real aircraft.
Some of the best features of the Flight
Simulator are the radio-navigational
aids. While they don't tell you how to
fly, these aids accurately imitate flying
conditions, especially at night or in bad
weather .
The MS-Simulator is modeled after
the performance characteristics of a
Cessna 182 class aircraft, which the
manual states is slightly superior to an
advanced WWI fighter. The Simulator
allows a pilot to practice flying and
generally gain familiarity with planes.
There is no trick to master, as with some
arcade games; the plane will fly as well
as the pilot can manipulate the controls.
The program manual is excellent,
covering basic flight techniques and providing a glossary of aviation terms and
ample reference material for those interested in flight instruction. It also
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contains aeronautical charts of the New
York City, Boston, Seattle, and Los
Angeles areas, and Central and
Northern Illinois.
The MS-Flight Simulator is superior
to a real plane in some ways, (the pilot
needn't die when the plane crashes) but
it isn't perfect. Without a composite
monitor, you view the program in black
and white. This is unfortunate, because
color would help the pilot immensely. In
black and white, the view over land is
not much different than when flying
over water. When the pilot must
distinguish the air-land-water interface
on the horizon, a gray-scale card had
better be nearby.
The pilot won't mind the contradiction between these shades of gray and
the manual's description of blue sky and
light green ground until the plane skids
into a spin and pulling the nose up won't
work. The addition of clouds doesn't aid
the pilot because, as the plane flies
through them, the clouds affect another
nuance of gray. Color would aid the
pilot in differentiating runways, lakes,
and other scenery.
The Flight Simulator provides a threedimensional view, but contains few
three-dimensional objects. I know you
don't need 3-D objects to fly, only a
plane; but, as a novice pilot, I got quite a
thrill out of flying around the John Hancock Building in Chicago and buzzing
the Space Needle in Seattle. Of course, if
you visit Seattle, you must take a trip to
Mt. Rainier. Having hiked up Mt.
Rainier, I looked forward to flying
among the peaks of the Cascade Range .
However, it was more like a fly-by,
because the mountains, like most
everything else, are two-dimensional.
Once the program is in memory, the
system will not reboot unless the computer is turned off and then back on.
This is aggravating when the program
hangs-up before you have finished the
flight.
On three occasions, my Flight
Simulator stopped simulating; on two of
the three, the instrument display remained, but the visual element
degenerated into a static snowstorm; on
the third, the display image froze. I had
to turn the system off and then on to
continue. After rebooting the system, I
attempted to replicate the incident, but
to no avail. Unless the time fabric of the
Flight Simulator's airspace is torn, those
were definitely bugs in the program.
However, you'll probably reboot again
and again, because the MS-Flight
Simulator is an entertaining program for
anyone who ever wanted to pilot an
airplane.
§
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DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

MOVING?

ISO·1

Don't
Blame The
Software!

If you're planning to move, please let us know at least six weeks
In advance. This will help us to change your address Insuring you
with prompt and accurate service on your subscription. Attach
your current mailing label filling In your name and NEW address
In the space provided.

Power Line Spikes, Surges &
.
Hash could be the culprit! Floppies, printers,
memory & processor often Interact! Our patented ISOLATORS
eliminate equipment interaction AND curb damaging Power Line
Spikes, Surges and Hash. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

label here

• ISOLATOR (ISO·1) 3 IIIter Isolated 3·prong sockets; Integral
Surge/Spike Suppression; 1675 W Maxlmumm load, 1 KW load
•

r;6L~~~~\ISO.2i

2 iliter isol·at8d ·:j.rpong ·sOCket banks;· (6 $76.95
sockets total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $76.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (150·3) similar to 150·1 except double
Isolation & Suppression .............. . ..... ..... .. $115.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO·11) similar to 150·2 except double
Isolation & Suppression .......... ... .............. $115.95
• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (150·17) 4 Quad Isolated sockets; For
ULTRA·SENSITIVE Systems ......... . ........... .. . $200.95
• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add·CB) . .. ......... Add $10.00
• REMOTE SWITCH, any model (Add·RS) . .
. . .. Add $16.00
AT YOUR
DEALERS

Name ___________________________________________
New Address
Clty _____________ State----..zip, _______
Send old label with your name and NEW address to:

MasterCard, Visa, American Express
ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800·225·4876
(except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

SoftSlde
100 Pine Street
Holmes, PA 19043

l£7 Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street, Box 389, Natick, Mass. 01760
(617) 655·1532

"40

Here's SoftSlde Selections, the handy, pull·out booklet
with program listings for your computer. If you bought your
copy of Soft Side at a newsstand, your booklet contains
this issue's Front Runner, Mlnlgolf, a graphic simulation
for the IBM® PC, Apple®, Atarl®, and TRS·8()<!l.

Mini

This Issue, SoltSlde Selectlonl for the IBM PC features :
• Mlnlgolf - you always get the current Issue's Front Runner!
• Elcape From the Dungeon of the GOdl, the PC version of the
thrilling adventure.
Enhanced Dllk Verllon
If you don't like typing, you need the SoltSlde Disk Version. The
Disk Version (OV) has all of the programs In SoftSlde Selectlonl
on one handy disk, plus the latest Installment of the SoftSlde
Adventure Serlel .
• IBM PC DV Bonul: The SoltSlde Adventure Serlel
This Issue's Adventure - Volcano Illand, by John Olsen (IBM
PC version by Fred Condo). Can you escape the hostile natives
before the volcano destroys your Island?

.s4)V
$19.95
IBM ~

PC Is a registered trademark of International Business MaCntnes Corporation .

To order your copy of this Issue's DV, or to subscribe to the Soft·
Side Disk Version , see the blnd·ln cards elsewhere In this Issue.
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Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants
TO ORDER
CALL

us

FREE

TOLL FREE

800-233-8760

In PA 1·717·398·4079

DUST COVER
with Purchase of

ATARI 80048K .... $489.00
ATARI 400 64K .... $349.00
810 DISK DRIVE ...... $419 .00

ATARI120064K RAM ... $CALL $
ATARI HARDWARE
810 DISK DRiVE •. • •.•.•.•••• • • 1419.00
410 RECORDER .•.• • ... • . •. •. •• $75.00
1010 RECORDER ••.•. . .•....•.• $75.00
850 INTERFACE ...•.•. • • .••••. $164.00

PACKAGES
CX482 EDUCATOR .... .• . ... . . 5119.00
CX 483 PROGRAMMER . . .•.. • . . 554.00
CX488 COMMUNICATOR • .• .. $219 .00
CX419 BOOKEEPER . •. ... •... $189.00
KX7104 ENTERTAINER • ..• .•.. $69.00

NEW RELEASES
400 KEYBOARD . .•..•••.•..• .. •. 599.00
MINER 204ger .. . .. ..•• •... •. . • . $32 .75
FROGGER . ...... •.•.. •..• •...... 525 .75
PREPPIE .......... . . .•. ••... . .. . 519 .75
SEA DRAGON • . • ... . •.. •.. .. . . . • 524.75
STRATOS ... . . . . . . . ...•........• $24.75
DISKY . . .•.•.•••.•.• ..• ...• • . .•.. 539 .95
MONKEY WRENCH 2 ..•.. •....• 552 .75

MODEMS

MONITORS
NEC JB1260 .... • .. . ... . • ••.... ••
NEC JB1201 ...•. . . . . • . . ••.... . .•
NEC TC1201 ... • . .•.• .. ..•. . • .....
AMDEK 3000 . •.•..•. ... . . ..... . ..
AMDEK COLOR I. . .. . .. . ... ...... .

. . '" Warner CommunlCatoons eom""ny

$125.00
$155.00
$315.00
$159 .00
5329.00

ANCHOR MARK I ......... ... .. . $79.00
ANCHOR MARK II .....•••. • ..... $79.00
HAYES SMART .•.•. •. • ..•...•• $239.00
HAYES MICRO II . . •...••...... $309.00
CAT . . . . ...... . . . . ..•.•. •....•• • $144 .00
J'CAT •.•.••.. . •.• . • ... . . .•. ... $ CALL $

PERCOM DISK DRIVES
SINGLE DRIVE AT88 ................ $389.00
ADD ON . ....................... . $289.00
SINGLE DRIVE 40S1 ................ $529.00
ADD ON .. ...................... . $329.00
DUAL DRIVE 40S2 ................. $845.00
DUAL HEADSINGLE DRIVE44S1 ... $649.00
DUAL HEAD DUAL DRIVE 44S2 .... $789.00
DISKETTES: In Stock

PROWRITER ........... $375.00
N EC 8023A ............ $439.00
SMITH CORONA TP1 ... $569.
STARWRITER ..• .. .... •... . , 51475 .00
PRINTMASTER .. ... . ..... .. 51675 .00

PRINTER CABLES
for Atari

CITOH ................ $35.00
EPSON ............... $35.00
NEC .................. $35.00
OKIDATA ............. $35.00

OKIDATA
OKIDATA
OKIDATA
OKIDATA

82A .. .. .. .. ....... 5419.00
83A ..... ....... .. . 5639 .00
84 .. ............... 51029 .00
TRACTOR .... ... ..... 563 .00

-

BASF .. .. •.•• •••.. . .•....• . . . . •.• 519.00
ELEPHANT ..... . .•..•.. . . . . . . .. . $21 .00
MAXELL MOL ..•. .. •• .•... . .... . 534.00
MAXELL MOll . . . . . .• • . • ... ..... . 544 .00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
VISICALC . . . .... ......... .. .. . . 5159.75
LETTER PERFECT ..... . .•..... 5115.75
LETTER PERFECT ... ROM ... $159.75
DATA PERFECT . . .. ... ... . ..•... $75.75
TEXT WIZZARD ........ .. . • •... . 579.75
SPELL WIZZARD .... .. .. .. . .... 564.75
FILE MANAGER 800" ... . . .. . . . 569. 75
ATARI WORD PRO ... . ... . ..... 5109.75

POLICY
DURING APRIL

In-Stock items shipped within 24 hours of order. Personal
checks require four weeks clearance before shipping. No
deposltforCOD orders . PA residents add sales tax. All products
subject to availability and price change . Advertised prices
show 4% discount offered for cash . Add 4% for Mastercard and
Visa .

ro ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760
In PA 1·717 ·398·4079
or send order to
Lyco Computer
P.O . Box 5088
Jersey Shore. PA 177
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Oscilloscopes are exciting. Pump a
waveform into one, and it draws a picture for you. Magic - a photograph of
sound. They are also instructive; ever
wonder how a violin and a flute could
play the same note and still sound different? The answer becomes apparent
on an oscilloscope. When you can see a
graphic representation of a waveform at
the same time you hear it, the physics of
sound comes alive. An intuitive sense of
correlation soon follows: you can
predict what kind of tone a given
waveform will produce.
Unfortunately, oscilloscopes are
priced prohibitively, and few of us are
crazy enough to shell out two months'
pay just to play around with waveforms.
That's too bad, because wave forms are
fascinating when lifted out of the textbook and demonstrated in real life.
Enter the personal computer, the
greatest contribution to self-study since
mail-order colleges. With the Atari, it's
easy to create a kind of inverse
oscilloscope: draw a waveform on the
screen, and then hear what it sounds
like. If you've never wondered what
makes tones sound different, this may
sound a little dry, but if you're into
sound generation, it's almost as much
fun as playing Centipede.

Extending The Tonal Range
The variety of waveforms obtainable
through Atari BASIC's SOUND command is somewhat limited, for only eight
different distortion values are permitted.
Dynamic modulation of the distortion
parameter can produce further tones,
and envelope shaping can radically alter
the perception of sound. In general,
however, anyone familiar with advanced
synthesis equipment is liable to get
pretty frustrated with the Atari.

60

Relatively simple functions like sine and
ramp waves are absent, as is the
workhorse of contemporary synthesis,
pulse-width modulation. A judicious
POKE can insert high pass filters into
two channels, but without resonance
control. In short, the BASIC programmer is pretty much trapped into explosions, engines, and square waves.
The Atari was not, however, designed
to be a dead-end machine. A special
mode in POKEY's repertoire accesses an
almost infinite number of waveforms
with only one sacrifice: microprocessor
time. If the 6502 lends a hand, practically anything becomes possible, from
ramp waves to speech synthesis. This
mode is called "forced output," and we
get it by setting bit four in the Audio
Control register of a given channel.
In BASIC, this is the equivalent of using an odd number in the SOUND command's distortion parameter aexp3.
Every Atari programmer has probably
done this by accident at one time or
another, usually while writing a sound
routine that uses a FOR-NEXT loop to
alter aexp3. The reward for this ingenuity is a sound that works at every second
attempt and the rest of the time makes a
few pathetic clicks. Unfortunately,
that's where most Atari owners' involvement with forced output ends. The Atari
manual's explanation of forced output
mode is a classic example of the cryptic:
"A value of one is used to force output
to the speaker using the specified
volume." Attempts to envision a sound
without tone, but having volume, are
doomed to fail; forcing output to the
speaker sounds dangerous, if not
downright fatal, to the T. V. The only
better way to discourage people from experimenting with their computer is the
classic "Tampering by unauthorized
personnel will void warranty."
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Forced output mode doesn't deserve
this kind of intimidation. It's just a position control for the speaker cone. When
bit four of AUDCX is set, the lower nibble of AUDCX (the volume parameter)
determines how far out the speaker is
pushed. With four volume control bits,
you can place the cone in sixteen different positions. Placing $10 in AUDCX
will put the speaker at rest, or storing a
$lF will fully extend it.
If this doesn't sound useful, keep in
mind how a speaker produces sound. It
is, in effect, a paper piston which stirs
up the air. When the cone vibrates
quickly, we hear the disruption in the air
as an audible tone. Normally, we don't
concern ourselves with the actual
mechanics of jiggling the speaker: we
specify a pitch and let some inner demon
(POKEy) handle the details. You should
realize, however, that POKEY does exactly what we're about to do and
nothing more. The only advantage to
having the 6502 do the work is that it's
smarter than POKEY and can create a
greater variety of waveforms.
The key element to producing sound is
motion. If the speaker is held at one particular position, it will not push any air
because it's not traveling - no sound. A
corollary to this is that moving a speaker
from position two to three is no different from moving a speaker from eight
to nine. They both travel the same
distance and will thus push the same
volume of air. The amplitude (volume)
of the wave at any point depends upon
the distance traveled by the cone, and
these different amplitudes distinguish
waveforms from each other.
If you find this hard to visualize,
relate it to the waveform displayed on an
oscilloscope. The wave shown is merely
a graph. The horizontal coordinate
represents time and the vertical coor-
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with the AtlJri®
by Bill Williams
dinate represents amplitude (volume) .
Because amplitude is a function of the
speaker cone's travel, it also can be
thought of as representing the speaker's
position.
The waveform describes the speaker' s
dance through a period of time. Different waveforms are just different patterns of cone movement. The more positions we have, the more patterns we can
create. Also, we can more accurately
describe a specific shape: we have
greater harmonic resolution. This is
analogous to drawing a circle on both
low and high resolution screens. The
higher the resolution, the better the circle will look . In digital sound, the higher
the resolution, the more "realistic" the
sound seems to the ear.
How good is the Atari's four bit
resolution? Well, the Electronic Industries Association of Japan, in attempting to set standards for the infant
digital sound industry, has recommended ajourteen bit word, so don't expect super high fidelity out of your computer! (Of course, if you run the sound
through the crummy speaker in your
TV, you don't deserve more than four
bits anyway.)

Wavelength
Pitch is determined by how long it
takes for the waveform to repeat itself.
When we speak of a 60Hz tone, we are
saying that the waveform repeats 60
times each second. Obviously, as the
waveform gets longer, it will take longer
to reach the end, so the frequency will be
lower. This creates an interesting problem. As the waveform becomes more
complex (a greater number of steps), the
lower the maximum frequency will be.
This prevents comparing waveforms of
differing length without the subjective
interference of changing pitch. The only

way to compensate for this is to insert a
delay loop which is inversely proportional to the wavelength between each
step. This works , but lowers all
waveforms to the pitch of the longest
waveform, which, in practice, is a real
drag. The demo program blithely ignores this problem. Instead, it inserts
something much more usable: a variable
delay loop controlled by the joystick so
the user may hear the waveform played
across a wide range of frequencies . (If
you want to try wavelength compensation, remember that you already have
the length of the waveform stored in the
cursor horizontal position CX. YOU'll
have to count machine cycles, though, to
get each loop iteration the same.)

The Demo
Program Listing 1 is the BASIC demo
program. Just type it in and run it to
play around with waveforms on your
Atari . The BASIC program consists of a
crude editor and a chaining routine to
set up pointers for a Machine Language
subroutine that is contained in data
statements. It is difficult to understand what the data statements do
without the assembler source code, so
we provided it in Program Listing 2, for
your convenience.
The source code is spiced liberally
with comments and is pretty straightforward . CIO routines take care of the
screen display. The demo maintains a
table of 256 steps and displays it in chart
form. A crude editor allows entry of
waveform data through a joystick
plugged into controller port one. You
can change a portion of the waveform
by moving the (invisible) cursor to that
section; as the cursor moves, the steps
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are redrawn to the current cursor height.
Pressing the START button on the console will clear the screen and zero out the
waveform table.
When you press the joystick trigger,
the screen will disappear and the
waveform, from the left edge of the
screen to the current cursor position,
will play. Disrupting the display is
regrettable but necessary - the DMA
required for screen generation would
otherwise distort the waveform. Note,
too, that the joystick is read directly
through Port A rather than through the
OS shadow register because the
VB LANK routine that copies data into
the shadow registers has also been
disabled. Moving the joystick up or
down will change the pitch accordingly.
To return to the waveform editor,
release the joystick trigger.
The demo was written on Atari's
Macro Assembler. To assemble the
source with the Assembler/ Editor cartridge, make the following changes:
DB should be .BYTE
DS should be • = + 1
ORO should be • =
END INIT should be .END
The run address should be set at
INIT's address (hex 3000 in the example).

Suggested Improvements
The editor could be improved. It
would be nice to have a visible cursor using player-missile registers, so you could
pass over a portion of the waveform
without disturbing it. Expanding the
buffer past 256 bytes is easy, but will require a different method of display. A
scrolling screen might work.
To use the demo as a sound development tool will require provisions for
dumping the waveform data (stored in
WAVES) to a printer/ disk. The
wavelength compensation trick would be
a nice option, too . If you come up with
something exciting, please drop me a
line c/ o SojtSide. I'd love to hear
about it.
Continued
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Making Waves condnued

bO GOSUB 2000
70 CONSOL=53279: INCY=500:0ECY=520:INCX
=540:0ECX=5bO:LINES=600
80 GRAPHICS 24
90 SETCOLOR 2,O,O:5ETCOLOR I,O,10:SETC
OlOR 4,12~6
100 WAVE$(I)=CHR$(16):WAVE$(257)=CHR$(
Ib):WAVES(2,256)=WAVES:CX=1
200 IF 5TRIG(0)=1 THEN 220
210 Q=U5R(ADR(CODES'+I ,AOR(WAVES),CX-l
)

220 POKE 5J279,8:A=PEEr,(53279)
230 IF A=6 THEN 80
240 S=5TlCK(0)
250 IF S=15 THEN 330
260 IF 5=10 OR 5=14 OR S=6 THEN G05UB
INCY
270 IF 5=5 OR 5=13 OR S=9 THEN 60SUB 0
ECY
280 IF 5=6 OR 5=7 OR 5=5 THEN GOSUB IN
CX
290 IF 5=10 OR 5=11 OR 5=9 THEN GOSUB
DEC X
300 COLOR O:GOSUB LINES
310 WAVES(CX,CX ' =CHR$(CY+lb)

Program Listing 1
320 COLOR 1:60SUB LINES
3:;0 GOTO 200
500 CY=CY+I : IF CY}15 THEN [y=o
510 RETURN
520 CY=CY-l:IF CY(O THEN CY=15
530 RETURN
540 IF CI( 256 THEN CX=CX+I
551} RETURN
560 COLOR (I
570 SOSUB LINES
580 IF CX)1 THEN CI=CI-I
590 RETLIRN
600 PLOT [1+32,190
610 DRAW TO CX t 32,190-(ASC(WAVE$ (CX,CX)
)-16"12
620 RETURN
1001} DATA 104,104,133,204,104,133,203,
104,104,133,205,169,0,141 , 14,21 2,141,0
,212
1010 DATA 160,0,173, 0,211 ,201,255,240,
22, 198,207,208,18, 166,206 , 134,207~201f
253

1020 DATA 2 40,8,201,254,2 0 8 , 6,2 3 0~2(1b,
176,2,198,206,173,16,208,208,17 ,177,20
3

1030 DATA 141,1 ,210,166,206,232,208 ,25
3,200,196,205,208,207, 240, 203,169,255,
141 , 14,212, 16 Q, 247,141,14 ,2 10,96

200(1 DIM CODES(I I ,CODEIl6) , WA\'E$ l2571
20 10 FOR LOC=ADR(CODE$)+I TO ADR( CODE$

)+8::.
2020 READ BYTE
2030 POKE LOC,B YTE
2040 NEXT LOC
2050 RETURN

S\\' A'I~

1!:i!::i!\lllllliiill

'I~AIII~I~

I;:!I: l\ \\\\\\\\\\\\I

LINES
60 - 260
270 - 540
:.50 .. 1030
2000 - 2050

:::::::111)1111111111
;:;::::\1111111111111

SWAT
CODE

LENGTH

EA

477

til

312

0'./

469
100

SH

Program Listing 2

0400D40ED20E0300D010D201OOCBOOCDOOCEOOCF-

40004001400240044005-

62 )\\.

68
68
85 CC
68
85 CB

0100 * WAVEGEN CODE IS RELOCATABLE.
0110 f
0120 t OS SYSTEM EQUATES.
0130 f
. EQ SD400
0140 D/'IA
.ED SD40E
0150 VBI
.EQ SD20E
0160 IRD
.EQ SD300
0170 PORTA
.ED $0010
0180 TRIG
.ED SD201
0190 AUOCI
0200 *
. ED SCB
0210 NAVE
.ED SCD
0220 WEND
.EQ SCE
0230 PITCH
.ED SCF
0240 WAIT
0250 *
.OR S4000
0260
0270 *
0280 * REMOVE &STORE USR ARGUMENTS.
0290 *
PLA
0300 START
0310
PLA
0320
STA WAVE+l
0330
PLA
STA WAVE
0340

4007- 68
4008- 68
4009- 85 CD

4008400D40104013-

A9
80
80
80

00
OE D4
OE 02
00 04

4016- AO 00
4018- AD 00 03

4018- C9 FF
401D- FO 16

401F- C6 CF
4021 - DO 12

SoltSide

0350
PLA
PLA
0360
0370
STA WEND
0380 *
0390 f DISABLE INTERRUPTS .
0400 f
LDA 1$00
0410
0420
STA VBI
STA IRQ
0430
0440
STA DMA
0450 *
0460 * CHECK STICK FOR PITCH CHANGE .
0470 *
0480 OOWAVE LOY 1$00
0490 CHKSTK LOA PORTA
0500 *
0510 * IS STICK STRAIGHT UP?
0520 *
0530
CMP UFF
0540
BED CHKBUT
0550 t
0560 t IF NOT, WAIT A WHILE.
0570 t
0580
DEC WAIT
~
0590
BNE CHKBUT

ATARr

GRAPHICS 8 Writing
The Atari® computer features a
multiplicity of display modes, which
makes for great versatility. For instance,
the Atari can display its normal text
characters right-side-up, sideways, and
even upside-down, through the auspices
of graphics mode 8 (high-resolution).
Because of the way the Atari generates
screen displays, you can produce results
with just a little memory and virtually
painless programming.
The Atari writes on the screen with
both the screen table and the shape
table . With these two tables, you can
write letters easily in GRAPHICS 8
mode.
Before describing the graphics procedure, I will explain the internal
representation of the letters. Each letter
is stored in the ROM as an eight-byte
representation in binary that shows the
shape of the letter. It is stored starting at
57344 decimal, $EOOO hexadecimal, and
the exact spot is the letter's AT ASCII
code times eight, plus the first location .
The coding is in binary form and the
computer translates into decimal when
the PEEK command is called. Figure 1
shows the representation of the letter T.
All the other letters are represented in a
similar fashion. When the OS wants to
print a letter, it looks up the letter in the
shape table and puts it on the screen.
The screen table is found at about
location 40000. You can determine the
Initialize several variables.

10000 CO=0:CI=I:C2=2:C5=5:C6=6:C7=7:CB
=B:C9=9:CI0=10:CI4=14:C30=30:C32=32:C3
4=34:C40=40
10010 C79=79:CI27=127:C30B=30B:C309=30
9

10020 01" AS(C40),BS(C30),CSIC40),OSIC
1),S(CB):6RAPHICS CO
Input the user's name.

10030 ? CHRS(125); "HI' I AI1 YOUR HO"E
CO"PUTER.":? "PLEASE TYPE IN YOUR NA"E
AND PRESS
RETURN"j:INPUT BS
10040 IF BS="" THEN 10030

by Sol Guber

10070 PLOT C5,C9:DRAWTO C5,C79:PLOT C6
,C9:DRAWTO Cb,C79:PLOT C30B,C9:DRAWTO
C308,C79:PLOT C309,C9:DRAWTO C309,C79
Initialize some variables and print a
message. X Is the horizontal position
and can vary from zero to 39. Y Is the
vertical position and can vary from zero
to 192. FLG tells which direction the
letters are to be printed. FLG 1 Is
vertical, FLG 2 Is upside down, and
FLG 3 Is sideways.

=

=

=

1008011=PEEK(88l+2Sb.PEEK(89)
10090 X=CI:Y=CIO:FL6=CI:60SUB 10500
Print the name upside down In the same
row as the message.

Draw graphic background.

10050 AS="YOUR NA"E IS ":6RAPHICS C8
10060 COLOR Cl:FOR Y=CI TO CB:PLOT C5,
VICIO-CI:DRAWTO C30B,V'CI0-CIINEXT Y

pixels. If the proper number is put into
the right location, the letter can be
shaped as desired. The program listing
has three subroutines that will print
either vertically, horizontally, or upside
down depending on the flag.
The program documentation explains
how Graphics 8 Writing functions.

exact position by reading the high and
low address pointer at locations 88 and
89 (PEEK(88) + PEEK(89)*256». The
screen table's exact beginning location
varies depending on the graphics mode,
from 40560 in mode three to 33104 in
mode eight. The end of the screen table
is always 40800.
.
In GRAPHICS 0, the data in the
screen table determines the letter in the
shape table. This is also true in
GRAPHICS 1 and GRAPHICS 2, but
the size of the letter will vary in these
modes. Thus, if the number 54 is
POKEd to location 40589, the letter M is
placed on the screen in all three modes,
but in GRAPHICS 1, the letter will be
twice as long, and in GRAPHICS 2, the
letter will be twice the size. An interesting thing occurs when you use
several of the other modes. In the other
graphics mode, the data generates a color on the screen directly. In GRAPHICS
3, the first two bits in the byte will be the
color, the next two will be the intensity,
the next two will be the color, and the
final two will be the intensity again. In
GRAPHICS 6, the color and intensity
will alternate bit by bit so that fewer colors can be generated . In GRAPHICS 8
mode, the byte is examined bit by bit,
and a one in the bit generates a color.
To write in GRAPHICS 8, you must
put a binary number in the location on
the screen which will light the proper

10100 CS=AS:AS=BS:X=CI4:FL6=C2:60SUB I
0500
Print out several messages correctly.

10110
10120
10130
10140

AS="THAT DOES NOT LOOK RIGHT"
X=CI:Y=20:FL6=CI:60SUB 10500
AS="LET "E TRY AGAIN"
Y=C30:GOSUB 10500

Print out the name upside down.

10150 AS=CS:Y=C40:GOSUB 10500
10160 AS=BS:X=CI4:FLG=CI+C2:60SUB 1050
(I

Print out several more messages and the
name correctly.

10170 AS="THIS IS "ORE DIFFICULT THAN
I THOUGHT"
10lBO X=CI:Y=50:FL6=CI:60SU8 10500
10190 AS=CS:ASILENIASI+CIJ=B$
10200 X=CI:V=bO:GOSUB 10500
10210 A$="THERE' AND YOU THOUGHT I ~AS
DU"B ,"
10220 Y=70160SU8 10500
continued
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GRAPHICS 8 Writing continued
Prompt user to restart the
demonstration.

10230 ? "TYPE "jCHR$(C34)j"RUN"jCHR$(C
FOR ANOTHER DE"OMSTRATION"
10240 END

~4Ij"

Determine the exact position of the
screen Input.

10500 12=II+VtC40+X
Set a string variable to the letter that Is
put on the screen.

10510 FOR 1=CI TO lEN(A$):OS=A$(Z,Z)
Send a variable to a subroutine that
determines the letter's position In the
character shape table.

10520 SOSUS 10600
Determine the start of the shape table
for that letter In memory.

10530 13=57344+IXIC8
Determine how the letter Is to be
printed.

10540 ON FLS SOSUB 10700,10800,10900
Loop to print the entire message.

10550 12=I2+CI:NEXT Z
10560 RETURN
Determine the ATASCII values of each
letter with the decoding technique found
In the Atarl manual.

10600 XX=ASC(OS):IF XX>CI27 THEN XX=XX
-CI27-CI
10610 IF XX )31 AND XX(96 THEN XX=XX-C3
2: RETURN
10620 IF XX<C32 THEN 11=IX+64
10630 RETURN

Write the letter on the screen. The value
at each spot In the shape table Is poked
to a specified spot on the screen . Each
line of the screen has space for 40
letters. Each new binary byte is forty
bytes away from the previous byte so
that the letter will line up correctly.

10700
10710
10720
10730

FOR U=CO TO C7
POKE 12+UlC40,PEEK(I3+U)
NEXT U
RETURN

Write a letter on the screen upside
down. This Is similar to the routine
above, except that In the letter shape
table search, the bottom of the letter
(13 + 7) Is found first and put Into screen
memory. The next to last part of the
letter (13 + 6) follows, and so forth, so
that the letter Is put Into the screen
table upside down.

10800
10BI0
IOB20
10B30

FOR U=CO TO C7
POKE 12+UIC40,PEEK(I3+CB-CI-U)
NEXT U
RETURN

This subroutine Is the most complex.
Figure 2 contains the Figure 1 data and
shows how the shape table must be
modified to put a letter on Its side. The
first bit of every byte must be summed
together In Its binary form, followed by
the second bit, the third bit, and so on.
Every bit In the first line of the shape
table Is put Into each of eight other
variables "5" according to the binary
number there.
Clear array "5".

10900 FOR U=CO TO C7
10910 5IUI=CO
10920 NEXT U

SOFTSIDE ORDERING INFORMATION
For Payment In The USA
VISA, MasterCard, Gertlfled checks, meney orders and personal
checks are accepted.
For Payment In Canada/Mexico
The preferred method of payment is by VISA or MasterCard. A
bank check Is acceptable If It has been preprinted for payment
In lJ.S. dollars. No personal or company checks accepted .
For Payment On Foreign Order.
Payment must either be by a bank check drawn on a U.S. bank
payable In U.S. dollars or by affiliated bank credit cards of VISA
or MasterCar.d.
GUARANTEE
All software Is guaranteed to load and run. If you experience difficulties with ·t he ,prodl!Jct wltlillrn 30 da~s, It may be retumea for
replacement. Ser:1d your properly protected tape or disk to the
attention of the Customer Service Representative and Include
your name, address, and the reason it Is being returned.
LIABILITY
All software Is sold on an as-Is basis. SoftSlde assumes no
liability for loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused
directly or Indl~ectly/)y pr.OQucts sold or exchanged b¥ them or
their dlstr.lbutors, Including, bl:Jt not limited to, any Interruption

Determine the line number In the shape
table for the desired character.

10930 N=12B:FOR U=CO TO C7
10940 AB=PEEK(I3+U):FOR Kr.=CO TO C7
Determine If the bit Is one or zero, and If
It Is one, add Its binary number to "5".

10950 IF AB/C2{>INT(AB/CZ} THEN S(KK)=
5 (r.K) +N
Remove the leftmost bit and Increment
the counter.

10960 AB=INT(AB/C2):NEXT KK
Halve the binary value and Increment
the shape table counter for the next line.

10970 N=N/C2:NEXT U
Put the values In array "5" onto the
screen.

109BO
10990
10992
10994

FOR U=CO TO C7
POKE 12+UIC40,5(U)
NEXT U
RETURN

For ATARI® GRAPHIC 8 Writing
LINES

10000
10090
10210
10610
10910

-

10080
10200
10600
10900
10994

SWAT
CODE

n
VD
TD
KO
NC

LENGTH

529
380
2BS
164
167

§

In service, loss of business or anticipatory profits or consequential carnages resulting from use or operation of such software.
PRICES
Prices are subject to change without notice. We are not responsible for typographical errors.
Unless otherwise noted In a published advertisement, the
following prices are In effect as of thls Issue:
USA/Canada
USA/Canada FIRST CLASS Other
APO/FPO' MexiCO
Foreign
SoftSlde Magazine - (yr)
$30
$40
$62
SoftSlde Magazine- (6 mo.) $18
$23
$34
USA
Mexico
Other Foreign
APO/FPO Canada
CV (year) & magazine
$99
$119
$149
(6 mo.)
$55
$65
$80
DV (year) & magazine
$149$169
$199
(6 mo.)
$79
$89
$104
-Include. SoftSlde Selection••
BACK ISSUES: Minimum order - $10. Price Includes shipping
to the 48 states only. Alaska, HawaII, Puerto Rico, APO/FPO,
and ALL foreign orders - postage Is additional.
ALL Foreign orders and all magazIne/medIa combination orders
- Order dIrectly from SoftSlde, 8 South St., Milford, NH 03055.
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by First Star Software. System requirements: Atari® 400/800 with 32K
(disk or cassette). Retail Price: $29.95.
AstroChase, the first release from Fernando Herrera's First Star Software,
demonstrates the most outstanding
graphics and technically flawless execution this reviewer has ever seen.
Fernando Herrera, you may
remember, was the winner of the first
Star A ward given by Atari for programming excellence in submissions to the
Atari Program Exchange (APX) . The
prize money ($25,000) helped start the
new software company and accounts for
its name. Because of Atari's prodigious
advertising and numerous interviews,
Fernando's story has become well
known . The winning program (My First
Alphabet) that Fernando developed to
aid his son, Steve, achieve better
eyesight has become part of the regular
Atari program line-up, and Mr. Herrera
has a new career.
In AstroChase, you battle to save the
earth from "Megamines" launched by
vengeful aliens . Eight different kinds of
alien vessels are intent on destroying
your joystick-controlled saucer (you
start with three), and preventing you
from destroying the Megamines moving
relentlessly toward earth.
The battlefield is a stunning
multicolor, multiscreen universe.
Planets are depicted in high resolution

Photos courtesy of First Star Sonware.

graphics, while stars are little "plus"
signs scattered across the screen. The
detailed rendition of earth is in the
center of approximately ten full screens
of the galaxy. As you move your saucer,
the universe scrolls smoothly in the
desired direction. Each round (or
"chase") starts with your saucer
alongside Earth, and sixteen Megamines
inbound from the far reaches of space.
Each saucer starts with 1000 units of
energy. Energy drops as you fire at the
aliens, turn on your shields (by going to
one of the shield depots), run into
planets 'or stars, or bounce off the invisible (ulp!) force shield which surrounds
the earth. You can recharge your energy
by running over the energy generators
located at the four corners of the shield.
Each new Chase contains a new mixture of alien vessel types . Some are fast;
others are slow. Some only ram your
saucer, some fire at you, and some pass
right through planets. The aliens which
pass through planets are particularly
devilish, since they are hidden while inside the planets. The most important
thing to remember is that the alien
vessels are secondary - the primary goal
is to keep the Megamines away from the
earth, which shatters spectacularly when
it's destroyed . Should this disaster occur, the game is over.
You must continuously patrol the area
around the earth . If you move off to

SoltSide

recharge energy or get some shields, you
risk earth's destruction while you are occupied elsewhere. Since saucers are
relatively plentiful, (you get two new
saucers at the beginning of each Chase)
don't worry too much about shields or
energy, but go after the Megamines. Incidentally, the mines are extremely small
and very hard to hit as they move.
To obliterate mines and defend
against enemy attacks, your saucers contain a multi-shot laser . You can have
three or four (who can count in the heat
of battle?) laser shots on the screen at
once. To fire, hold down the fire button
and push the stick in the desired direction. Your saucer continues in its current
direction while you are firing, unless it
encounters a planet or star, in which
case it rebounds like a billiard ball. The
splitting of firing and propulsion functions, somewhat reminiscent of Attack
at Ep-Cyg 4, is copyrighted by First Star
Software as "Single Thrust Propulsion." This feature is not as useful in
the AstroChase scenario as it might be in
others. Because its space is so crowded,
you must constantly change directions
anyway or risk bouncing off a planet into an attacker. Stars are especially difficult to spot; they are small and easy to
miss when things really get moving. (I've
lost many a saucer because an unnoticed
star blocked my saucer's escape route.)
continued
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ASTROCHASE continued
With more experience, you begin to
. watch for stars as carefully as enemy
vessels!
Although the theme of AstroChase is
somewhat hackneyed, the spectacular
graphics make you forget that this is just
one more space shoot-ern-up. Its
playability suffers slightly from the fact
that all is over when earth is destroyed
- perhaps "There is no second chance"
would be a better slogan than " There is
no escape."
The graphic expertise of Fernando
Herrera shines in the remarkable
animated sequences (there are eight of
them) which occur near the end of every
four rounds. These full screen graphic
masterpieces are ·unmatched anywhere in
Atari software. The backround is an extremely high resolution (Graphics 7.5)
. multicolor spaceport. I'm not going to
spoil your fun by describing the sequence, but it is well executed and
humorous. Thanks for a really entertaining program, Fernando. And thanks
to your son for getting you started on
this new career!
§
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Selections
Mini ,
GCllfi

Here's SoftSlde Selections, the handy, pull-out booklet
with program listings for your computer. If you bought your
copy of SoftSlde at a newsstand, your booklet contains
this issue's Front Runner, Mlnlgolf, a graphic simulation
for the IBM® PC, Apple®, Atari®, and TRS-8Q®.
This issue, SoflSlde Selection I for the Atarl features:
• Mlnlgolf - you always get the current Issue's Front Runner!
• Smokey - try to elude those "Smokeys" as you go for the
transcontinental driving speed record In this humorous and
realistic simulation.
Enhanced Dllk and Callette Verllonl
If you don't like typing , you need the SoflSlde Disk or Cassette
Version. The Cassette Version (CV) has all of the programs in
SoflSlde Selection I on one handy cassette tape plus the latest in·
stallment of the SoflSlde Adventure Serlel.
SoflSlde Disk Version (DV) has everything that the CV has, plus a
bonul program. You get all this, and the benefits that only a disk
can offer: speed, reliability , and versatility.
eAtarl DV Bonul Program: Arachnid
Arachnid Is an arcade-style game written in high-speed
Machine Language. You'll use your Joystick to guide your Earth
spider through an allen environment.
SoflSlde Adventure Serlel.
eDV and CV Bonul: The SoftSlde Adventure Serl88
This Issue's Adventure - Volcano Illand, by John Olsen (Atari
version by Rich Bouchard).
Shipwrecked on a hostile tropical Island, you must get a
message to someone before the Island 's volcano explodes, and
without offending the natives!

~v
·~
$14.95
~.
At aritw) is a registered trademark of Warner Communications.
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To order your copy of this issue's CV or DV, or to subscribe to
either of the SoltSlde media versions , see the bind·in cards
elsewhere in this issue.
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FROM MMG MICRO SOFTWARE
MMG BASIC DEBUGGER

BASIC COMMANDER

• TRACE through your BASIC program

• Singi ....... entry ",. commondl
- ENTER ··D:
- SAVE ··D:
- LIST ··D:
- RUN .-0
-LOAD ··D:

BASIC

• Single ...... DOS functions
- FORMAT a disk
- RENAME a file
- DELETE a file
-

I

MMG
BASIC
DEBUGGER

Irom BASIC
LOCK a file
UNLOCK a file
DISK DIRECTORY

• THREE PROGRAMMABlE KEYS ; ~
- single keys programmed for your own use,
even whole subroutines

-

PRICE S34.95

• RENUMBER
- renumbers lines and all references

Requires 16K
Disk Only

e xtensive anor tropping
3 seconds to renumber 500 lines

view two parts of your BASIC program
and edit both!
scroll each window independently

at once.

• CROSS REFERENCE

• BlOCK DelETE
- deletes any rongft of lines instantaneously!

-

• Full ICreen BASIC ed~lng
- scroll up or down by cursor
- edit your whole program easily
- no more LIST line number ranges

• Split acreen mode

• AUTONUMBER
- automatically generates line numbers fo r you speeds program entry 25·75%

PRICE S34.95
ReqUires 16K
Disk Only

- Sing le step
- TRACE while
- TRACE UNTIL
- change variables
- LIST line numbers executed
- examine variables' values

provides a list of variables and the line numbers
in w hich they are used in your program

• SEARCH FOR PHRASE
-

search your BASIC program for any phrase. command ex
string of c haracters: let your computer do the searching for you!

THE TWO MOST POWERFUL AIDS AVAILABlE FOR THE ATARIII
NOW AVAIlABlE ON THE SAME DISK FOIl ONLY $7H5
Require. 24K • DIll< Only

FINAL FLIGHT!

MMG MAIL LIST

MAIL LIST

Have you ever wonted to pilot your own plane? Now. thanks to FINAl
RIGHT!. you can! This all-machinerlanguage f1ight simulation is as c lose
to the real thing as possible ( below 20.(0) feet! ). Views are in full color.
and are updated on your screen many times per second. fa a real-time
feeling of flying! Options galae. such a s: instruments only. instruments
and cockpit view. view only, foggy or clear weather approaches and
landings. multiple levels of difficulty, and more! In short. FINAl.. FLIGHT! is
by for the most sophisticated and flexible flight simulatOf available for

._':.'::l':;':"_

Extre mely fast BASIC and machine language program. Each data
d isk ho lds 01/81' 5{X) files. Sort on any of 6 fields at machine language
speed Of search on any fragment of a field! Use any size labels or
envelopes.
Available on disk only - 539.95

Requires 40K

the ATARI
Available on lape or disk - S29.95

Requ ires 24K.

• * * • * * • *

* * * * * * * *

MMG DATA MANAGER
If you frequently find yourself looking for something, only to find it
eventually right under your nose. then MMG DATA MANAGER is fOf you.
Organize virtually anyt hing into a computer-searchable fOfmat. and let
your ATARI do the hunting for you. This flexible database manager will
allow many fields, with machine language sorting. on any field. In
addition . you have total control o f the structure of your data, allowing
you to design a database which you feel most comfortable. A special
feature of MMG DATA MANAGER is its ability to select foro given value of
any single field. Of any combination of va lues from many fields. Multiple
print options odd to the V8fsatiJity!

CHOMPER
This all machine language program will keep you on the edge of your
seat. Arcade style action with inteligent monsters make CHOMPER a
cha llenging and addicting game. Requires 1 Joystick and NERVES OF

STEEL!
Available on d isk

ex casseHe

- 529.95

Requires 161(.

Available on disk only - S49.95

• • • * * * * *
ASTEROID MINERS
A Unique Game Tutorial

I...-_ _ _

~

MMG FORM LETTER WRITER

ThisSO page boOk and program provides fOf a unique intermediate to
advanced tutaial. A 32K BASIC game utilizing over 25 play81'S in plciyermissile graphics. machine language subroutines. a redefined
charad9f set. multiprocessing utilizing the vertical b lank interrupt
interval. and much mora! The 50 page book inctudedwith the program
documents eac h part of the entire program ond c ontains the fu tty
documented source code for both the BASIC and assembly language
parts of the program. Use these routines in your own programs. These
examples make it easy!
Available on disk Of casseHe - 534 .95

Requires 40K.

* * * * * * * *
The companion product to MAIL LIST that many of you have
requested is now available. Write p8I'sonaHzed letters to everyone in a

MAIL LIST Of MMG DATA MANAGER data bose. and let you r computer
and printer simply produce all the letters for you. Works with a ll printers,
and includes full-screen editing . saving and reca lling of lett81'Son disk.
and int9fnql personolization of leHars under your direction.
Available on disk only - 529.95

Requires 40K

Requires 32K.

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

The fastest and most thorough m emory test available for the ATARI
has now been turth8f improved! Tests not only aJllocations. but also tests
the memory addressing system. This all machine language program
tokes 4 m inutes to test 4BK. It's the only program that tests the cartridge
area of RAM. Good fOf new 400/ BOO comput9f owners. for testing new
RAM boards and for use in computer stores to test and p inpoint bad
memory locations. Bad memory locations are pinpointed so repair Is as
simple as replacing a c hip!

The first part at several Business Packages to be released by MMG for
the ATARI400/800. This extremety efficient program is completely menu
driven and user frtendty. The authex has designed this sophisticated
program so thot e ven if you don't know a debit from a credit. you'll be
able to use GENERAJ.. LEDGER . This program generates account listings
- income statement - balance sheet & trial balance.

RAM TEST II

1...-_ _ _...... Available o n disk Of cosseHe - 52995

MMG GENERAL LEDGER

Requires BK.

Available o n d isk only - 529.95

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

DISK COMMANDER II

MMG ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
The second modl ;le of MMG's business packages ;s ideal fOf the small
b usiness owner. It interfaces with MMG'sGeneral Ledger and produces :

Runs BASIC or Machine Language Programs

INVOICES - STATEMENTS - TRIAL BALANCES - MAILING LABELS
DELINQUENT NOTICES

Just save this program on you r BASIC disks and it will autotx::xJt and
aul omatically list all programs from the disk onto your screen. Si mply run
any program by typing a single number.
Available on disk o nly - 529.95

Requires 40K.

AND has many o ther options l!
Available on disk on ly - 599.95

ReqUires 16K.

Available At Your Favorite Computer Store

OR

Requi res 2 disk drives. 40K.

Send a Check or Money Order to :

MMG MICRO SORWARE • P.O . Box 131 • Marlboro, New Jersey 07746
OR CALL

(201) 431-3472
Please odd 53.00 for postage and handling
N.J. Residents odd 6% for sales tax

For MasterCard . Visa or COD Deliveries
ATARI is 0 registered trademark of ATARI. Inc .
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EXPLOAlrtG TI1E
ATAAI®FAOrtTIEA
GTIA Part II: The Interrupted Color
by Alan J. Zett
n issue #39, we talked about the new and exciting
features of Atari's GTIA upgrade package. We
showed that GTiA produces sophisticated and colorful displays straight from BASIC. In fact, BASIC
tradeoffs and lack of programmer imagination cause GTIA's
only limitations. You cannot overcome the latter (without a lot
of effort), but you can defeat the former by programming in
Machine Language which enhances the operation of BASIC in
many ways. Routines can range from a simple USR call, to
driver programs that enable features built into the Atari, but
not normally available from BASIC. ANTIC falls into the latter category. Its simple instructions work with GTiA (or
CTlA) to create all the standard BASIC screen displays commonly known as GRAPHICS 0-8 . It also has many subfeatures unnecessary for most BASIC applications. ANTIC's
most interesting feature is a topic all too familiar to old
Frontier readers - Display List Interrupts (DLIs). The DLI

Editor's note: Unless you have read the issue #35 installment of "Exploring the Atari Frontier, " the information
presented here will be somewhat confusing. In addition,
I'm assuming you have read all the past installments listed
below:
No.

SoftSide

Title

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

May 1982
Issue #31
Issue #34
Issue #35
Issue #39

ANTIC and the Display List: Part 1
ANTIC and the Display List: Part 2
ANTIC and the Display List: Part 3
Display List Interrupts
GTIA Part 1: A Brilliant Idea

Photo 1. Answers the question, "Can you mix GTIA modes with the
normal ones?"

Photo 2. GTIA demo shows you more color than
you can ever use - 256 colors.
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Table 1: Important memory locations.
allows you to change the GTIA display while the
screen is being drawn. This creates some truly colorful displays.

Subtle Difference
The display list of any GTIA graphics mode may
confuse you at first. To familiarize yourself with the
display lists for GRAPHICS 9 through 11, you must
first look at GRAPHICS 8. The ANTIC code for a
GRAPHICS 8 mode line is 15 decimal (OF hex) . You
can be sure that when a 15 decimal appears in the
display list, it will be a GRAPHICS 8 mode line. Or
can you? If you look at the GRAPHICS 9 display
list, you find a GRAPHICS 8 mode line! In fact, all
of the new GTIA graphics modes consist of
GRAPHICS 8 mode lines. The reason is simple. The
values from zero to 255 already have definitions in
the ANTIC language. Since there was no room to
add more instructions for three new graphics modes,
an existing mode was chosen to represent anyone of
four distinct graphics modes. That answers the question of why, but how can one common graphics
mode be four unique graphics modes at the same
time?

Searching For Clues

Dec

Table 2: GTIA graphic mode data.

8
9
10

11
24

Resolution
320 x
80 x
80 x
80 x
320 x

160
192
192
192
192

Memory
6560
7680
7680
7680
7680

GPRIOR

DlNDEX

0

8
9
10
11
8

64

128
192

°

Name

Description

OOO,-8.,cc.
7_...,0=
0 !j7
~'_ _,D1N.QEX,
S~rjl~n.gra~bi~s~JnQ<J~Lit}d~x
ru.-_ _ _1
00)12
02QQ
VDSLST
LSB of DLI jumI1 vector.
I
1_ .=.
00
=5"",1,3,,,,_ .0,,=201
V SLS~~~B o t DLI ill.-mn vector.- - - 00559
022F
SDMCTL
DMA control register (shadow.
00560
0230
SDLSTL
SB of disI1la:y list memory location.
00561
0231
SDLSTH
MSB of display list memory location.
00623
026F
GPRIOR
Screen I1riority regi!ter (shadow).
00704
02CO
PCOLRO
Player color register 0 (shadow).
-007
;;';;.=0'5..-wO""2Cl:,....,~=
P=C=
OLR!__~l~er color.lig!sI~r Ushadow ~
00706
02C2
PCOLR2
Player color register 2 (shadow).
00707
02C3
PCOLR3
Player color n:gist~l' 3 (shadow).
00708
02C4
COLORO
Color register 0 (shadow).
00~09
02CS
COLOR 1
Color register 1 (sbadow).
00710
02C6
COLOR2
Color register 2 (shadow).
00711
02.£L..:. COLORf """''''''"'<;:Qillr ~egiste.O~(§ha<low)..
00712
02C8
COLOR4
Color register 4 (shadow).
1~"='53::-::2:>-::66~"'"'=
0012
COLPMO
Player coior regiSter 0 (hardware).
53267
0013
COLPMl
Player color register 1 (hardware).
53268
D014
COLPM2
Player color regi~ter 2 (hardware).
53269
D015
<::()LPM3\
P~yer color register 3 (hardware).
53270
0016
COLPFO
",q?JgLregi~ter 0 (ll~dware).
53271
0017
COLPFI
Color register 1 (hardware).
53272
0018
COLPF2
Co lor register 2 (hardware).
53273
0019
COLPF3
Color register 3 (hardware).
53274
OOlA
COLBK
Color register 4 (hardware).
53275
DOlB
PRIOR
Screen priority register (hardware).
54280
D40A
WSYNC
Wa.it for vertical sync.
54286
D40E
NMIEN
Non maskable interrupt enable.

Look at Table 1. We will use some of these locations to solve the mystery of GTIA. The first significant location in the table is DINDEX. The Operating
System (OS) uses this location to store the current
screen graphics mode. BASIC also uses the location to
calculate the position of data sent to the screen. For example,
when DINDEX is set to zero, BASIC assumes a screen of 40 by
24 text characters. If DINDEX is set to four, BASIC assumes a
screen of 80 by 40 color graphics pixels.
If we now execute a GRAPHICS 8 statement, logically
DINDEX should contain an eight. If we try GRAPHICS 9,
DINDEX contains a nine. The logical conclusion is that the
only difference between a GRAPHICS 8 screen and a
GRAPHICS 9 screen is that DINDEX reflects the actual
GRAPHICS mode used. This conclusion is wrong.
ANTIC and GTIA must work together. Neither can accomplish much when operating separately. Moreover, they
must communicate quickly because of the amount of work to
be done while the screen is being drawn. To achieve such a
high information transfer rate, you must store the information
inside the chips themselves. To facilitate direct input to the
chips, certain memory addresses are hardwired to the chip's
storage registers . These locations are positioned high up in
RAM, and are commonly referred to by Atari as hardware
registers, to distinguish them from the temporary registers in
RAM known as shadow registers.

Mode

Hex

A certain magical union exists between the shadow and
hardware registers. The data stored in shadow registers is written periodically to the hardware registers during the Vertical
Blank Interrupt (VBI). In this way, ANTIC and GTIA are
constantly updated on changes occurring in the operating environment. For example: Location COLOR4 (see Table 1)
contains the current screen background color. Let's say a value
of 144 is held there. From BASIC, a statement such as SETCOLOR 4,0,4 is executed and the computed color value of
four is placed into COLOR4. (see issue #39 for a discussion of
POKE vs SETCOLOR). The hardware still thinks the
background color is 144. During the VBI, the OS takes the
value in COLOR4 and puts it into the hardware register
COLBK. The result changes the background color. Why go
through all that when you could have put the color value
directly into the hardware register? If you were to do that, you
would lose an enormous amount of flexibility.
Look at DLls, for example: their function mandates the use
of this feature. VBls occur between each screen, but DLis can
be set for almost every line of the screen. When a DLI places a
new color value into the hardware register, the effect is immediate. From that screen line downward, the color changes.
At the end of the screen, the VBI occurs and restores the color
value contained in the shadow memory. By using many DLis
you can change every color on the screen as it is drawn.
Getting back to DINDEX - here is a memory location just
for the benefit of the OS for screen formatting. It is not a
shadow register, so the information it contains is useless to
ANTIC. It is apparent that something else controls the "GTIA
effect." After examining all the clues, I deduced that either
DINDEX really was a shadow register and I would have to
continued
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Byte#
1

2
3
4
5

1-

"'

Figure 1: Display List for Demo 1.

Value

Mode type

Byte#

112
112

Bll:\~
Blank

112

lUank

7J

Graohics 8 wiLMS optio.n
LSB oL~em.ro~mon'
MSB of screen memorx
Graphics..8

100
101
102
103

no
nn

6
'1

-IS

l-:-r

~

II~

27
28
29

15
143
J5

1-

~

I~

~-li=

I~

1-

Graphics 8
Gra hics 8 w/DLI option
OraQhics 8

15
143
15

0-

IS

-

Gr~pJtics

8
Graphics 8 w/DLI option
Grap'hics 8

Graphics 8

.

'"

125
126
127

15
143
q5

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/DLI option
Graphics 8

149
150
151

15
143 ,,,15

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 wlDLI option
Graphics 8

--'

1-

i-

173
174
175

15
143
15

Graphics 8
Onij;hlcs 8 w/DU oPtion
Graphics 8

15
65

Graphics 8
JumQ w7\VVll option
LSB of DL in memory
MSB of DL in llJemory

1-

199
200 '
201
202

1-

99

15

I-

..
143
15

75

1-

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/DLI option
Gran~s 8

,,, is

51
52
53

-

00.

.

I~

1-

Mode type
Oraphics8 wiLMS"8i DLI options
LSB of screen memory
.::;
"MS~ oUcieen.memoo:
Grap'hics 8

Value
207
nn

"

-

nn

no

.~

Program Listing IB

Program Listing lA

100 GRAPHICS II:POKE 712, O:POKE 559,0
110 DL=PEEK(560ItPEEKI56IJl256+4
120 FOR 1=0 TO 79 :COLDR INTIX /51
130 PLOT I,O:DRAWTO X,191:NEXT X
140 COLOR O:FOR 1=0 TO 15:PLOT 1*5,0
150 DRAW TO Xt5,191:NEIT X
160 FOR 1=0 TO 7:FOR Y=20 TO 23
170 PLOT O,Xl24+Y:DRAWTO 79.lt24tY
180 NEXT '1 :NEXT X
190 FOR 1=23 TO 71 STEP 24
200 POKE OLtX,143:NEIT X
210 FOR 1=121 TO 190 STEP 24
220 POKE DL+X,143:NEH(
230 POKE 512!12B:POKE 513,b:M=1663
240 N=Mtl:READ D:1F 0=999 THEN 260
250 POKE H,D:GOTO 240
260 POKE DLt 95,207 :POKE 54286,192
270 POKE 559,34:80TO 270
300 DATA 216,72,173.153,6~24,105,2
310 OAT A 141, 1(1,212, 141,26,208,201
320 DATA 14, 208,2,169,0,141,153,6
330 DATA 1(14,64,0,999
70A

D40ADOIA-

06800681068206850686068806SB068E06900692069406970698-

D8
48
AD 99
18
69 02
8D OA
8D lA
C9 OE
DO 02
A9 00
80 99
68
40

0699- 00

06
D4
DO

06

1000
.OR S0680
1010
. TA $4000
1020 f
1030 * DEFINE SYSTE" EQUATES
1040 f
1050 WSYNC . EQ SD40A ;WAIT VERTICAL SYNC REGISTER .
1060 COLBK . EQ SDOIA ;GlIA BACKGROUND COLOR REGISTER .
1070 f
1080 f START OF GIlA HANDLER
1090 f
1100 START CLD
JCLEAR THE DECI"AL "ODE.
1110
PHA
;SAVE THE 'A' RE6ISTER ON STACK.
1120
LDA STORE j6ET COLOR VALUE INTO THE
1130
CLC
; A RE6ISTER~ CLEAR THE
1140
ADC 11$02 ; CARRY FLA6 AND ADD TWO.
1150
STA WSYNC ;WAIT FOR VERTICAL SYNC.
1160
STA COLBK JCHAN6E BACKGROUND COLOR.
1170
C!'IP #fOE iTEST FOR LAST LEGAL COLOR.
1180
BNE OUT
jSKIP IF SO.
1190
LOA lI$OO iRESET COLOR. REGISTER POINTER
1200 OUT
STA STORE iAND SAVE FOR NEXT DLI.
1210
PLA
jRESTORE THE 'A' RE6ISTER.
1220
RTI
jRETURN FRO" INTERRUPT.
1230 •
1240 f COLOR POINTER
1250 f
1260 STORE .HS 00

So/tS/de
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",-
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Pr.ogram Listing 2A

100 GRAPHICS 24:POKE 712,O:POKE 559,0
110 DL=PEEK(S60l+PEEKI5bllt25b+4
120 POKE DL-I~71:POKE DL+2~134
130 POKE DL+3,2:POKE DL+4 ~ 130
140 FOR X=5 TO 95:POKE DL+X,15:NEXT X:
FOR X=98 TO 15B:POKE DL+X ,15:NEXT X:PO
KE DL+95, 79:POKE DL t I59 ,65:M=16b3
150 POKE DL+160 ,PEEK (560 ):POKE DL+161,
PEEKI56J):POKE DL t 55,143:POKE DL+JOb,1
43:POKE DL t l08 , 143:POKE DL+132,143
160 M=M +I:READ D:IF D=999 THEN 500
170 POKE H,D:SOTO 160
3(;0 DATA 216, 72 ,138,72.174,195,6.189
310 DATA 183,6,201,0,208,12,189,189
320 DATA 6.14!, 10, 212.141 , 24, 2 08~ 76
330 DAHt 163,6,189, 189.6, 141,10,212
340 DATA 141,26, 208 , 189, 183,6,141 ,27
350 DATA 208,232.224,6,208, 2,162 , 0
360 DATA 142 , 195,6,104,170,104,64
400 DATA 0,64,192,192, 0,0
410 DATA 0.0,8,0 ,0 ,148, 0,999
500 POKE 512.1 28:POKE 513,6
510 POKE 54286 , 192:POKE 55 Q,34
520 POKE 87,O:POSIT!ON 0.0: ' •
gti
a DEMO',' softside issue 440': 7 H
EXPLORING THE ATARI FRONTIER "
530 POKE 752,1: ' "
GTI ADISPLAY LIS
I INTERRUPTS":POKE 87 ,9:FOR Y=3 TO 52:
COLOR INTI V!4 ):PLOT O,Y:DRAWTO 79,Y
540 NE XT Y:POKE 87 , II:FOR Y=53 TO 102:
COLOR INl II Y-53 )/3) :PLOT O, Y:DRAWTO ]9
, Y:NEXl 'f
550 POKE 87,8: Y=99:A=0:FOR 1=15 TO 319
STEP 64:S0SUB 580:NEXT X
560 COLOR I:PLOT O,143:DRAWTO 319.143:
FO ~ 1=0 TO 315:PLOT X
+2,-SIN (I!25ItI2+
143: NEXl X
570 GOTO 570
580 COLOR I:FOR lA=O TO 10:FOR Al=O TO
IA STEP 2:PLOT X+15+AI, Y-ZA+25:PLOT X
+15-AZ , Y-ZAt25:NE XT AZ:NE XT ZA
590 FOR IA=11 TO 15:FOR Al=O TO 10 STE
P 2:PLOT XtI5+A Z,Y-ZA t 25:PLOT I+J5-Al ,
Y-IA+25:NEXT Al:NE XT lA
bOO 1=-2:FOR lA=16 TO 18: Z=Z+2:FOR AZ=
Z TO 8-1 STEP 2:PLOT X+15+AI ,Y -ZA+25:P
LOT X+15-AZ,Y-ZA+25:NE XT AZ:NEXT ZA
610 RETURN

1000
.OR $0680
1010
. TA 54000
1020 *
1030 * DEFINE SYSTEM EQUATES
1040 *
DOIB1050 PRIOR .EQ SDOIB ;STIA MODE ENABLE REGISTER.
D40AlObO WSYNC .EQ SD40A ;WAIT VERTICAL SYNC RESISTER.
DOI81070 COLPF2 .EQ $0018 ;CTIA BACKSROUND COLOR RESISTER.
DOIA1080 COLBK . EQ SDOIA ;STIA BACKSROUND COLOR RESISTER.
1090 *
1100 * START OF GTIA HANDLER
1110 *
0680- 08
1120 START CLD
;CLEAR THE DECIMAL MODE.
0681- 48
1130
PHA
; SAVE THE ' A' REGISTER ON SlACK.
0682- 8A
1140
TIA
;TRANSFER 'X' TO 'A' AND
0683- 48
1150
PHA
; AND SAVE IT ON THE STACKALSO.
Ob84- AE C3 Db 11 60
LO XSTORE ;GET COLOR TABLE OFFSET POINTER.
Ob87- BD B7 Ob 1170
LDA MODE, I ;SET CTIA/STIA STATUS ~ODE.
068A- C9 00 1180
eMP #$00
;CHECK FOR CTIA MODE.
068C- 00 OC 1190
8NE GTIA
;GO TO GTIA ROUTINE IF NOT.
068E- BD 80 06 1200 CTIA LDA COLOR,X ;GET COLOR TO REPLACE.
0691- 8D OA D4 1210
STA WSYNC jWAIT FOR VERTICAL SYNC .
Ob94- 80 18 DO 1220
STA COLPF2 ;STORE NEW COLOR HI REGISTER.
Ob97 - 4C A3 Db 1230
J MP CHECK ; JUMP TO CHECK ROUTINE.
069A- BO BD 06 1240 ST IA LDA COLOR , . ;GET COLOR TO REPLACE.
069D- 80 OA D4 1250
STA WSYNC ; WAIT FOR VERTICAL SYNC.
06AO- 80 IA DO 1260
STA COLBK ;STORE NEW COLOR IN RESISTER.
ObAJ- BD B7 06 1270 CHECK LOA MODE, I ;SET CTIA/STIA /'lODE STATUS.
06A6- 80 IB DO 1280
STA PRIOR ;STORE IT INTO THE RESISTER.
06A9- E8
1290
INK
;BUMP COLOR TABLE POINTER.
06AA- EO06 1300
CPI #$06
;CHECK FOR END OF TABLE.
ObAC- DO 02
1310
BNE OUT
j IF NOT, JUMP OUT.
06AE- A2 00
1320
LO X#$00 ;RESTORE COLOR TABLE POINTER.
ObBO- BE C3 Ob 1330 OUT
SIX STORE ; SAVE CURRnH POINTER FOR
0683- 68
1340
PLA
; NEXT DLI, GET AND RESTORE
0684- AA
1350
TA l
; THE 'X' REGISTER FROM THE
ObB5- b8
1360
PLA
; STACK, RESTORE THE ' A'
068b- 40
1370
RTI
; RESISTER AND EXIT.
1380 *
1390 * DLI COLOR TABLE AND POINTER
1400 *
Ob87- 00 40 CO
068A- CO 00 00 1410 MODE .HS 0040COCOOOOO
ObBD- 00 00 08
06CO- 00 00 94 1420 COLOR .HS 000008000094
06C3- 00
1430 STORE .HS 00

find its corresponding hardware register, or that GTIA worked
by magic, and I should call Atari to find out how and why.
After exhausting the first possibility, I tried the second. A
helpful genius at Atari gave me the information I needed, but
the answer surprised me.

PlayerIMissile Connection
The answer

to

how ANTIC discriminates

between

So!tSide

GRAPHICS 8 and the new GTIA modes is found in a register
used primarily for Player IMissile (PM) graphics manipulation . The twin pair of locations known as GPRIOR and
PRIOR (see Table 1) is the source of the GTIA's actions. In a
CTIA graphics mode (zero to eight), the two most significant
bits (bits six and seven) of these registers are set to zero.
Whenever a GTIA graphics mode is selected, however, bits six
and seven are set to another state.
continued
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Table 2 compares all the BASIC graphic modes using ANTIC mode line fifteen. The only apparent difference in
GRAPHICS 9-11 and 24 is pixel size. GRAPHICS 8 takes less
memory only because it has a text window at the bottom. The
values listed in Table 2 for GPRIOR equate as follows:
GRAPHICS 8 and 24, bits six and seven equal zero;
GRAPHICS 9, bit six equals one and bit seven equals zero;
GRAPHICS 10, bit six equals zero and bit seven equals one;
GRAPHICS 11, bits six and seven equal one. GPRIOR is the
shadow register located in RAM. Writing a value here sets the
default GTIA graphics mode for the entire screen. PRIOR is
the hardware counterpart, which you can change with a DLI to
modify the screen as it is drawn.
Figure 2: Display List for Demo 2.
Byte#

Value

Mode type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

112
112
112
71
nn
nn
134
2
130
15

BlanK
Blank
Blank
Graphics 2 wiLMS option
LSBhQ( screen meplqry
MSB of screen memory
Graphics 1 w/DLI option
Graphics 0
Graph!£LO w/DLI option
Graphics 8

59
60
61

15
143
15

Graphics 8
GraphL~. 8 w/DLI omion
Graphics 8

99

100
101
102
103

110
111
112
113
114

15

Graphics 8
GrapJ1ics 8 wiLMS cmtion
LSB of screen memory
MSB of screen memory
Graphics 8

15
143
15
143
15

Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics

15
79
nn
_ _ _ nn

8
8 w/DLI option
8
8 w/DLI option
8

137
138
139

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/DLI omJon
Graphics 8

163

Graphics 8
Jump~'Y~WVB op!iQI!
LSB of DL in memory
MSB of DL in memory

164
165
166

72 JI\.

nn
nn

ANTIC is totally innocent in the GTIA conspiracy. To ANTIC, graphics modes eight to eleven are identical. In an indirect way, DINDEX is responsible for how ANTIC and
GTIA coordinate their operations. When the OS finds a GTIA
mode value (nine to eleven) stored in DINDEX, it modifies
data going to the screen in a special way. By shifting and
transforming bits, the OS puts a special interpretation of
screen data into memory for GTIA's benefit. GTIA takes an
ANTIC mode fifteen and alters its appearance to form the new
graphics mode displays. GTIA works on data received from
ANTIC, and actually modifies its appearance. It thinks that all
data coming to it while GPRIOR/PRIOR are selected is a new
form of text display. To prove this, try the following test. Set
up a normal GRAPHICS 0 screen (i.e. type GRAPHICS 0).
Now POKE GPRIOR (623 decimal) with the values in Table 2.
With GRAPHICS 8, the display is normal. However, when the
values of GRAPHICS 9-11 are POKEd, the screen reverts to
GTIA color graphics! Try executing normal commands like
LIST, PRINT, and so on. Now we know how to get a GTIA
mode, but how can we use this information with DLIs? This is
where the excitement really begins.

Frontier Take-A-Part
This time, I have three different demos which require some
explanation. Refer now to Program Listing la, Program
Listing I b, and Figure 1. Program Listing la is the BASIC program to create the demo; Program Listing 1b is the Machine
Language DLI routine, and Figure 1 is the modified display
list. The first demo is called Palette, and displays all 128 standard Atari colors.
In Figure I you will notice several DLI instructions. These
correspond to the changes of color down the screen. The
PEEKs and POKEs contained in Program Listing la are all
defined in Table I, and should be fairly familiar. The DLI
routines are tricky, however. We'll take them one at a time.
The listings show us a few interesting things. Program
Listing la uses GRAPHICS 11 as a base. Stepping the
luminance levels progressively down the screen will display all
128 colors. The DLI routine holds in memory a temporary
value that is incremented by two every time a DLI occurs, and
puts this value in the location that controls luminance levels in
GRAPHICS 11. Program Listing 1b shows us a few EQuates
for WSYNC and COLBK. The first actual 6502 instruction we
confront is a CLD (Clear Decimal Mode). This is a new instruction in our DLI routines, because previous DLI examples
have not needed it. What it does and why are another story in
themselves, but to make a long story short: Atari constantly
pops in and out of the 6502 decimal mode. When the DLI occurs, you can't tell what mode you are in. Since this is the first
time a DLI routine has used an ADC instruction,this is the
first time CLD was needed.
The rest of this DLI routine is fairly straight forward. The
decimal mode is cleared, the luminance value retrieved and incremented by two, WSYNC is activated to allow proper timing
for the ST A instruction that follows, a quick comparison is
made to the limit for luminance value allowed, and the adjusted value is saved for later. The registers used were saved on
the stack and removed after the routine was finished. I realize
this is a very brief explanation of its function. If you are still
confused, reread the previous installments.
Program Listing 2a, Program Listing 2b, Figure 2, and
Photo 1 refer to the next demo which I wrote to answer the
theoretical question: "Can you mix (GTIA modes) with the
normal ones?" Yes you can, but it's much harder than I
continued on page 74
thought.
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Issue 40 Adventure:
Volcano Island
Shipwrecked on a hostile
tropical island, you must get a
message to someone before
the island's volcano explodes,
and without offending the
natives!

Here are the encrypted hints for It's About
Time, the Adventure in Issue 39. (See Adventure
instructions in SoftSlde Selections for decryption directions.)
Hint1 FHV TREV RMHGVZW LU WILK DSVM WVZORMT DRGS. GIZWVtH
.
".
,.',,~,,:\.>:

Hint 2

GSV XZEVNZM KVWWOVI ORPVH ILXPH .

Hint 3 GSV GFIPVB OHPVH

XLI.M.

Hint 4.,
Hint5
Hint 6

SoftSide
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Program Listing 3B

Program Listing 3A

100 GRAPH ICS 9:POKE 712.0:POKE 559,0
11 0 Dl=PEEK( 560) tPEEK (561 1*256+4
120 FOR X=O TO 79:COLOR X
130 PLOT X,O:DRAWTO X,191:NEXT
140 FOR 1=11 TO 83 STEP 12
150 POKE Dl+ X, 143:NE XT J
160 FOR 1=1 09 TO 190 STEP 12
170 POKE DltX , 143:NE XT I
180 POKE 512,128:POKE 513 ,6:M=1663
190 M=M+l:READ O:IF 0=999 THEN 210
100 POKE H,D:GOTO 190
21 0 POKE DL t 95, 201:POKE 54286 , 192
220 POKE 559, 34:6010 220
300 DATA 216,72 ,1 73, 153,6, 141,10. 21 2
310 DATA 24,105,16.141, 26,208,201,240
320 DATA 208,2,169 ,0,141,153,6,104
330 DATA 64.0,999

D40ADOIA-

068(106810682068506860688068B068E 0690069206940697 0698-

1000
.OF: $0680
1010
. TA $4000
1020 *
1030 * DEFINE SYSTEM EQUATES
1040 f
1050 WSYNC .EQ $D40A ;WAIT VERTICAL SYNC REGISTER.
1060 COLBK .EO SOOIR :GTIA BACK6ROUND COLOR REGISTER.
1070 *
1080 I ST ART OF GTIA HANDLER
1090 f
08
11 00 START CLD
; CLE AR THE DECIMAL NODE .
48
111 0
PHA
;SAVE THE 'A ' REGISTER ON STACK.
AD 99 06 11 20
LDA STORE ;GET COLOR VALUE INTO THE
18
11 30
CLC
• ' R' RE6ISTER , CLEAR THE
69 10
1140
ADC 8$ 10
; CARRY FLAG AND ADD TEN.
aD OA D4 1150
STA W5YNC ;WAIT FOR VERTICAL SYNC.
8D IA DO 1160
5TA COLBI: j CHANGE BACKGROlJND COLOR.
C9 FO 11 70
eMP UFO ;TEST FOR LAST LEGAL COLOR.
DO 02 1180
jsm IF 50.
BNE OUT
A9 00
1190
LDA U OO :RESET COLOR REGISTER POINTER.
80 99 06 1200 OUT
STA STORE ; SAVE FOR NEXT DlI.
68
121 0
PLA
jRESTORE THE ' R' RESISTER.
40
RT!
;RETURN FROM INTERRUPT.
1230 •
1240 * COLOR POINTER
1250

Program Listing 2a creates a mixed display of GRAPHICS
0, 1, 2, 8, 9, and 11. Table 1 explains the many POKES. The
DLI routine again needs explanation. This time we need a
routine to put a table of colors in the correct locations as each
DLI is processed. A pointer indicates the current table entry.
Another table tells GTIA when ANTIC mode fifteen means
something other than GRAPHICS 8. The simplest way is to
place into the table the correct bit values for the graphics mode
being displayed, and then POKE these values into PRIOR.
Starting with the EQuates, we find a list of standard names
found in Table 1. Then comes the mandatory CLD instruction
and a general SA VE of all registers used. The table offset
pointer is retrieved and the GTIA mode status is checked. If
the mode is GTIA, processing branches to a special GTIA
handler routine; otherwise the routine falls through to a CTIA
processing routine. In either case, the color is stuffed into the
corresponding color register for the associated CTIA/ GTIA
mode and a branch to a check routine is executed. This routine
only determines when the table pointer should wrap around
and then saves the pointer for the next DLI. It looks easy, but
discovering how to do it for the first time is difficult. I recommend that you look at Program Listing 2a.
The routines to draw the display provide intrigue for the
curious. Pay particular attention to the POKEs in relation to
where the information is placed. See if you can discover what
goes on using the tables, listings, and figures . It pays to experiment here. This entire installment was researched and
prepared by trial and error. I had no idea how GTIA worked
or how it could be used with DLIs. Experimenting worked for
me; why not try it yourself?

The Home Stretch
CTIA owners will find Program Listing 3a, Program Listing
3b, and Figure 3 of particular interest. For those who stilI

*

1260 STORE . HS 00

0699- 00

haven't upgraded to GTIA, we provide Photo 2. It's true that
any CTIA machine can display 128 colors, but only a GTIA
displays 256. This demo proves you really can get more colors
than you would ever need in a program. Visually, it appears to
be three columns of sixteen colored disks. Note the shading effect, as if a light were shining on the columns. The effect was
created using GRAPHICS 9 to make three columns of increasing luminance, and DLis to alternate the colors down the
screen.
The DLI routine for this example is similar to the routine in
the first demo. The main difference is that we increment the
pointer by 10 hex (16 decimal) so that the color is incremented
and the luminance is unchanged.
Look through the listing and the figures until everything is
clear. A few POKEs in the listings will come in handy when
you write your own programs. One not listed, but of great importance, is POKE 54286,64. This POKE turns off the DLI
effect.
Whenever the DLI is enabled, system time is at a premium,
and timing conflicts might occur. When these arise, the DLI
always gets last priority. The OS key click routine interferes
with the DLI, making the display jitter slightly when you press
a key during an INPUT or GET. The effect is insignificant,
and you can overcome it by PEEKing the keyboard or using
joystick input. The only major problem occurs during external
peripheral 1/0. When you output to the printer, save to disk,
or even load a program from cassette, the DLI suffers. This is
a good time to use POKE 54286,64. By turning off the interrupts, you can preserve the current state of your display list
and re-enable it afterwards by POKEing 54286 with 192.
Depending on the complexity of your display, you may optionally choose to disable the screen display, as well. If you try
Program Listing 2 without DLis enabled, you may cringe. Just
POKE 559,0. This shuts off the display so you can't see the
mess left by a disabled DLI. 1.:0 get the screen back, POKE
So/tS/de
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559,34. This location is for PM graphics and the value of 34
assumes that PMs are not used .

A New Leaf
The words DLI and ANTIC will never appear in Frontier
again. I promise. We've turned the final page of the final
chapter of ANTIC and the display list. We will take a poll and
the topic with the most votes will be our next feature series.
§
Until then, have fun Exploring The Atari Frontier!

Kudos
I want to thank Dave Welch of Atari Inc., who helped me so
much with this column. It's nice to know that Atari provides
people like Dave to assist in the development of outside software, or in this case, a column.
Byte#

Figure 3: Display List for Demo 3.
Mode type
Blank
101
Blank
102
Blank
103
Graphics 8 wi LMS option
LSB of screen memory .
MSB of screen memory
Graphics 8
113
114
115

2
3
4
5
6
7

Value
112
112
112
79
nn
nn
15

15
16
17

15
143
15

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/ DLI option
GraQ..hics 8

27
28
29

15
143
15

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w / DLI option
Ora hics 8

39

15
143
15

GraQ!1ics 8
Graphics 8 w / DLI option
Graphics 8

1

40

41

51
52
53

15
143
15

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/ DLI option
Graphics 8

63
64
65

15
143
15

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/ DLI
Graphics 8

J5
76
77

15
143
15

GIID~.hics 8
Gr,!phics 8 w/DLI
GraQ!1ics 8

0

125
126
127

15
207

15
143
15

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/ DLI option
Graphics 8

15
143
15

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/ DLI option
Graphics 8

15
143
15

Graphics 8 w/ DLI option
Graphics 8

161
162
163

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/ DLI option
Graphics 8

tion
15
143

15

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/ DLI option
GraPh.ics 8

15
143
15

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/ DLI option
Gra];!hics 8

IS

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w/ DLI 0 tion
Graphics 8
Jump w/WVB option
LSB of DL in memory
MSB of DL in memory

tion

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 w / DLI option
Qnmhics8

99
100

LSB of screen memor

137
138
139

173
174
175

0

nn
nn
15

197
198
199
200

Graphics 8
Graphics 8 wi LMS & DLI options

201
202
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15
65
nn
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Protector II
from Synapse Software, 5327 Jacuzzi
Street, Suite I, Richmond, CA 94804.
System requirements: 32K (disk or cartridge) Atari® 400/800/1200. Retail
price: $44.95 (ROM Cartridge).
The new Protector II, from Synapse
Software, outstrips the original Protector in both graphics and playability.
At the higher skill levels, Protector II
plays as fast and furiously as the arcade
game De/ender.
Protector II is a goal-oriented game.
Your mission is to rescue eighteen people with your joystick-controlled
needle fighter , and transport them over a
hostile landscape and a volcano, to the
"City of New Hope." Once you've
moved all the people, the volcano
erupts, sending a flow of lava toward the
"City of New Hope." You must then
move the people over another hostile
landscape (and through a meteor storm
at the higher levels) to a fortress where
they will be safe.
Protector II has six skill levels, with
options for three or five ships. You get
an extra ship every 10,000 points. The
screen display keeps track of your
needlefighter's fuel, (you refuel by returning to base), the number of people
left, the number of people moved safely
to the fortress, and the score. The game
is over once all eighteen are either
rescued or dead, or when you run out of
rescue ships. Protector II is definitely a
game of strategy as well as action - you
aren't going to rescue many people until
you know the game well.
As the game starts, your needle fighter
is docked, awaiting your command. You
must first navigate past the base's
ground defenses to the city under attack.
These defenses, located around the base
and throughout the rural landscape,
consist of various missile and mine
launchers. They fire at random, and you
must avoid their projectiles, or destroy
them with the needlefighter's forwardfiring laser. The launchers periodically
turn red. Then you can destroy them.
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Reviewed by David Plotkin
Since these "defenses" are no hazard to
the attacking aliens but are a tremendous hazard to your needlefighter, try to
destroy as many as possible.
Arriving at the besieged city, you find
the citizens anxiously waving to catch
your attention. The source of their
anxiety is clear: an alien saucer is
"beaming up" citizens one at a time,
travelling to the volcano and dropping
them in! You must maneuver your
needlefighter over a waving citizen, who
stops waving to indicate he's grabbed
your tail hook, then lift-off toward the
"City of New Hope."
Unlike the old Protector, you can fly
through buildings · but not through
mountains. The needle fighter is a lively,
extremely maneuverable little craft,
which gains speed as you hold the
joystick in the direction you want to
travel. Be careful not to hit the person
you are trying to grab, and not to run
your passenger into any attacking aliens
or the ground, because you' ll lose him.
You can fly through the buildings with a
person hanging on, but if you pass too
close to a building terrace or roof, the
person will let go and you'll have to go
back and get him .
Besides the ground defenses, you must
avoid various other hazards. Hitting the
alien saucer or its transporter beam
causes the needle fighter to crash. The
alien saucer also releases various
weapons. The needlefighter's laser can
destroy these with a dead-center hit. The
most diabolical of the alien weapons is a
"pulse-tracker." These little nasties
follow you, blinking on and off. They
have a habit of moving in front of a person, so you risk hitting the person when
firing at the pulse-tracker.
You can stop the alien saucer temporarily by shooting it with your laser,
but then it moves faster. The only way to
rescue someone, after the alien saucer
has grabbed him/ her, is to hook the person in midair as the saucer drops
him/her into the volcano. This is extremely dangerous because the volcano
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erupts into the air periodically, and getting caught in the blast destroys the
needle fighter .
Once you move all the people into the
"City of New Hope," the volcano
erupts and the shield blocking entry to
the fortress drops: Now you must hook
the remaining souls, one by one, and
dash across a field of skyward-pointing
lasers (and through a meteor storm at
the high levels) into the fortress, and
drop off your passenger. It takes some
pretty fancy flying to enter the fortress.
Time is of the essence, too, because the
volcanic lava is quickly destroying the
"City of New Hope."
Protector II showcases the Atari's
abilities quite nicely. The landscape and
defenses are done in high resolution
graphics, arid the needlefighter's tailflame flickers as it flies over a smoothly
scrolling landscape that covers about ten
screens. The erupting volcano is not as
well implemented, but is still impressive.
. This game is also appealing at a gut
level. The little men and women wave
pathetically, and you feel true remorse
when one of them "gets it." You resolve
to try harder and be more careful - you
forget that this is a game. You are the
protector, and if one of your charges
dies, it's your fault .
Protector II is intensely playable, but
it's not for everyone. It can be very
frustrating until you learn the game.
You can't just play shoot-em-up and expect to earn decent scores. You have to
think and plan, and get to know the
game. Protector II is a real challenge on
level six (I've never rescued anyone)
because you are up to your eyeballs in
aliens. You have to shoot fast, but you
get few points. If you didn't like the old
Protector because of the rescue scenario,
or if you dislike the idea that the game is
built around moving little people from
one place to another, this game is not for
you. If you like strategy and fast action
built around a purpose, however, you'll
§
like Protector II.
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SUBIAIIIE CIIIAIIEI
Reviewed by Rick Koenig

=- --by D. Lock (Thorn EMI Video Programming Ent., 1370 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10019).
System requirements: 16K Atari®
400/800/1200 with one joystick. Retail
price: $49.95.
The scene: You ar'e the commanding
officer of a submarine, on combat patrol
in the Mediterranean. You are operating
independently, searching for an enemy
convoy reported in the area. While on
the surface, charging your batteries, a
lookout suddenly reports a ship on the
horizon. You sound the alarm for Battle
Stations, and order the ship to dive immediately to periscope depth. Sonar
reports a contact, and you alter course
to port, closing on the target. Is it an
enemy tanker, or a destroyer out to end
your mission and your career?
Thorn EMI's Submarine Commander
is for anyone who ever wanted a chance
to command a submarine in combat. It
is far more detailed and challenging than
most submarine games, which provide
only a periscope-view and are merely
adaptations of a "shooting gallery."
This game has much more depth (no pun
intended) and room for planning your
attacks, strategically and tactically.
The game is a ROM cartridge (not as
rugged as Atari-made cartridges), and
uses a joystick and the keyboard. It
comes with a brief, but thorough, instruction booklet. The higher skill levels
(there are nine) are quite challenging,
and you will not easily master this game.
The basic status information available
on all displays includes: an indicator
showing the position of the diving planes
and rudder, a compass indicating the
current course, the number of torpedoes

left, the amount of diesel fuel remaining, the battery charge, the speed in
knots, a depth gauge, a display showing
the depth beneath the keel, a clock, and
an air supply gauge. Damage indicators
show the effect of depth charges or surface hits on your hull, instruments, control surfaces, and engines, each on a
scale of zero to nine.
You select the three primary displays
with a single key. The map (M) is a
reasonably good depiction of the
Mediterranean Sea, showing the locations of the sub and the convoys. The
commander must set a course and speed
to intercept the convoys as they move
along randomly-chosen courses.
The sonar display (S) gives the approximate range and bearing of enemy
ships within its range, and sonar contact
is not automatic. This display includes a
hydrophone chart that can find ships
outside the range of sonar.
The periscope display (P) is excellent.
You can use the periscope only above 50'
feet, and occasional clouds float by in
the sky, enhancing the effect. There are
four types of ships, and at long ranges, it
is hard to tell whether you are approaching a freighter or a destroyer. As
you close on the target, the profile of the
ship gets larger and clearer. Lining up a
good torpedo shot on a moving ship
isn't easy. If you get a hit, however, it
will show as an explosion or splash
against the hull (another nice touch),
and you can watch the ship go down.
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The game makes good use of sound as
well as graphics. Changing the engine
speed will generate an engine sound. The
sonar "pings" fade gradually, with a
distinct "pip" when a contact is found,
and the torpedoes "whoosh" toward
their mark. The gunnery and depth
charge attacks are unnerving, as you
practically feel the jolt of the explosions
(the display jiggles with each impact). As
soon as the submarine comes within
range of a convoy, a General Quarters
alarm sounds. The game's designers obviously wanted to give the most realistic
effects possibh:, both visually and aurally, and in this respect, they were highly
successful.
Other keys allow you to crash-dive,
blow ballast tanks, neutralize bouyancy,
pause and abort. The game ends when
you sink all convoys, or if you exhaust
your air while submerged, run out of
fuel, or sustain enough hull damage to
meet Davy Jones. Your score is a function of tonnage sunk, the amount of
damage sustained, ' fuel used, time, and
torpedoes expended.
This game excels in overall design and
in the integration of the many related
functions. It features good graphics and
superior sound effects. With a few
minor concessions to playability, this
game is one of the finest real-time
simulations I have ever seen. To be a
successful commander, you must exercise far more thought and planning than
the run-and-shoot tactics common to arcade games. It recreates the problems
which a submarine commander would
face, and captures the "feel" of the submarine at sea. To Thorn EMI, I can only
§
say: "Well Done!"
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Key Commander
Reviewed by Tim Knight

from Interpro Corporation, P.O. Box
4211, Manchester, NH 0310S. System
Requirements: TRS-S()® Model I or III
with 16K RAM. Suggested retail price:
$29.95 (cassette); $34.95 (disk). The disk
version includes some sample definition
tables.
Jake Commander, one of the best
known programmers in the microcomputer industry, has created a program
called Key Commander for the TRS-80
Models I and III.
One of the most helpful features of
Key Commander is its ability to relocate
itself in memory. In addition, it modifies
and protects itself and other programs in
memory to prevent conflicts between
programs and works with most DOS's.
This typifies the professional work of
Jake Commander. Not many programs
are as "considerate" as this one.

A Powerful Program
Key Commander is a utility that
makes keyboard use easier. Typing in
common BASIC keywords and packing
strings in program lines can be tedious,
and Key Commander eliminates such
tasks.
With Microsoft Level III BASIC, you
can press one key to enter a statement,
such as the keywords "PRINT" and
"USING". Key Commander also supplies that capability. By pressing the
SHIFT key and a letter, you can write
out full BASIC keywords with one
stroke. For instance, typing in the
following BASIC line takes about 35
keystrokes.
10 LPRINT"Hi There":
NEXT:GOSUB20:CLOAD

7SU

However, with Key Commander's "one
stroke" commands, the line requires only nineteen keystrokes. Key Commander
saves programming time.
BASIC keywords are not all this program can type with one shifted letter.
You can assign the keys to produce different effects, and save these
assignments to tape or disk for future
use. For example, if you frequently type
the words "Please press ENTER to continue", you can define the phrase only
once, assigning it to a shifted key with
Key Commander, and then call it up
anytime by pressing that key.
On-screen editing is another of Key
Commander's features. This type of
editing is similar to that found in word
processors. On-screen editing allows you
to move around the screen with a cursor,
without destroying anything, and
modify the contents of a program. This
is much faster than using the EDIT command, especially for making minor
changes in a program line. You can even
change line numbers with this utility.
Since you may not always require these
special commands, Key Commander includes a "toggle" that turns these
special features on and off by pressing a
CTRL-T.
Entering graphics is easy with this program. The important graphics keys are
Q, W, A, S, Z, and X. These allow you
to toggle graphics "pixels" on and off.
To include a string of graphic characters
within a program line, you normally
must perform the complicated process
of string packing. This is not true with
Key Commander. You enter graphics by
typing in a program line, and then use
the letters mentioned earlier to form the
pixels in a graphic picture. The letters
are arranged like the pixels in a graphics
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block. The Q is for the upper left pixel,
the W is for the upper right pixel, the A
is for the middle left, and so on. By
pressing any of these, you may turn any
pixel in a graphics block on or off. You
can use the right arrow to move over and
begin another one, or close the print
statement with a quote. This technique is
easy to learn, and very helpful when programming graphics in quantity.
Just as you can save (or assign) certain
statements to a key, you may also save
graphics to a key. For example, suppose
you often use a picture of a ship in a program. Instead of re-constructing the ship
each time, you just press one key to
make it appear. You only need to construct the ship once, assign it to a key,
then begin the program.

Key Commander includes several sample key assignment programs for DOS
commands, regular BASIC keywords,
and graphics statements. These help you
learn to use Key,Commander efficiently.
The documentation tutors you in Key
Commander's commands and features .
All 42 pages are easy to understand, and
include several command summary
sheets for quick reference. If you return
the program registration sheet, Interpro
Corporation will notify you of any
enhancements to the program.

A Good Value
Key Commander is a good value, and
contains features found in much more
expensive programs. Although the new
key assignments and graphics are a little
difficult to adjust to initially, Key Commander is a time-saving, well-done utility which any BASIC programmer
should find helpful.
§

TRS-80®

Time Runner ~
Reviewed by Mark E. Renne
by Y. Lempereur (Funsoft, 28611 Canwood, Agoura, CA 91301). System requirements: TRS-8()® Model I or III
with 16K tape; 32K disk. Retail Price:
$24.95.

Time Runner not only includes the
"standard" features TRS-80 arcaders
have come to expect, but brings some innovative tricks to the screen, as well.
Funsoft should gain a reputation for excellent arcade games quickly if Time
Runner is indicative of their future
work.
The goal is to "stake-out" newly
discovered space territory. The screen is
divided into twenty rectangles, and you
claim space by following their
perimeters. A bonus, beginning at 3000,
ticks away points as you claim territory.

Did I mention the four roaming
aliens trying to thwart your efforts?
Your only defense against these aliens
is a stun command. This confuses the
aliens temporarily and allows you a moment or two to escape. Each of your
four men can use this command three
times.
Should you be fortunate enough to
stake-out the territory in the first screen,
you get a chance to stake-out
Hyperspace. This display, also divided
into twenty rectangles and claimed in the
same manner, contains values from 200
to 550 points. As you begin to claim this
territory, its value diminishes quickly. In
other words, if you're not careful, the
territory could be worthless by the time
you have staked all your claims!.
The game is joystick compatible, can
store the top ten scores on disk , comes

on a protected disk, and is written in
Machine Language. I'm particularly
fond of the sound effects. It has the
bonk, beep, and gronk I've come to
love, and the best music I've ever
heard on my TRS-80. That's right, I
said music. Not just noise, but
actual tunes between screens and at the
end of the game. You must hear it to
believe it!
Funsoft has shown initiative by allowing the user to change the keys which
control the action . Don't like arrow keys
for control? Use any keys you want to
control direction and fire power. This is
another feature that should become
standard soon.
To sum it all up, Time Runner is an
excellent and innovative game. It should
find its way into many an avid
gamester's collection.
§

Here's SoftSlde Selections, the handy, pull-out booklet
with program listings for your computer. If you bought your
copy of SoftSlde at a newsstand, your booklet contains
this issue's Front Runner, Mlnlgolf, a graphic simulation
for the IBM® PC, Apple®, Atarl®, and TRS-8Q® .

Mini;
GQlf

This Issue, SoftSlde Selections for the TRS·aO features:
• Mlnlgolf - you always get the current Issue's Front Runner!
• Defense - can you rescue humans from marauding aliens
with your keyboard In this arcade-style game?
Enh.nced DI.k .nd C....tte Versions
If you don't like typing, you need the SoflSlde Disk or Cassette
Version. The Cassette Version (CV) has all of the programs in
SoftSlde Selection. on one handy cassette tape, plus the latest
Installment of the SoftSlde Adventure Series.
SoflSlde Disk Version (DV) has everything that the CV has, plus a
bonus progr.m. You get all this, and the benefits that only a disk
can offer: speed, reliability, and versatility .
• The Soft Side Adventure Series
This Issue's Adventure - Volc.no Isl.nd, by John Olsen . Shipwrecked on a hostile tropical Island, you must get a message to
someone before the Island's volcano explodes, and without offending the natives!

~v~
~
' ~/·

TR5.aoe Is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corporation .

$14.95

~

~v
$19-95

To order your copy of this Issue's DV, or to subscribe to either of
the SoftSlde media verSions, see the bind-In cards elsewhere In
this Issue.
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TRS-80®

Armared Patral
Reviewed by Andre Chen
by Wayne Westmoreland and Terry
Gilman (Adventure International, Box
3435, Longwood, FL 32750). System requirements: TRS-80® Model I or III
with 16K (tape); 32K (disk). Suggested
retail price: $19.95 for the tape; $24.95
for the disk.
You are perched in the driver's seat of
a massive, armed T-36 tank. Through
your viewport, you see a bleak landscape
dotted with houses, with mountains in
the background. Suddenly, your radar
rapidly points left. As you rotate your
tank, the enemy tank comes into view.
You line it up in your sights and fire. No
good. The enemy dodges your missile,
turns his cannon toward you and fires
back. Frantically, you turn your tank
and try to retreat, as the missile gets
larger and larger on your screen. Too
late. Crunch! The last thing you see is
your shattering viewport.

soU

This is Armored Patrol, a 3-D graphic
arcade game that pits you against enemy
tanks and robots. The enemy tanks
dodge, hide behind houses, and shoot
with amazing accuracy. An occasional
robot sneaks up behind you and zaps
you with its lasers, draining your power.
Both tanks and robots are cleverly
animated. As you approach them, they
grow larger and more detailed .
In combat, you spend most of your
time dodging missiles . As they approach, you must avoid them by turning
your tank and going forward or
backwards. The control keys are" A",
"Z", ";", ".". You fire with the space
bar. The controls simulate those in a real
tank - each side controls one tread.
The weakest part of the game is the introduction, or the absence of one. Between games, you see a boring screen,
displaying only the title and author. No
instructions, no high score, no attract
mode. The game itself counts most, of
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course, but the attract mode reveals the
author's desire to make the best game
possible, not just a game that will sell. A
high score is important to an arcade
game, also. After the first thrill is gone,
the desire to better your score keeps you
playing. In Armored Patrol, when the
game is over, your score is gone for
good.
In Armored Patrol, previous game
situations sometimes carryover into the
next game. For example, if you lost the
last game when a robot zapped you , the
next game starts with a robot zapping
you again. To start clean, you have to
shoot the robot, abort the game, and
begin again.
Armored Patrol should appeal to
those who have enjoyed the similar,
coin-operated arcade game. It's more of
a graphic simulation than a fast-paced
reflex game. I recommend it for its excellent animation and its driver's seat
realism.

NEW PRODUCTS_
New Action Game for the PC

,,-=-

In Blingsplatz!, you guard stellar outposts
threatened by fierce Blingsplatz creatures. You must
destroy the creatures with your missiles, or face destruction of your outposts. As the game progresses, the Blingsplatz become faster and more aggressive, and your
skill level must rise to meet the challenge.
Blingsplatz requires an IBM® PC with 64K and one
disk drive. It is available at participating Computerland
stores, independent dealers or may be ordered directly
from OMRIC Corporation, 258 Tower Hill Road, P.O.
Box 309, Chaplin, CT 06235 (203)455-0492. The sugretail price is $34.95 .

So You Want To Ace The SATs?
" Computer SA T is a highly effective combination of
microcomputer software and traditional textbook materials. It
leads the student through the test preparation process, step-bystep. It diagnoses the student's strengths and weaknesses, prepares
a study plan and guides the student through a comprehensive set
of study exercises designed to improve the student's score.
The Computer SA T package includes disks containing a
personalized study plan, 540 drill items and 1000 electronic
vocabulary flash cards. Also included in the package are a
470-page textbook and a 50 page users manual.
Computer SA T is available for the Apple® II or II + with
48K RAM and one disk drive for a retail price of $69.95.
Order directly from: Harcourt Brace jovanovich, Inc., 1250
Sixth Avenue, San Diego CA (800)543-1918 .

The Yankees Are
Coming!
U Fredericksburg is a two player
tactical level Civil War game that
recreates the famous battle of the
same name. The game allows each
player to take the role of one of the
two commanding generals, Union
General Burnside, or Confederate
General Robert E. Lee. As General
Burnside, you are directing your
troops toward Fredericksburg and a
confrontation with Confederate rifles
and artillery. The real Battle of
Fredericksburg was a Confederate
victory, but you have a chance to
reverse history each time you play
this challenging game. As General
Lee, on the other hand, your
challenge is to repel the
approaching
Union
Army.
Fredricksburg requires
a TRS-8Q® Model I or III
with 32K RAM and is
priced at $35.00. For
more information, contact; the Avalon Hill
Game Company, 4517
Hartford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214 (301)
254-5300.

Sail Over The Bounding Main With Your Atari®
)I\.. Clipper: Around The Horn In 1850 challenges both sailors and
landlubbers to a perilous journey from New York to San Francisco, via
Cape Horn. Fierce storms, deadly calms, and mutinies threaten you
along the way, and you must plan shrewdly to make the trip in the
shortest possible time, with the greatest amount of money left in the
treasury at journey's end.
Clipper: Around The Horn in 1850 is available for the Atari® 400/800
with 24K (tape); 32K (disk). The two versions are sold together (in one
package) for a retail price of $29.95. The package is available at retail
stores, or by mail from Program Design, Inc., 95 East Putnam Avenue,
Greenwich, CT 06830 (203)661-8799.
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_NEW PRODUCTS
New Computer Camp Reference Book

The
Computer Camp
Book

The Computer Camp Book is actually two books in one. It is a manual on how to start
your own computer camp, and a comprehensive guide to computer camps, as well.
This text teaches computer literacy, and instructs you in how to teach others, of all ages,
about computers. There are lesson plans and sample programs, as well as other teaching
hints. The book tells you how to start and run a computer camp from scratch, with information on organizing, staffing, promoting and operating a camp. There's even advice on
managing finances and obtaining hardware and software. If you're looking for a computer
camp, The Computer Camp Book tells you what to look for - big names and high prices
don't necessarily mean a better camp for your child.
The Computer Camp Book is available for $12.95, plus $2.00 postage, from Sharon
Sandusky or Chel White, 8327 Sheridan Lane, Eden Prairie, MN 55344 (612)937-2066.

Sharpen Your
Intellect With Facts
In Five
JI\. E--~ Facts In Five is a game of
knowledge which pits players against time
and each other. It includes extensive options for solitaire and doubles play, unique options for controlling game difficulty, options for party play and even special
modes for education and family use. You
can select subjects such as spelling and
math to teach kids basic education principles. Even with the many options and
unique ways of modifying play, however,
Facts In Five is easy to play.
Facts In Five is available on disk for the
64K RAM IBM® PC and the 48K Atari®
800 from Avalon Hill Game Company,
4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214
(301)254-5300. Its retail price is $26.00.

Unique New Game For Kids
Introduced

A" ;

-=.- In Search Of The Most
ing ThingTM is a combination adventure,
strategy and arcade game designed to
create a rich environment which encourages children to experiment and
discover. On his or her quest for The
Most Amazing Thing, the traveler will
learn decision making and organizing,
note-taking and writing, map reading,
trading and bargaining, music writing,
drawing and exploration. Also included in
the package is science fiction author Jim Morrow's new novel, The Adventures of
Smoke Bailey, written to accompany this unique piece of software.
In Search Of The Most Amazing Thing is compatible with the Apple, Atari, and
IBM-PC and lists for $39.95 . For more information, contact: Spinnaker Software,
215 First Street, Cambridge, MA 02142 (617)868-4700.

Space Saving Drawer for Detachable Keyboards
Three new drawers from Microcomputer Accessories, Inc. turn small spaces such
as credenzas, small desks or typewriter stands into ideal system workspaces.
The System Support Platform Drawer features a 3 112* high, 18 gauge steel support unit on which you place the microcomputer or terminal. A sliding cantilever
drawer holds the keyboard, and extends to a locked position to become a work platform with a wrist rest pad. Its price is $89. The Under Carriage Platform Drawer
performs the same function, but the sliding cantilever drawer suspends under the top
of a desk, shelf or table top. When extended, it places the keyboard at comfortable
typing height. Its price is $54. The Keyboard Storage Stand consists of a 3 112' high,
heavy duty steel frame. It supports and raises the system and CRT, providing
keyboard storage underneath. Its price is $44.
To order one of these drawers, or for further information,
contact Microcomputer Accessories, Inc., 400 S. Beverly Drive,
Suite 214, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 (213)273-0133.
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We carry H/W & S/W
for Apple, IBM, ATARI, TI
Send for free cata
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San Diego, Calif. 92123
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High
on the
Computer SAT ™
Combines Software, Review Textbook &
User's Manual into the Most Comprehen sive
SAT study program available .
• Camp Ie Ie I,xtbook ·How 10 Prepare lor Ihe SAT"
470 Pages Complete reviewal malh & verbal calegofles
• Users Manual-simple step·by·slep Instrucllons •
Com puler Soll ware · Di agnoses yo ur slreng th s &
weakne ss es · Prescflbes Specil,c dfilis ' Sco res &
Times' 1000 Eleclronlc Vocabulary & bUilding f lash
Cards · 540 Specially deSigned dflll Ilems • Siralegies
lor answering every kIn d 01 Quesl lon • Fun to use

7995

• OROER
TODAY!

Compul er SAT ,,,
each
48k Apple II and Apple II Plus
TRS·80 Model ttl
Please add 52 00 p & h . applicable sales lax
Credll Card Orders Call TOLL f REE
800·543·1918 lin Call lorn" call colieCI (6191699·63351

G
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Harcourt Brace Jovanovich , Inc .
Dept Compuler SAT·ss483 .
t250 61h Avenue San Olego CA 92t Ot
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PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE . THE
" u'slY STOPPER'" '' HELPS PREVENT POWER SURGES AND LINE
SPIKES FROM GETTING TO YOUR EOUIPMENT. THE "disk saver "
HELPS ElIMINATE lOSS OF DATA CAUSED WHEN INTERMITTENT
ELECTRICAL FAILURES OCCUR.

I
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O USlY SIOPPER'.'US!I " .JPRONGS OCKETS.
• SURGE/ SPIKE SUPPRESSOR . OVERLOAD PROTECTION.
• POWER It/DICATOR 10 AMP RATEO---- - S29 9~
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SOFTMAIL
SAMPLE ITEMS

EPROM PROGRAMMER
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saver " (US2)

rD • " .J PRONG SOCKETS . SURGEISPIKE SUPPRESSOR.
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MASTERCARD & VISA call now (815) 568·5400 for fast dellv.ry (3% .dded charge Is re quired)
or send Money Order or Check 10:
ACCU·FLOW, INC., P.O. BOX 455. Marengo. IL 60152
Phone: (SIS) 54lS·S400 IPlease allow 2·4 weeks for clearance
of personal checks'belore shipment)
SHIPPING & HAN DUNG: 12.00 per order
ILUNOIS RESIDENTS ADO
la~

5·,.

(8 1S) 568·5400

• Use wIth an AlaI! 4001800
• Full documentation . very user Irlendly
• All necessary hardware and software
InCluded
• Burns 2716 . 2508 . plus all pm compailbie
EPROMS
• Smgle slep or computer conllol all
opera l ions
• Completely assembled
• Plugs direCtly mto Joystick pOrlS No
other connec t.ons reQulfed
• LED ndicalors display ou tput 01 RAM
and EPROM addresse s and data
• Z.I socket lor eas y EPROM InsertIon ana
removal.
• Can selecllvely program parts 01
EPROM .
• Can copy one EPRO M to another
• Only .$179 95 leg $19995 o ller gOOd
thro ugh 5/30183
• Machine Language lo r any compu ter
can be programmea
• Dealer mQurry invited
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0&0 COMPUTER PRODUCTS
11441 N.E . Fugo
:o,:,.n: o:_o:n • g: 22.0

Send Chec k or Mon e y Order
Today or Call for Faster Serv ice

· ALSO ·

An .ltCil ing .nd .duc.lion.! word g.m • .

THE MIDAS TOUCH 32K DISKto.9 ~ ,

HARDSTUFF, INC.
po. Box 2185 Meriden , CT. 06450

) - All an imat_d .,on I.nou.ge tut or ' o.me

oU SIGN LANGUAGE fUN 32K DISKS'9 95
L

(203) 634·3248

!

(503) 265 - 4742

CT. ReSide n ts Add 75'% Sales Tax

(1503) eel-egge

$450 00 WEEKLY
working one or two
hours aday with your
personal computer.
GUARANTEED. Simple
program process. No
special skills or
experience. Free
deta i Is / appIi cati on.

EMPIRE SAVER'S CLUB
Discount Computer Products
For

Apple
Atari & IBM
Empire Saver's Club is a membership
buying servi c e . We carry Business
Software, Utility & Personal Software ,
Entertainment Software , Hardware &
Accessories , Business & Home Elec ·
tronic Items. For more information and
a c opy of our latest c atalog , c all or
write :

EMPIRE SOFTWARE
3 87 E . MONTGOMERY AVENUE
WYNNEWOOD , PA 19096

BOND INDUSTRIES
7115 Blanco Road
Oepl. 114·178
San Antonio. TX 78216

(215) 824-4860
VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
'Apple, Atari & IBM are
registered trademarks

64K RAM BOARDS FOR
ATARI400/800
• FUll . eas y to und er s t an d .
doc umen t a t ion .
• Ea sy to ins tall.
• 4 ye ar wa rran t y.
• Exce ll ent Qual ity components lo r sc re en
cl arit y and rel ia bili ty .
• 48 h o ur bu rni n p er iod tes t cyc le .
• Go ld edge connec to rs lo r be lter
p erlormance.
• Com plete ly compatible wit h Ata r i
400/800.
• Only 5 169.95 .
• Excha n ge your Old RAM Board for a .new
one . Reba t e given lor your old board .
• Bla nk 64 K Bo ard 560 .00.
• Ma s ter ChargelV lSA accepted .
• 32K RAM Board 599 .95.
• 32 K Blank RA M Board S4 0.00
• 32K Expander S59.95 Just add RA M .
• Dealer inQ u llY invited.

Send Check or Money Order
Now or Call for Faster Service

HARDSTUFF, INC.
po. Box 2185 Meriden, CT. 06450
(203) 634·3248
CT ReS Idents Add 7 5 % Sales Ta x.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

"
5 1/.
:14
MDS2S
MDSSO
MDS77
MDSS7

Specily Salt
10 or 16 Sectors

prices/1 0

1 side/dbl dens ....... ... ... $24 .90
2 sides/db I dens .
. ... 35.00
1 side/quad 96tpi.
..... 33 .75
2 sides/quad 96tpi ............ 44 .50

8"

Specily Soli or 32 Sector
FD34·9000 1 side/sgl dens ........... 30.00
FD34·8000 1 side/dbl dens .
. ... 33.00
D034·4001 2 sides/dbl dens .
. 41.00
Checks·VISA·MC·C.O.D.lAdd $2 Shipping
Call or write for our discount catalog.

L YBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave. , SI. Clair Shores, MI 48081
Phone: (313) 777·7780
DATALIFE. THE NAME IS THE PROMISE
THE WARRANTY IS THE PROOF
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You could win a FREE
SoltSide DV or CV
Subscription!
SoltSide's Translation of the Month has been so well received by our
readers, we're offering a greater author incentive than ever before. No, we
can't give you a job at the-U.N., but we will award a one-year subscription
to SoltSide DV or an I8-month sUbscription to SoltSide CV for a highquality translation of one of our past programs. That's a value of $149 for
the Disk Version or $99 for the Cassette Version - you'll be rewarded every
month for your translation efforts!
Here are some of the most important qualifications we look for in a
translation winner.
Your entry must be a translation of one of the featured programs from a
past issue of SoltSide. (We're particularly interested in Apple™,
AT ARI® and IBM® PC translations of some of our older TRS-8Q® only
issues. Write for a list of suggested candidates.) In general, we're looking
for translations of programs which are a CHALLENGE to translate. Some
of the programs we publish are written in more or less "generic" BASIC,
which can be typed into another computer with very few changes. Although
these programs require the least effort to translate, they are also the least
likely candidates for contest winners.
Your translation should be thoroughly tested and completely bug-free.
Just converting program lines doesn't automatically ensure a workable
translation. Be sure to use-test your translation as carefully as you would
test a program you had written entirely from scratch .
Your translation should fully utilize the unique features of the computer
for which it is written. The objective of a translation is to "fit" the capability and convention of its host computer, not simply mechanically duplicate
the operation of the original program. This is especially true of programs
which use graphics, and should be kept in mind for such minor features as
keyboard layout (use of such special keys as arrows, ESC, CTRL, CLEAR,
etc.) . Also be careful with screen formatting; a word that spills over into the
next line because of a PRINT statement that wasn't properly rewritten
betrays such carelessness that we'll probably reject your translation
automatically.
Your entry should incorporate any improvements and enhancements you
can add to the original program. Don't feel that you have to limit yourself
to the boundaries of the original. (On the other hand, don't go overboard
and destroy the character of the original by completely rewriting it!) An
enhanced translation is much more likely to catch our attention than a linefor-line duplicate, and it will have more value to our readers .
It's not necessary to include extensive documentation with your translation, only that which is different from the original. If most of the originally
published documentation applies to your translation, simply say so. You
should, however, include descriptions and explanations of any changes or
enhancements you've made.
All Translation Contest entries must be submitted on disk, with
documentation in printed or typed form. Disks will be returned o!lly if accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Send your entnes to:

Translation Contest
6 South Street, Milford, NH 03055
84
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Next time in

.....5Oft5ick... #41:
Poker Squares - an exciting twist on an
old standard for your computer.

SojtSide's first issue to focus on "Word Processing - An
Art in Transition." The Front Runner program is Microtext
1.2, a word processing program in BASIC for the Apple,
Atari, and the TRS-80.
Apple/ Side features White Lightning, a game to test your
reflexes and Poster Maker, perfect for printing posters for
yard sales and parties. The D V bonus program is Semaphore,
a Hi-Res graphics program to teach you about a unique form
of word processing with flags .
Atari/ Side's Starbase 13 will give you some heavy practice
with your joystick and Banner Machine will let you make
posters with any character set. The DV bonus program is a
valuable Renumbering utility for the Atari.
TRS-80/ Side brings you Database, SojtSide's most popular
program to date. This is the same program discussed in this
issue' s Documentation Doctor. Gothic Letter Printer will
allow you to create graceful Gothic posters on your printer.
The D V bonus program, Screen Print, will print the text and
graphics displayed on your screen.
Plus informative articles, reviews, hints, and features about
word processing for your computer.
Magazine only - $5 .00, with cassette - $12.95, with disk
- $19.95 .
To order your copy, use the bind-in card facing page 24.

ABOOT
CREATI\! I.Y

Adventures can inspire and educate - Judy
Neyhart returns to our pages with some observations on what adventure programs have
meant to her family.

Plus -

exciting software, informative reviews
and words to make you think.
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Robots - are they the wave of the future for
our home and work lives? Entertainment
Tomorrow will make some startling predictions.
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Joy oh joy oh joystick - We'll look at many
alternatives to game controllers for your playweary hands .
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THE INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE AND
EXPOSITION FOR PC USERS

In the last few months , thousands of exciting new products
have become available to make your IBM Personal Computer
work in hundreds of innovative , landmark applications . By
adding the right software , plug-in cards , peripherals and accessories , you can make your PC more productive and useful than
you ever dreamed possible .
And now there's finally a way to learn about and try out all of
these products: PC '83 , the first international event exclusively
for PC users .

THE LARGEST EVER

The exposition portion of PC '83 is the largest gathering of
PC-compatible products ever held . You 'll find , under one roof ,
more than 400 exhibits of software for business , professional ,
home, personal and education applications; plug-in cards for
memory expansion , telecommunications , speech and many
other functions; hundreds of peripherals , including printers ,
networking systems and innovative new storage devices; plus
dozens of publications , books and invaluable support services .
PC '83 brings together the entire PC world .

RELIABLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE

Think about the different vehicles available for buying software and add-ons for your PC . You can shop at local computer
stores , but they usually have avery limited selection of products and a less-than-expert staff. You can buy through mail
order - and take some big risks if you get products that don't
work or don't do what you expected.
At PC '83 you have the best of all worlds . You can see all the
different PC-compatible products in one location at one time .
You can talk with factory experts rather than just local salespeople. You can 'test drive' each product and decide if it's right
for you . And when you find what you 're looking for, you can
buy it right on the spot.
Best of all , you 'll save hundreds-even thousands-of dollars at PC '83 . Most of the products shown at PC '83 are sold
at special show prices , so you won't have to look hard to find
incredible values . And because PC '83 will help you make more
informed purchase decisions , you 'll end up with products that
are better suited to your applications.

AREMARKABLE CONFERENCE PROGRAM
The conference program at PC '83 isn't just a warmed-over,
pared-down version of other computer conferences. The seminars, workshops and forums at PC '83 are the result of months
of research and planning targeted toward one specific goal :
helping you get absolutely the most out of your IBM Personal
Computer.
The program features world-renowned PC authorities
speaking at over 100 educational sessions . Seminars provide
an in-depth , understandable look at a broad range of PC uses
in business, home and education . Seminars emphasize
'how to ,' telling you specifically what you need to know-in
non-technical language-to use the PC in dozens of different
applications .
Forums present an inside look at what's happening in the
PC-compatible industry and what new developments you can
expect in the next few years .
Software and Hardware Spotlights are a PC '83 exclusive .
These workshops address one of the biggest problems that
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp .

virtually all computer users face : how to decide which software
and hardware packages are best for your applications . Each
Spotlight provides a detailed discussion and demonstration
(with large-screen television) of a group of products , covering
their features, capabilities and limitations . Experts are on hand
at each of these sessions to answer all your questions.

EASY ON YOUR FEET

We've thought of a lot of details to make your visit to PC '83
just a little more pleasant. As with all of our events , the show is
fully carpeted , so your feet won't give out before you've seen all
the exhibits.
Our unique Conference and Exhibits Guide helps you quickly
find the exhibits and educational sessions you want to attendeven if you can 't remember their names. And the Guide is provided free of charge to all attendees .
If you 're traveling some distance to attend PC '83 , we 'll
arrange a discounted hotel room near the show site through the
PC '83 Housing Bureau. On request , we will also provide information on things to do, places to visit and where to eat in San
Francisco and Boston-to make your stay in these grand cities
a memorable and relaxing one.

ATOTAL SUPPORT SERVICE
Let's face it, getting support for your PC is tough . The PC
magazines , newsletters, user groups and retailers are certainly
helpful. But there are so many different products , services and
things to learn about for your PC, what you really need is one
event that brings everything together in one place in a wellorganized format.
PC '83 does it all. It showcases all the PC-compatibles under
one roof. It has a complete and comprehensive program of
seminars , forums and product workshops . And it's produced
with the quality and professionalism you 've come to expect
from Northeast Expositions .
So if you do anything with the IBM Personal Computer or if
you 're considering buying one , be sure to put PC '83 in your
calendar right away.
Your PC will certainly appreciate it.

DAILY REGISTRATION FEES

Exhibits-only badges are $8 per day , and the Conference
Program is $15 per day.

SPECIAL PRE-REGISTRATION DISCOUNT

If you plan to attend PC '83 save now with advance registration . Three-day Exhibits and Conference badges are $48 , you
save $21. Three-day Exhibits only badges are $18 , you save $6 .
One-day Exhibits and Conference badges are $23 and one-day
Exhibits only badges are $8 .

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

To receive additional information about attending or exhibiting at PC '83 , including the Conference , Seminar , Wo rkshop
and Panel Discussions Program , or information on local hotels
call 617 -739-2000 or 800-841-7000 (Boston) .

ANY OUESTIONS? CALL 800-841-7000
(BOSTON)
Produced by Northeast Expositions. nationwide produ cers 0/ the
National Computer Shows. Apple/est and CP/ M '83 . 826 Boylston
Stree t. Chestn ut Hill. Massachusetts 02167.
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••
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... ACCESS UNI.IMITED
~MICRO SHOPPING CENTER
SPECIAL CLOSEOUT: While They Last!
"Brother" HR1 Daisy Wheel Printer (Letter Quality)
Closeout Price $745.00
Closeout Price $795.00

Parallel
Serial

HOT OFF THE PRESSES:
Inside PetStJDal Computer Disk Stotage Systems
THE Necessary Basic Book, NEW From Percom Only $595

•

Check out the benefits of Access Unlimited
Hard Disk Drives For TRS-80*, "IBM-PC",

•

15,10 Megabyte and larger drive units.

•
•
•

•
•

•

"APPLE II"

JUST REDUCED!

From
lets controller handle up to 4 drives.
works along with existing floppy disk drives.,
includes host system support software.
(5 MB)

$1 795

SAVE on an "Arrick Quick Switch"

•

Changes a "TRS-80" printer port or a peripheral between computers
instantly and easily. Available for "RS-232" and "Centronics." Plugs
included.

•
•

Now from $99.95. cables from $31.95.

••

"PAGEMATE" Typing Easels-$15.95

••

Anti-static Mats -

••
•••
••
••
••
•
1 (800) 527·3475 It . •
••
••
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...•

SPECIAl
OF THE MONTH:

UBRARY CASES -

"Star Gemini"
Model 10 Printer

.. .. Reg. Trademarks· Limited Time OfferlLimited Quantities· Prices subject to change
without notice· Prices do not include state taxes

VISA

Order by phone or by mail. We accept Visa, MasterCard, cashier's checks, certified checks,
and money orders. With personal checks, allow additional time for bank clearance. Your
bankcard will not be charged until your order is shipped. On orders over $1 ,000, we pay
freight (surface only) and insurance; please add $3.00 shipping and handling under 50 Ibs.
Over 50 Ibs., add $5.00 for orders under $1,000.00. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.
Allow 210 4 weeks for delivery.

I

0 Please send me a FREE catalog. I'm not ready to order at this time.
0 YES, I'm taking advantage of your Sales prices.

II~
Company Name

IACdity~

•

Save'$$ on our most popular items!

•

•
•

Percom Data Separator (reg. $29.95)
"TRS-80" or "Atari'"
Screens for Models 1*, 11*, III Green, Lt. Blue, Dark blue,
and Amber. Bronze for color video (reg. $24.95)
Head Cleaning Kit (reg. $29.95)
Drive Numbering Tabs, pkg. 0-3 (reg . $4.50)
Flip-N-File 5114'/ (reg. $39.95)
NEW STYLE, Smoked Plastic File,
Holds 75 5114 Diskettes (reg. $49.95)
Flip-N-File 8" (reg . $54.95)

•

•
•

MEDIA FOR LESS

Expiration Date:

•

NEW! 5 /" SOFT SECTOR DISKETTES WIHub Rin,

Authorized signature, if charged

•
•

Quantity

item

Unit Price

Subtotal

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
now $13.95
now $19.95
now $ 3.95
now $19.95
now $24.95
now $23.95

•

With FREE Plastic Storage Box$24.90SSDD Boxof10

•

"ATHANA" 1 Yr. Limited Warranty $19.90 SSSD Box of 10
8" Diskettes From $22.75

I

State _ _ Zip _ __

now $23.95

•

•

Phone Number (

•

'
"BASF" 5W' Limited Lifetime Warranty

•

I

•
•

••

•
•
•

•
•

$425.00

Holds 10 Diskettes, Sale $2.95 ea.

Colors: Russett, Blue &Gold, Natural
Brown, & Golden Brown.
3' X 5/ - Reg. $ 75.60
Sale: $ 57.00
4/ X 6/ - Reg . $120.90
Sale: $ 91.00
4/ X 8/ - Reg. $161 .30
Sale: $122.00

•

Only

Check one
0 payment enclosed 0 Visa

•

0 MasterCard"

I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I.
I I
"If MasterCard, numbers above name:

.

CD - CD

ACCESS UNLIMITED
DEPT 041401 N. Central Expwy. #600lRichardson, Texas 75080
Tel. 1-800/527-3475 214/340-5366
214/690-0207 Sat. and Evenings Only

•

•
•
•

•

•
••
•
•

•
•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

For the past four years SoftSide Magazine has
been bringing you the finest in microcomputer
software. Now SoftSide has gathered the best
Games, Adventures, Simulations, Utility Programs, and other software together into The Best
of SoftSide.

_
l

Three books, one each for the Apple, Atari, and TRS-80
microcomputers are packed with BASIC code from the very
best out of the hundreds of programs we have published.
Each
program is complete with valuable improvements and
. o",,,,,ES. 1l11\.111ES
enhancements offered by hundreds of users! SoftSlde's official
debugging utility, S.W.A.T. (Strategic Weapon Against
...~"'O:"l:EtI:11l:I\:ES~~~............~~
Typos), is included for each program. Compact, useful instructions and programming footnotes for the curious and the enhancer add dimension to the
usability of the software.

Also On Disk
Not the typing type? - Then the disk version of The Best of SoftSide is just what you're looking
for. All of the programs from the book, already typed in and stored on disk for your convenience just put the disk in your disk drive and away you go. Each version has at least one-full disk side • of
programs ready for you to use and enjoy.
Learn how to make your computer do what you
want it to. Many of our readers credit SoftSide for
improving their ability to program.
Experience the convenience of The Best of
SoftSide's "steno'.' format. No more taking an
awkward book to your computer to type in a program or read documentation. The book is scaled to
coordinate with most of the other manuals in your
software collection.
Explore our exciting games, practical applications,
and helpful utilities. Fast paced Arcade Games ...
Database Managers ... Word Processors ... you' II get
them all for only a few cents each.

Find your typing mistakes easily with SW AT
(Strategic Weapon Against Typos). This amazing
little utility will tell you where your mistakes are to
within a couple of lines.
Play exciting games on your computer. The Best of
SoftSide will take you ... to the stars ... to a casino in
Vegas ... even into the fantasy worlds of your
imagination.
Create imaginative programs of your own with The
Best of SoftSide's utilities and subroutines. We'll
teach you how to use some powerful software
tools,step-by-step.

The Best of SoftSide is conveniently steno bound and printed on non-reflective paper
for ease of use when typing the code into your computer.
·Number of disk sides varies due to varying disk storage efficiency on different computers.

Just look at the programs to be found
in the three computer-specific editions of
The Best of SoftSide:
•

APPLE EDITION =~
ARCADE GAMES:
Galaxia
Quest
Space Rescue
Minigolf
BOARD GAME:
Battlefield
GAMES OF CHANCE:
Solitaire
Gambler
ADVENTURE:
Operation Sabotage
Escape From
The Dungeon of the Gods
SIMULATIONS:
Arena of Octos
Leyte
Titan
WORD GAME:
Word Search Puzzle Generator
MUSIC:
Flight of the Bumblebee
Melody Dice
GRAPHICS UTILITY:
Magical Shape Machine
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS:
Database
Microtext 1.2
SWAT.

U

JI\.

ATARI EDITION ===!f
ARCADE GAMES:
Defense
Quest
Space Rescue
Maze Search
Minigolf
BOARD GAMES:
Flip·lt
Battlefield
GAMES OF CHANCE:
Solitaire
Gambler
ADVENTURE:
Operation Sabotage
SIMULATIONS:
Leyte
Titan
WORD GAME:
Word Search Puzzle Generator
MUSIC:
Fugue
Flight of the Bumblebee
Melody Dice
Music Programmer
GRAPHICS UTILITY:
Character Generator
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS:
Random Access Database
M icrotext 1.2 Word Processor
SWAT.

TRS·BO EDITION = = = = = = = = = = = = f !
ARCADE GAMES:
Minigolf
Space Rescue
Maze Sweep
Quest
BOARD GAMES:
Flip·lt
Battlefield
GAMES OF CHANCE:
Solitaire
Gambler
ADVENTURE:
Operation Sabotage

SIMULATIONS:
Broadway
Leyte
Titan
WORD GAME:
Word Search Puzzle Generator
GRAPHICS UTILITY:
Compu·Sketch
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS:
Random Access Database
Microtext 1.2
SWAT.
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A true software bargain, The Best of SoftSide may be ordered at only $19.95 per
! l~·:tU~.J;~L~4::j
book, or $68.95 per book and disk combination. If you already ordered the book and
..-.would like to add the disk, the additional cost is only $49.00. Important: Be sure to
specify computer make and model when ordering! Use the bind-in card in this issue to
order today! Mail it with your payment or credit card number to SoftSide Publications Inc., 6 South Street, Milford, NH 03055.
The Best of SoftSide is also available at your SoftSide Dealer

